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Executive Summary

• This study aimed to discover the nature of knowledge sharing with peers, collaborators and
beneﬁciaries demonstrated by selected foundaBons working in youth development, in the Muslimmajority countries of Jordan and PalesBne; and to idenBfy the potenBal for furthering knowledge
sharing and learning opportuniBes among such foundaBons working in these contexts. Its raBonale
stems from awareness that despite global calls for and expectaBons of philanthropic foundaBons’
knowledge- sharing, lidle is known about its realiBes, pracBcaliBes and extent in and between
foundaBons in regional sepngs, such as the Middle East.
• Its objecBves were to contribute the voices and experiences of Jordanian and PalesBnian foundaBons
to these global debates, deepening understanding of and supporBng further knowledge sharing and
learning opportuniBes. A series of research quesBons focus on selected foundaBons’ gathering, using
and valuing knowledge, the direcBons of knowledge ﬂows and knowledge exchanges, internally and
externally, illustrated by foundaBons and the consequences of the state of knowledge sharing and
learning ﬂows for these foundaBons’ conBnuing development.
• A brief literature review recounted direcBons, including raBonales for foundaBons’ knowledge and
informaBon sharing (showing progress on objecBves, ensuring dialogue with consBtuencies and
beneﬁciaries; and learning from one’s own and other organisaBons, to improve pracBce). Among
challenges were lack of donor-recipient interacBon, barriers to sharing that were sectorally and
contextually dependent, and the diﬃculBes of adapBng to new circumstances while simultaneously
evaluaBng what is working and deciding Bme and resources allocaBon for knowledge sharing , that is,
situaBons of conBnuous transiBon.
• With its locaBon in two Muslim-majority countries, the research drew on El Taraboulsi’s work, in
which she regards Muslim philanthropy as geographical and cultural and not limited to faith-based
philanthropy; its contents spanning the range of philanthropic pracBces in Muslim-majority countries
and Muslim communiBes worldwide.
• The research design was exploratory and illustraBve, rather than evaluaBve, using a purposive case
study method, seeking informaBon-rich cases. Learning from the pilot interview and the literature
review included the development of a diagrammaBc framework, to present visual ‘maps’ of
foundaBons’ knowledge sharing and knowledge ﬂows. Following the decision to exclude foundaBons
operaBng in Jordan and PalesBne but based externally, six foundaBons in Jordan and six in PalesBne
were approached successfully.
• Field research took place during March and April 2019, with case interviews organised as a mix of
conversaBonal and structured exchanges. Case narraBves, developed from interview transcripts, were
prepared and shared for validaBon with parBcipaBng foundaBons. Visual mapping of each
foundaBon’s knowledge sharing ﬂows took place.ThemaBc analysis was chosen as the approach to
analysing the data from the research ﬁndings. While interviews were conducted and transcribed by
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one research team member, the analysis was undertaken by both team members, , ﬁrst working
independently and then sharing and agreeing collecBvely. Knowledge ﬂow portraits and ﬁnalised
case narraBves for each foundaBon were produced.
• ThemaBc analysis entailed iniBal coding of themes and coding deﬁniBons drawn from the case
interview transcripts, moving to a ﬁnal set of nine major themes, with associated sub-themes.
Further review idenBﬁed three over-arching themaBc categories, into which the nine major themes
could be grouped. These are shown in tabular form below:
1.

InsBtuBonal IdenBty and internal
knowledge and learning ﬂows

2.

InsBtuBonal - Stakeholder knowledge
and learning ﬂows

3.

InsBtuBonal - External knowledge
and learning ﬂows

1 - Strong sense of idenBty and purpose
2 - Intricate relaBons with donors
3 - SelecBvity/care in partnerships
4 - Governance challenges
5 - Prominence of self-directed and informal learning

6 - Beyond grantmaking
7 - Tenacity in community engagement and parBcipaBon
8 - importance of the long term
9 - Absence of external knowledge sharing

• In thema>c category 1, ’ Ins>tu>onal Iden>ty and internal knowledge and learning ﬂows’, ﬁndings
indicated foundaBons’ strong sense of idenBty, as part of naBon-sustaining; as programmes became
the idenBty of the organisaBon and naBonal legiBmacy was asserted. The youth development roles
gave the foundaBons acBvist personas, but with various means of fulﬁlling that acBvism, from gap
ﬁlling’(e.g health provision) and landmark projects (e.g. major library provision) to conBnuous
embedded programmes (e.g.higher educaBon scholarships, linked to community volunteering.)
Advocacy was implicit rather than explicit – “we do not create press releases”.
• Case narraBves documented foundaBons’ conﬁdence in the purposes and progress of their work,
including willingness to re-direct work or start again; with ‘insBlling conﬁdence’ in turn a core part of
the youth-focused programmes. Further conﬁdence grew from donors’ willingness to be there for the
long term. However donor relaBons were intricate, densely woven, with many donors willing to
enter and meet regularly with beneﬁciary communiBes; in remarked contrast to foreign donors,
wanBng intermediaries on the ground to ensure local contact. (Where internaBonal donors joined a
local project, they tended not to interact with each other but contributed independently).
• Community-based and community-led decision-making provided governance challenges. The reality
for one foundaBon of opening-up to communiBes placed pressures on resources, where problems
were highlighted – “we cannot say no to youth”. The study further emphasised the responding
foundaBons disappointments and frustraBons towards foreign donors’ and foreign NGOs’
approaches: “parachuBng in with quick ﬁxes is not our skill. Not what we need.”
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• Nevertheless, foundaBons stressed the extent of their due diligence among potenBal donors; with
uniform, emphaBc stress on refusing donors who “cross red lines on religion or poliBcs”, on the
excepBonal importance of equitable treatment of and sensiBvity towards all faiths (as part of both
countries’ naBonal heritage) and in declining too to “fund anything to do with religion or poliBcs or
any organisaBon where we perceive a bias, a prejudice.“ Alongside the issue of societal bias against
young people was that of gender bias, with widespread acknowledgement of women’s roles in
entrepreneurship and the diﬃculBes this posed where men in some communiBes were unsupporBve.
(Alongside male prominence in foundaBons’ donor bases, the majority of CEOs interviewed were
women.)
• Internal and ohen informal organisaBonal learning and knowledge sharing found within each of the
foundaBons was very evident. Where programme design was inﬂuenced by beneﬁciaries “the
learning on that level is very strong”. While foundaBons also sought and observed new knowledge
from philanthropy elsewhere, a marked propensity to self-challenge, based on their accumulated
internal learning was found. “We have been around 35 years. We start any project by looking at
ourselves”. At the same Bme, the growth in the volume and extent of communicaBons between
foundaBons and young people, especially young entrepreneurs was creaBng “a learning burden” to
which foundaBons had to respond.
• In thema>c category 2,’ Ins>tu>on - Stakeholder Learning’, ﬁndings emphasised the major extent to
which beneﬁciaries were fully stakeholders in the foundaBons’ work; with ‘learning with
stakeholders’ dominaBng every single case visualisaBon; and predominantly as two-way occurrences.
Limited direct contribuBons from beneﬁciaries stressed foundaBons’ respecuul relaBons with them,
with linkage to their reported personal preferences for support from naBonally-based organisaBons,
rather than from those that were foreign-based.
• Movement ‘beyond grantmaking’, to direct programme operaBon and provision was based largely on
internal learning where grantmaking-only approaches had leh evidence of minimal noBceable change
and created opportuniBes for beneﬁciary and , over the longer term, “programme alumni” inputs.
Nevertheless, such stakeholders also reported wishing that parBcular project had gone further. In the
case of an entrepreneurship-focused project for example, for one beneﬁciary “this gives us a real
partnership. But also, I wish this had gone all the way - and not just an accelerator.”
• FoundaBons’ pracBce exempliﬁed the importance of not dis-engaging from communiBes and alreadydisadvantaged groups; once supported; noBng that swih incoming and departure by foundaBons (‘hit
and run’ philanthropy) could be doubly damaging. Here the complexiBes of these foundaBons’ roles
in adaining their youth empowerment goals in estranged or declining communiBes, when iniBal topdown intervenBons would be required was very evident. Whether as community ‘mobilisers’ or
‘champions’, both roles required foundaBons’ paBence with their social investments’ producBveness.
FoundaBons’ sense of realism and ‘staying on’, as some communiBes were exhausted rather than
energised, and were losing young people abroad, was recorded. For one foundaBon this was part of
the inevitable price to be paid for working in youth development.
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• In thema>c category three. ‘Ins>tu>on - External Learning’, the ﬁnding of the absence of external
knowledge sharing’ by foundaBons was striking. The individual case visualisaBons of knowledge and
learning ﬂows showed this as the very largely ‘empty box’, despite the extensive and accumulated
learning over Bme within these foundaBons,. Explanatory factors included the philanthropy climate,
the demanding nature of each foundaBons’ programmes and eﬀorts that absorbed Bme and energy
for their own programmes’ improvement, and lack of local or regional sharing routes. The most
commonly reported accounts for this absence of external knowledge sharing was however that
foundaBons simply lacked invitaBons to share their knowledge. One foundaBon respondent made
this very plain: “Why I do not share my learning? Nobody asks me. People look at us as part of the
problem. They are implemenBng in South America and then try and implement here.”
• Alongside a concern that some would-be learners (e.g. incoming, foreign aid-funded foundaBons and
similar insBtuBons) were unwilling to value the likely learning and knowledge held by the in-country
foundaBons, dismissive of them, or, worse, lacked knowledge of their existence, was a sense of
disappointment, since so much internal knowledge was accumulaBng and aﬀecBng their pracBce“Next year, we will learn new things and we will have new informaBon to work on the following
year”.
• Although ideas for external sharing had appeared, such as a learning circle for funders, they had not
(or not yet) been acted upon. Among those for whom such networks would be welcome, signiﬁcant
(i.e. limiBng) trust issues (among foundaBons, NGOs and foreign donors, amongst others) existed.
Expressions of frustraBon – “We are not working together as we should. We have a conspiracy theory
mentality which makes it harder to share knowledge”- reﬂected longer term concerns, such as the
risk of ossiﬁcaBon or stagnaBon of foundaBon pracBces and the evidence that the regional or local
philanthropy was “not mature”.
• At the same Bme, the majority of foundaBons declared their general openness to sharing , and to do
so in ways more pro-acBve than just “adending other people’s conferences. Some individual
foundaBons indicated their willingness to take up what they saw as the knowledge sharing challenge
which the research itself had posed – “If this research can be a catalyst for a gathering around the
region, let’s do it. Leave the follow up to us - we will do what’s needed to remain connected”. As
important was the need for visibility: “There is a need to stand up and listen to one another.
• Discussion of the ﬁndings began by exploring whether the extensive but internal knowledge sharing
and learning reported was bound intrinsically to senses of naBonal idenBty (even naBonal survival),
and wholly produced by naBonal contexts; or this was an unusual development, that contrasts
strongly with, for example, European foundaBons, where alignment with naBonal idenBty is most
ohen absent.
• It was important to recognise that the depth of unfavourable contrasts between ‘home based/long
term’ commided foundaBons’ understanding of their working environments and those of foreign –
based and internaBonal foundaBons and NGOs in youth development were not new. Paradoxically
beneﬁciaries’ reported senses of security, saBsfacBon and preference for working with naBonally and
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community-based organisaBons rather than with foreign -based donors, may itself be feeding in to
the lader organisaBons’ (presumed) diﬃculBes in understanding the naBonal ﬁelds were they are or
are seeking to work.
• The profound sense of accumulaBng and making good use of internal learning, supported by case
visualisaBons , was expressed across foundaBons regardless of age.The resulBng drive for conBnual
improvement may also be seen as an element the drive to do one’s best for one’s country. Though
the depth and breadth of the drive to self-learning, was impressive, it was diﬃcult to avoid enBrely
the sense of foundaBons’ doing so because of isolaBon in the ﬁeld, of loneliness, as communityoriented pioneers, so making strong the link between self-learning and self-worth. (Only one of all
the foundaBons studied reported systemaBsaBon of the learning and knowledge acquisiBon ,through
a knowledge management department; the majority of cases were reliant on informal sharing , some
of which might be intermident, related to parBcular projects’ development milestones, or fragile on
departure of key personnel.)
• The concentraBon of eﬀort to exchange knowledge within the individual parameters of each of the
foundaBons’ work appeared a key element in the conﬁdence that these foundaBons expressed. It
enabled recogniBon of failures as well as successes,. CriBques of foundaBons’ conﬁdence turning to
arrogance, found in the philanthropy and civil society literatures, were not supported in this research,
which rather, recorded a clear sense of philanthropy, virtually tailor -made for or self-designed by the
communiBes , rooted in humility as well as some degrees of anger about top-down styles of
donorship, and its inappropriateness especially for youth development.
• Findings concerning the lack of external knowledge-sharing because of the lack of invitaBons so to
do, appeared to the researchers almost shocking in its straighuorwardness. ‘WaiBng to be asked’ and
self-eﬀacement do not appear on the face of things to be noted traits of philanthropic foundaBons.
This may have been a funcBon of philanthropic isolaBon that has propelled self-learning to parBcular
depths. A further paradoxical possibility was that case foundaBons’ very tenacity in sustaining deep
contact with their beneﬁciary communiBes was either seen as too daunBng to external donors; or an
inappropriate model for their own plans, so that associated knowledge sharing and learning was not
sought or not valued.
• Uncertainty about or absence of knowledge sharing networks locally or regionally, as well as broad
comments concerning the need for trust were cited in case interviews. However, the quesBon
remains as to why incoming foreign donors and or foreign NGOs as well as donor governments
working or seeking to work in Jordan and /or PalesBne do not make those invitaBons.
• In studying philanthropic foundaBons in two Muslim-majority countries, both in the global public
policy spotlight, the researchers had expected though not formally hypothesised that at least a
number of the case examples would reﬂect and acknowledge, informally if not formally, a Muslim
faith underpinning. That none did so directly, and that all were at pains to emphasise their all-faiths
openness, and their governance posiBons that scruBnised and rejected overt religious or poliBcal
overtones relaBng to gihs, was striking and is worthy of discussion, beyond this report.
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• This is not to ignore the Muslim faith inspiraBon or basis of the individual and family foundaBons’
founders, especially, nor individual interviewees’ personal perspecBves, which were not explored.
Nor did this response speak to a parBcular secular or secularising agenda, or to research in other
Muslim majority countries, where faith based terminology is deemed problemaBc. Broadly this
ﬁnding reﬂects El Taraboulsi’s work, discussing the ‘philanthropic space’, where Muslim philanthropy
in its encounters with other philanthropic cultures, is central. In this study, these ﬁndings suggest the
criBcal importance of naBonal idenBty as part of the foundaBons’ idenBBes, not over-riding but
endorsing all the faiths and beliefs held by the ciBzens of Jordan and PalesBne.
• Limita>ons of the study were discussed in detail. These included: the case proﬁles’ development at a
single point in Bme and place (Spring 2019), with parBcular pressures on the ﬁeldwork Bmetable, the
restricBon of the PalesBne-based study to foundaBons in the West Bank only, and the inability to
enhance case research by further techniques, such as observaBon; the purposive sampling approach
introduces the possibility of selecBon bias; the non-inclusion of external (foreign) foundaBons from
the study; the use of English in interviews; the lack of documentaBon availability with which to
supplement the cases (excluding the pilot); the respondents drawn largely from senior foundaBon
managers only; and how well the themaBc analysis was undertaken.
• Of these, three are especially important. The purposive sampling choice, largely a funcBon of Bme
and resource pressures, was miBgated to an extent by the diﬀerent types of philanthropic
organisaBons studied , including convenBonal, endowed foundaBons, CSR ‘arms’ of business
enterprises , and operaBng foundaBons choosing NGO status. Our narrowing of the case ﬁeld
produced insights into knowledge sharing in a hitherto neglected and unique dataset of ’home
country’ foundaBons but meant that other knowledge sharing disposiBons in philanthropy (and not
only the criBques of such insBtuBons which were reported) were leh unexamined within these
externally based foundaBons, themselves major philanthropy actors. ExpectaBons of supplemenBng
case interviews organisaBons’ reports, websites and other documentaBon could not be fulﬁlled in all
cases,. While some annual reports and websites were available, others were not or were for limited
circulaBon only. Thus data transparency was not consistent regarding annual reports and ﬁnancial
statements across the cases. These data absences may however also reﬂect local cultures of
philanthropy, which does not seek to proclaim itself as parBcularly a mader for public adenBon, and
if not fully anonymous, then parBally so.
• Sugges>ons for the further development of this research were made, arising from the discussion on
limitaBons. They included: incorporaBng a wholly beneﬁciary-led perspecBve; tracking the original
cases over Bme, to begin the basis of longitudinal work; examining the governance challenges of
foundaBons’ external knowledge sharing by concentraBon on the board members’ (including
donors’) perspecBves; and /or the perspecBves of less senior staﬀ and volunteers; undertaking a
parallel study of foreign foundaBons’ knowledge sharing and learning experiences, relaBng these, or
otherwise to those in the ‘home’ foundaBon sector; and focusing on mapping and analysing the
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extent of foundaBon reporBng data that does exist in the Jordanian and PalesBnian public domains,
to respond the ‘wider state of data’ quesBon from another direcBon.
• Conclusions These emphasised that the study of Jordanian and PalesBnian-based foundaBons’
organisaBons’ knowledge sharing and learning discovered a wealth of acBviBes and learning growth;
previously and largely hidden from view. Three leading threads of evidence were noted concerning
the lack of external knowledge sharing of foundaBons’ own knowledge; the development of these
foundaBons’ internal reﬂecBon and improvement; and the philanthropy being undertaken in these
Muslim majority countries.
• The lack of external sharing of these foundaBons’ own knowledge permeated every part of the study
and was one of the unexpected ﬁndings of the research. Cycles of lack of trust have occurred, again
and again, reinforced by lack of recogniBon by external bodies of local foundaBon knowledge
gathering and learning , a parallel or consequenBal lack of trust in foreign foundaBons and NGOs, and
a lack also of prior academic study, not even from local academic insBtuBons. In these contexts, it
was understandable that Jordanian and PalesBnian FoundaBons would choose to create what they
variously saw as their “own method”. While appearing isolated from externally-based foundaBons,
these foundaBons have not been solitary, but pioneering, in their depth of community-based youth
empowerment work.
• This is important, not only in the Jordanian and PalesBnian contexts since it contrasts with arguments
in the literature, advocaBng external knowledge-sharing, as the route which compels subsequent
internal reﬂecBon and learning. Thus, engagement in external networks for knowledge sharing and
learning creates a good guide for foundaBons’ own internal reﬂecBon. Among these studied cases,
the contrary picture emerged, with foundaBons’ reﬂecBon and internal change stemming largely
from the experiences of their relaBve isolaBon, as well as from (one-way) external sources; driving
internal learning in new and conﬁdent direcBons. Here the combinaBon of beneﬁciary interacBon
and internal foundaBon leadership was producing internal knowledge sharing and learning. It follows
that both leadership models in internal learning–directed foundaBons, and the primacy of external
learning drivers to ensure internal organisaBon reﬂecBon, as set out in the literature, deserve further
adenBon, empirically and theoreBcally.
• When the external networks are ready, such detail could provide a new resource for internaBonal
foundaBon learning, not least for those working in the Middle East. Hence the views of foreign
foundaBons in response to our ﬁndings are therefore very much needed. For now, it appears that
trust is lacking. Against a background of due diligence and transparency dialogues and the
imperaBves of cross border giving legislaBon, external foundaBons have appeared to keep their
distance from local foundaBons. However, there may also be a resulBng ‘fear of the unknown’ on the
part of foreign foundaBons, especially in relaBon to the very clear demands of the nature of the
youth development work being undertaken, in which ‘learning burdens’ were also arBculated.
• The provisional conclusions from the research are that, from the faith perspecBve, the philanthropy
studied represents a form of one type of Muslim philanthropy, that is, one where the speciﬁcs of a
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‘lead’ faith idenBty are not stated; but cannot at the same Bme be said to be wholly absent. Thus the
care taken in emphasising inclusiveness of support for all communiBes and heritage backgrounds,
and examples of declining donorship with overt religious associaBons appeared as a means of
asserBng the importance of the naBonal community or naBonhood rather than standing back from
religious inﬂuences on philanthropy per se.
• These developments suggest a type of Muslim philanthropy, apparently previously unrecognised and
un-researched. It idenBﬁes a new form of anonymity in Muslim Philanthropy, as a key characterisBc.
It does not oﬀer anonymity in the sense of being deliberately concealed, nor detached from giving’s
results. It occurs where and when the religious idenBBes and raBonales among donors, communiBes
and beneﬁciaries are recognised for their value in contribuBng to the ‘wider or macro’ goals of
philanthropy through youth empowerment, of naBon and community building, but are not a required
or deﬁning characterisBc of that work. Drawing on El Taraboulsi’s work, noted earlier, it is suggested
that a form of Muslim philanthropy may occur through three intersecBng inﬂuence sources: faith,
heritage and anonymity. Also that this holisBc approach may be applied to the Muslim-majority
countries in this study, where naBon-building and community change are all-important. Further
consideraBons of this aspect of the study is however are beyond the scope of this report.
• Three priori>es for further research, from the ‘long list’ of possible research direcBons are provided:
They include an equivalent study of foreign-based foundaBons in working in Jordan and PalesBne, to
discover their own knowledge sharing and learning experiences, and their responses to the ﬁndings
from this ‘home’ foundaBon sector study; and mapping and analysis of the extent of foundaBon
reporBng data in Jordanian and PalesBnian public domains.
• ‘Next Steps’ The researchers’ own learning from this study makes clear that any such next steps are
be best developed by and facilitated from within the acBve foundaBon landscape that was found.
They would also be sustainable only if the organisaBons and actors in that landscape lead an agenda
that creates value through knowledge sharing, contribuBng to knowledge building and acBng, ohen
to do things diﬀerently, on that knowledge
• With this in mind, next steps, to incorporate direct knowledge exchanges arising could include :
• a Round Table meeBng or meeBngs with parBcipaBng foundaBons to consider subsequent
direcBons ; a joint research and pracBce led conference on knowledge sharing and learning with an
open invitaBon to civil society members in Jordan and PalesBne; and/or events(s) exploring
parBcular aspect(s) of the report, for example beneﬁciaries as co-learners with foundaBons. From
these, subsequent possibiliBes could include the establishment of a learning alliance (an informal
grouping) among the parBcipaBng foundaBons; and/or beginning a more formal foundaBon learning
and research network in Jordan and PalesBne, whether broadly, or speciﬁcally related to youth
engagement and empowerment..
• From the researchers’ perspecBves, two further ‘next steps’ are idenBﬁable, beyond those
concerning further research in its own right. These are, ﬁrstly to link to the complementary study to
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this report, on ‘Muslim philanthropy in the UK foundaBon context – the wider state of data’, by
Professor Cathy Pharoah. This points to the potenBal for possible interacBons between interested
Muslim foundaBons in the UK and Jordanian and PalesBnian foundaBon respondents, to consider the
‘how’, and ‘how far’ knowledge is shared in their own sepngs, with a possible view to shared
working. Secondly, to explore exploring governmental-level (DfID)perspecBves on the implicaBons of
the research ﬁndings, and where feasible, seeking appropriate governmental representaBves at or
contribuBons towards the pracBce-led next steps that are discussed above.
• Researchers’ personal reﬂec>ons. This research uncovered impressive amounts of ‘good news’, in
the Jordanian and PalesBnian contexts, as case foundaBons demonstrated the extent of their capacity
and capability for internal knowledge sharing and learning. However, it is criBcal to recognise the
likely consequences if the external knowledge sharing gap is not addressed. If the internally-directed
reﬂecBons and development of the foundaBons conBnue as before, external philanthropic
organisaBons currently operaBng in the region, or who are planning to do so in the future, are likely
to remain wholly unaware about the wealth of local knowledge and experience these foundaBons
hold. This may then reinforce the issues of lack of trust and lack of impact so feeding cycles that,
ﬁnally, will not support the beneﬁciaries that all foundaBons operaBng in these countries wish to
serve.
• During this research, respondents have already oﬀered to take its ﬁndings forward, for example – “If
this research can be a catalyst for a gathering around the region, let’s do it. Leave the follow up t us…
we will do what’s needed to remain connected.” The researchers would be pleased and privileged to
able to play an acBve part in these conBnuing developments.
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Introduction: Framing the Research

‘Knowledge sharing and data development among philanthropic foundaBons’ is the overall focus for
research funded by the UK Government’s ‘Global Challenges Research Fund’, during 2018-2019, as a
collaboraBve project between the World Congress of Muslim Philanthropists’ Academy of Philanthropy and
the Centre for Charitable Giving and Philanthropy, Cass Business School, City, University of London.
This report documents the work of the ﬁrst of the two research enterprises which comprised this project.
EnBtled ‘ Knowledge Sharing between Founda3ons Engaged in Youth Development in Muslim- Majority
Communi3es - the Wider State of Data’, it presents ﬁndings from qualitaBve case study research with twelve
foundaBons, purposively idenBﬁed, operaBng in Jordan and in PalesBne , Working in youth development,
each of them are either Jordanian or PalesBnian foundaBons, rather than externally-based foundaBons or
internaBonal philanthropic insBtuBons.
The report addresses the research puzzle that surrounds increasing global calls for philanthropic
foundaBons to share their knowledge and learning across the foundaBon and philanthropy spectrum. Such
knowledge-sharing is promoted as enhancing foundaBons’ performance and demonstraBng their impact in
tackling social problems and meeBng missions. Yet lidle is known about the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of
foundaBons’ knowledge sharing, internal or external, its realiBes and pracBcaliBes, in regional sepngs, such
as the Middle East. This is especially given the North American or European source and focus of many of
those calls. In regional and naBonal contexts other than those of Europe and North America, foundaBons’
knowledge sharing may also be taking place providing new ways of sharing and learning but not visible to
philanthropic acBon elsewhere, or not of interest to philanthropic partners, regionally and beyond.
AlternaBvely, knowledge sharing in these sepngs may be neglected or unsupported by relevant networks,
especially where foundaBons are fully engaged in responding to major social problems that are unrelenBng
and inter-dependent.
This exploratory study seeks to redress the imbalances of this research puzzle, by discovering foundaBons’
experiences in knowledge sharing in two Middle Eastern countries, Jordan and PalesBne. It has
concentrated on philanthropic acBon in youth development, since both countries are facing signiﬁcant
pressures among youth people, from demographic, employment, educaBon, conﬂict and post conﬂict
perspecBves, for youth and young people. The research aims are, ﬁrstly to discover the extent of and
approaches to knowledge sharing with peers, collaborators and beneﬁciaries demonstrated by selected
foundaBons working in the ﬁeld of youth development, in the Muslim-majority countries of Jordan and
PalesBne. Secondly, to idenBfy the potenBal for furthering knowledge sharing and learning opportuniBes
among such foundaBons working in these contexts, which emerge from this study.
The objecBves are ﬁrstly to provide opportuniBes for the voices , experiences and pracBces of foundaBons,
operaBng in Jordan and PalesBne to be represented in the global debates on foundaBons’ knowledge
sharing and learning acBviBes and opportuniBes; and secondly to deepen understanding of and facilitate
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these foundaBons’ approaches to knowledge sharing and learning among relevant stakeholders, including
peer foundaBons and externally based (‘internaBonal’) foundaBons, NGOs, users and beneﬁciaries.
For objecBve one, the research quesBons are
-

How do (selected) foundaBons gather, use and value knowledge of their youth development
programmes, to support their organisaBons’ internal learning?

-

What are the direcBons of the knowledge sharing and learning ﬂows taking place in the work of
these foundaBons?

-

To what extent, why and with whom do foundaBons share their knowledge and learning from
their youth development programmes externally with other foundaBons and insBtuBons; and
learn from external knowledge sources?

For objecBve two, the research quesBon is
-

What are the consequences of the state of knowledge sharing and learning ﬂows found in
foundaBons in Jordan and PalesBne, for these foundaBons’ conBnuing philanthropy
development?

The report which follows is wriden in the ﬁrst person, to reﬂect the contribuBons of the two authors as the
sole researchers. Its structure is as follows:
Part One sets out the philanthropic foundaBon context of accessing and sharing knowledge, and direcBons
in the literature, the raBonale for the Muslim-majority context of the study and the working deﬁniBons
used in the project.
Part Two presents the research design and methods chosen and implemented.
Part Three contains the research ﬁndings from the case studies, incorporaBng visualisaBons to map the
ﬂows of knowledge and knowledge sharing in each of the twelve cases.
Part Four provides analysis and discussion of the research ﬁndings; and the limitaBons of the research.
The conclusions reﬂect on the research project ‘s implicaBons for current (including Western) debates on
foundaBons and knowledge sharing and possibiliBes for further acBons.
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Part 1 Literature Review

1.1 The Philanthropic FoundaBon Context of Accessing and Sharing Knowledge: Some DirecBons in the
Literature
Philanthropic foundaBons are knowledge-intensive organisaBons, deploying human, intellectual , economic,
poliBcal and technological capital to address social problems and advance public good. As a key source of
foundaBons’ inﬂuence and public beneﬁt, leading pracBBoners are ranking accumulated knowledge
alongside those of ﬁnancial resources and convening power and urging foundaBons to use the informaBon
that they hold and need for strategic philanthropy advance. (Smith, 2016; Smith 2014.)
Scholars assess that foundaBons’ capacity to produce knowledge and foster learning becomes central to
their creaBvity ; and also criBcal over Bme, when lack of soluBons to problems may ohen be as related to
lack of knowledge , as to lack of poliBcal will or money (Anheier and Leat, 2006).
As foundaBons’ knowledge-creaBon and knowledge-carrying capacity comes to the fore, as both asset and
process, increasing interest has also developed regarding foundaBons’ knowledge sources, gathering and
applicaBons. Orr and Jung (2016) recognise foundaBons variously as knowledge patrons, providers,
mediators and sBmulators of knowledge . Survey research among Canadian, U.S. and European foundaBons,
examining their espoused social values , as linked to their resources allocaBons, has produced ‘knowledge’
as ranking third among the ‘top ﬁve’ social values in each of these three locaBons (Whitman, 2009).Other
examples include studies of knowledge transfer between Italian for-proﬁt corporaBons and their corporate
foundaBons (Minciullo and Pedrini, 2015) ; and of implemenBng community-based knowledge as a
leadership tool by Canadian community foundaBons (Phillips et al, 2016). AccepBng that foundaBons exist
to promote public good, with many states oﬀering tax advantages for so doing, the quesBon arises as to
whether foundaBons’ knowledge, internal and external, is public knowledge(Jung and Harrow,2016).
Where researchers use ‘knowledge’ and ‘informaBon’ interchangeably, knowledge is informaBon processed
by individuals including ideas, facts, experBse, and judgments relevant for individual, team, and
organisaBonal performance (Wang and Noe, 2010, following Alavi and Leidner, 2001). Wang and Noe (ibid)
deﬁne knowledge sharing as the provision of task informaBon and know-how to help others and to
collaborate with others to solve problems, develop new ideas, or implement policies or procedures .Partly
underpinning the realiBes of knowledge sharing then are the factors sustaining or limiBng collaboraBon,
within and between organisaBons. (See for example Sveiby and Simons’ proposal of the concept of the
‘collaboraBve climate’ as a major factor aﬀecBng knowledge work’s eﬀecBveness, 2002). Lee and AlHawamdeh (2002) provide a more broad, illuminaBng deﬁniBon of knowledge sharing as a thoughuul act
that creates value to be used by others.
In business literatures, knowledge sharing is emphasised as the basis for achieving and sustaining
compeBBve advantage , whereas in the non-proﬁt literature, varieBes of shared valued and social purposes,
ohen supporBng and sustaining collaboraBve acBon and partnering, formal and informal towards shared
goals, and the growth of inter-organisaBonal networks, knowledge sharing helps to enhance the sharing
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organisaBons’ performance. (Rathi et al 2014.) Noor et al (2015), in a quanBtaBve study, explore knowledge
sharing, collaboraBve culture, and beneﬁciary parBcipaBon as determinants of nonproﬁt eﬀecBveness, in
the context of Malaysian nonproﬁts, They ﬁnd that while knowledge sharing and beneﬁciary parBcipaBon
are signiﬁcant determinants of that eﬀecBveness, collaboraBve culture fails to act as a predictor of that
eﬀecBveness, internally or externally. For Ragsdell et al (2014), trust between volunteers and their need to
know and to share informaBon appeared to be dependent, in part, on their percepBon of the success of the
overarching project organisaBon.
Context therefore is all-important. Sergeeva and Andreeva (2016) stress its centrality to knowledge sharing
research; and argue that much empirical research on knowledge sharing tends to downplay context. They
draw adenBon to the ‘who’ (who shares knowledge) ‘where’ (in ‘what sepngs does this occur?) ‘why’ (the
‘organisaBonal reasons for knowledge sharing) and ‘what’ (what knowledge is being shared) quesBons;
quesBons which are drawn on in this research.
More speciﬁc raBonales for foundaBons’ knowledge and informaBon sharing include demonstraBng the
applicaBon of required regulaBons, showing that progress has been made on objecBves, ensuring dialogue
with consBtuencies and beneﬁciaries; and learning from one’s own and other organisaBons, to improve
pracBce (Brouard and Glass, 2017). These authors go on to illustrate “common reporBng and informaBon
sharing mechanisms that exist in the Canadian grantmaking foundaBon ecosystem” (ibid, 43) related to
stakeholders. Such stakeholders are governments, donors, grantees, the general public, beneﬁciaries,
intermediaries, the media, and the grantmaking foundaBons themselves, both directors and employees;
with disBncBons between informaBon requests and transfers, that may be mandatory or voluntary, public
or private.
Typological analysis of foundaBons globally however ensures diﬀerenBaBon between foundaBon forms
(Jung et al, 2018) , for example , their organisaBonal roots (such as government, individual, corporate) , the
nature of their resources, anBcipated lifespan and life stage, their geographical locaBon, beneﬁciaries and
ﬁxed or ﬂexible approach . All of these categorisaBons may inﬂuence foundaBons’ approaches to
knowledge ﬂows and sharing. Nevertheless, as individualisBc organisaBons operaBng in collecBve contexts,
foundaBons’ insBtuBonal independence may limit inter-organisaBonal and intra-organisaBon knowledge
ﬂows, as well as sancBon and support them (Jung and Harrow, 2016). For Anheier and Leat (2019), it is the
freedom and autonomy which foundaBons possess that supports what they see as foundaBons’
construcBve ambiguity concerning their performance, their intended goals and realised achievements.
Concerns about the extent and nature of knowledge ﬂows, within and across foundaBons then appear
longstanding. Ostrander’s (2007) adenBon to philanthropy’s social relaBons, emphasising the lack of
knowledge transfer when donors and recipients do not interact, is reiterated by Webb Farley (2018) a
decade later. The lader stresses that there remains lack of clarity as to whether recipients and donors share
knowledge that would allow informed decisions about giving to the bederment of society. While some
larger and very large individual foundaBons are pursuing open data strategies and open publicaBon of the
results of their work, the case for foundaBons generally sharing knowledge, beyond that required by public
regulaBon, is challenging.
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This is especially so regarding failures in foundaBons’ acBviBes as well as successes, long regarded as an
untapped foundaBon resource (Giloth and Gerwitz, 2009). Regionally, knowledge gathering and sharing
diﬃculBes are reported by grantmaking associaBons. For example, the East African AssociaBon of
Grantmakers has reported its data collecBon and sharing challenges, where sources of informaBon on
philanthropy are described as largely disjointed, incoherent and not well organised. and where
organisaBons are ohen reluctant and apprehensive in providing informaBon. (EAAG,2015). See also
Farouky’s (2016) scruBny of the strengths and weaknesses of the philanthropy ecosystem in the Arab
region, noBng as a weakness that region’s lack of data and knowledge sharing, which, she argues,
diminishes the potenBal for lasBng impact. In the disaster management literature, Norton and Gibson
(2019) stress the centrality of sharing knowledge between local and non-local stakeholders to beder
understand and address exisBng and new challenges; but assess that relaBvely lidle learning and knowledge
sharing is generated amongst local-level pracBBoners and communiBes who are typically acBvists and have
limited opportuniBes to reﬂect, think criBcally, capture and record learning or share it peer to peer.
Further in the sustainable development literature, and speciﬁcally ‘water and sanitaBon for all’, Darteh et al
(2019) advocate the development of learning alliances, to achieve systems change at scale; deﬁned as a
series of connected mulB-stakeholder plauorms, at diﬀerent insBtuBonal levels (naBonal, district,
community), seeking innovaBon at scale in an area of common interest. They see learning as social learning
that occurs through interacBons of stakeholders, taking place in social sepngs through dialogue, and as
acBon-oriented. They conBnue that from this understanding of learning “learning pre-supposes knowledge
generaBon, knowledge sharing and uBlisaBon of knowledge: all must be present. Learning is not complete
unless through the act of using knowledge, people undertake acBon and begin to do something diﬀerently.”
(op.cit., 10).
Both theoreBcally and empirically-led literature on knowledge sharing incorporate discussion on
organisaBonal and environmental barriers to its acBvaBon. ParBcular pressures for knowledge sharing may
be expected in ecosystems demonstraBng severe humanitarian pressures, exacerbated by demography
and/or poliBcal conﬂict and where conBnuing relief provision and immediacy of basic philanthropic
intervenBon is invariably sought. Weber and Kardamian (2008) arBculate the knowledge sharing challenges
facing collaborators and networks in addressing such kinds of ‘wicked problems’ (mulBple, interconnected
sub sets of intractable, relentless public problems); and present knowledge sharing as vital to improve
performance. Nevertheless, and paradoxically, these may also be the circumstances in which the Bme,
costs, organisaBonal uncertainty and more apparent immediate organisaBon and social needs reduces,
removes or deﬂects organisaBonal opportuniBes and incenBves for knowledge sharing. Bloice and Burned
(2016) present a single case study of knowledge sharing barriers in the non-proﬁt service-providing social
care sector in Scotland. IdenBfying a wide range of barriers (including lack of awareness of the value of
knowledge to others , lack of leadership in communicaBng knowledge sharing’s role, and ‘red tape’, when
trying to share with other organisaBons), and drawing on Riege (2005), these authors suggest that barriers
may be sectorally and potenBally organisaBonally contextually dependent.
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Advocacy for using foundaBons’ knowledge for pracBce improvement and development conBnues to be
marked about leading philanthropic foundaBon networks. In the UK, survey research ﬁndings in 2015 on
evaluaBon within primarily larger trusts and foundaBons from the InsBtute for Voluntary AcBon Research
suggested that evaluaBon, as an acBvity or pracBce, formed part of a much wider, reﬂecBve process within
those organisaBons.(IVAR, 2015) . While over half the sample (34 foundaBons) reported systems and
procedures in place for capturing knowledge and learning (both internal and external) as well as sharing
knowledge, “only 18% agree that they have eﬀecBve mechanisms for disseminaBng learning across the
organisaBon” (ibid, 61). Others noted that, while there were no formal systems or procedures in place,
capturing and disseminaBng knowledge and learning occurred through constant communicaBon among the
staﬀ team: “..more broadly through open dialogue within the team and exchange of ideas at management
level.”(ibid.) Respondents’ understandings of the nature of a learning organisaBon were summarised as one
which “acBvely creates spaces and opportuniBes for knowledge and intelligence to inform and shape its
day-to-day pracBces, as well as its future direcBon, and embeds these within its culture.” (ibid, 63).
Subsequent reporBng from IVAR on foundaBons’ evaluaBon emphasised the centrality of foundaBons’
relaBons with grantees, as responsive grantmakers, where “agendas should be explicit but ﬂexible, with
room for adjustment based on learning.” (IVAR, 2017, 3). This found learning in foundaBons generally as
having at least one of three intended uses: promoBng accountability, idenBfying impact and supporBng
strategic learning. As disBnct but related, these “can be diﬃcult to manage simultaneously” (ibid.); with
foundaBons’ complex operaBng environments requiring a premium on learning and adapBng to new
circumstances as well as evaluaBng what is working and deciding on Bme and resources investment – a
posiBon described as one of ‘conBnuous transiBon’(ibid.).
In September 2018, the AssociaBon of German FoundaBons launched their new global collaboraBon, ‘Next
Philanthropy’, aiming to ‘share knowledge, compare insights, and fuel discussion on philanthropy’s latest
trends’ . (AFG, 2018). In November 2018, GrantCrah, a service of the (US) FoundaBon Center, published
‘Open for Good, Knowledge Sharing to Strengthen Grantmaking’, a guide to ‘spark ideas, sBmulate
discussion and suggest possibiliBes’. Also in November 2018, the Center for EﬀecBve Philanthropy
published results from its 2017 survey published on foundaBons ‘understanding and sharing what works’,
designed to ‘help foundaBon leaders determine the best methods of learning from their work and deciding
what to be open about’ (Buteau and Glickman, 2018) . Further examples include the more narrow emphasis
on learning linked to enhancing impact (Poortvliet, Heady and Brick, 2012) and reports on individual
foundaBons’ using and accessing knowledge , including ‘peer to peer’ in the US-based William and Flora
Hewled FoundaBon( 2017), and learning in relaBon to responsive grantmaking in the UK-based Esmée
Fairbairn FoundaBon (Firth, 2017).
Scholarly or scholar-pracBce analyses of foundaBons’ knowledge sharing raBonales and experiences are
nevertheless relaBvely few in number. Janson and Handy (2016, 121) for example cite the demonstraBon of
knowledge’s role in social change by the Dasra FoundaBon in India, including its hosBng of the annual India
Philanthropic Forum, as “a plauorm for learning and sharing experiences in philanthropy”. Nolan et al
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(2019) argue the case for evaluators as conduits and supports for foundaBon learning, beyond the conﬁnes
of evaluaBon that focuses on individual organisaBons; while Carr et al (2019) examine the (US-based)
Kauﬀman FoundaBon’s iniBaBve to create more systemaBc and intenBonal learning across its organisaBon,
by selecBng some staﬀ as ‘learning champions’; oﬀering insights to other organisaBons seeking to
strengthen their internal learning.
AdesBng that a knowledge/pracBce problem or challenge exists begs the quesBon as to approaches to the
problem’s resoluBon. A threefold typology of approaches is provided by Tooman et al (2016): linear models,
involving direct transfer of knowledge , from creators to users, where a knowledge deﬁcit in pracBce occurs
and is resolved; relaBonal models, where linkages and interacBons between people are central to
knowledge creaBon and sharing and where connecBvity problems are at issue; and systems models, where
knowledge is socially embedded among myriad and interdependent actors and groups, where people shape
and are shaped by the system; and adapBve systems require that knowing in pracBce is a conBnual work in
progress. The pracBce-advocacy literature may be interpreted as encompassing all three models; and for
some, may represent as much foundaBon rhetoric as foundaBon reality. AlternaBvely, this pracBceadvocacy literature may under-esBmate the nature of the challenges of developing and achieving
knowledge-sharing goals and outcomes across the range of contexts and pressures under which
foundaBons work. It may be more likely to support the direcBons of short-term programmes and projects,
that are thought to have quick and measurable results that can be speedily shared, to the detriment of long
term work; and run the risk of imposing a sense of knowledge deﬁcits among those foundaBons whose
sharing appears uncertain and ill-deﬁned.
Finally, in this very brief review, the philosophical as well as pracBcal links between philanthropic acBon and
knowledge sharing are signiﬁcant. On the one side, generosity is widely understood as a determining factor
in undertaking philanthropy (see by Bekkers and Wiepking’s literature review, 2007) ; and on the other,
generosity also is seen as core factor in people’s willingness to share their knowledge, without an
expectaBon of return. Anand and Walsh (2016, 713) exploring whether and why people are generous in the
workplace, analyse generosity’s role in knowledge sharing, concluding its importance for “leading ﬁrms to
succeed”. It seems only logical that generosity in foundaBons’ sharing knowledge and foundaBon’s progress
are also linked closely.

1.2 Researching in Muslim-Majority Countries
Our original discussions proposing research collaboraBon on this topic leant towards exploring foundaBons
exemplifying Muslim philanthropy. We saw the standing of the WCMP and its Academy of Philanthropy as
central to engaging research respondents’ support in the demanding contexts of Jordan and PalesBne ; and
the project began immediately following the WCMP’s ‘Global Donors Forum’, held in London in 2018.
Increasingly however, the complexiBes of assessing what would count as a Muslim philanthropy -based
foundaBon in these countries became very evident. The extent to which faith adherence provided a basis
for philanthropic acBon would rest on judgments open to interpretaBon and change over Bme. This is a
view emphasised by Tadros (2011) , who disBnguishes between Islamic philanthropy that may be used to
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refer to religiously-moBvated giving , and ‘Muslim’, as meaning belonging to the Muslim faith but not
necessarily translaBng into religious character or acBon.
Siddiqui’s (2018) all-embracing view of the nature of Muslim philanthropy, as giving of any kind which
involves self-idenBfying Muslim individuals, insBtuBons, communiBes, and socieBes as key agents, provided
an inclusive approach. However, this would take us beyond the scope of our study and its insBtuBonal
(foundaBon -only) frame, while raising quesBons as to how self-idenBﬁcaBon would occur and be
recognised. We decided instead therefore to frame our research in the context of two Muslim-majority
countries1 . These were sepngs where foundaBons as insBtuBons would not be sought for research
purposes as either speciﬁcally faith-based or otherwise; but would be invited to indicate their faith
posiBons, for example, as Muslim faith-expressive, if not speciﬁcally faith-based, or as reﬂecBng no one
faith-philanthropic stance.
In this, we were guided by following work. Khader (2018) reﬂects that it might be more apt to refer to
‘Muslim philanthropies’ , suggesBng that how Islam is interpreted by self-idenBfying Muslims will change
not only in Bme, but also across diﬀerent locales. Singer (2018) suggests that it seems an incomplete
undertaking to isolate religious belief from the dynamics of society and culture, poliBcs, and economics; all
criBcal features in the two countries we were studying. She goes on suggest that the Muslim character of
any philanthropic act is, ulBmately, only one of the act’s idenBfying features, including size, locaBon, and
beneﬁciaries, any of which may be determined by where the donor lives, her or his ﬁnancial situaBon, or
personal experiences that prioriBse parBcular concerns.
El Taraboulsi (2015) draws on the noBon of space to open conversaBons about Muslim philanthropy , so
that philanthropic pracBces in the Muslim world are the result of an interface between Islam and the
cultures encountered. Her exposiBon, (originally for the development of the Muslim Philanthropy Digital
Library) regards Muslim philanthropy as geographical and cultural and not limited to faith-based
philanthropy; its contents spanning the range of philanthropic pracBces in Muslim-majority countries and
Muslim communiBes worldwide. Finally, we reviewed brieﬂy the broad literature on religions and
development; and a study by Rakodi ( 2011). This concludes that it is impossible to disentangle religion
from its interacBons with the social, economic and poliBcal context in which it is lived, revealing the
complexity of religious landscapes and the relaBonships between religion, values and behaviour. Moreover,
research exploring the role of religion in organisaBons involved in development-related acBviBes in Karachi
and Sindh, Pakistan, ﬁnds that ‘faith-based’ terminology is itself problemaBc, although most local
humanitarian organisaBons are religiously inspired(Policy Brieﬁng, 2011). This is because of its associaBon
with radical organisaBons, deemed to hold extreme or conservaBve views; emphasising that religion is
important to many charitable organisaBons, although for some it is implicit rather than explicit.

1

Hasan (2015, 3) records that 1.1 billion Muslims (of the 1,6 billion worldwide) live in 47 Muslim majority countries in
Africa and Asia. ProporBons vary from just over 50% to nearly 100%. Jordan is reported with a 93% Muslim
populaBon; ﬁgures compiled from UNDP records. No ﬁgure is given for PalesBne.
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As an overall guide, we have used El Taraboulsi’s work (op. cit.), considering Muslim philanthropy
developing through its encounters with other philanthropic cultures; while locaBng our research, in two
Muslim-majority countries.

1.3 Working DeﬁniBons for the Project
The philanthropy we are studying is limited to that pracBsed by the insBtuBons known as foundaBons. We
draw on Prad et al (2012), to characterise philanthropic foundaBons as having::founders with charitable or
philanthropic intenBons (individuals, families, companies or communiBes) ; income and funds, privately
raised; public beneﬁt roles and purposes (through grant funding other organisaBons’ projects and
programmes or through direct operaBonal project organisaBon); and independent governance structures.
We deﬁne ‘knowledge’ as ‘jusBﬁed personal belief that increases an individual’s capacity to take eﬀecBve
acBon’ , following Alavi and Leidner ( 2001); and follow the approach where knowledge is informaBon
processed by individuals including ideas, facts, experBse, and judgments relevant for individual, team, and
organisaBonal performance (Wang and Noe, op.cit.)
Learning, in the organisaBonal context, is deﬁned using Argote and Miron-Spektor’s (2011) understanding
as a change in the organisaBon that occurs as a funcBon of experience, occurring over Bme ; being cyclical,
as task performance experience is converted into knowledge, that in turn changes the organisaBon’s future
experiences. The organisaBon’s environmental context , containing elements outside the organisaBon’s
boundaries (e.g. regulators, clients ) , together with relaBonships with other organisaBons, through joint
ventures , alliances or memberships, further interacts with knowledge, to create experience. Following
Argote and Miron-Spektor’s examinaBon (ibid), experience ‘s fundamental dimension is whether it is
acquired directly from within the focal organisaBon or indirectly from elsewhere; ranging from ambiguous
to easily interpretable, geographically concentrated or dispersed; varying in frequency and pace ; and
capable of being acquired before, during or aher task performance.
‘Youth development’ is used as an umbrella term for those philanthropic purposes favouring support and
provision for young people , broadly between the ages of ﬁheen and thirty, whether in individual, group,
community or naBonal sepngs. Its ambit ranges from formal to informal educaBon and training support,
through community work, volunteering, other forms of social acBon and support for public and civic
parBcipaBon, to employment and economic opportunity programmes , including enterprise and innovaBon
iniBaBves and seeding entrepreneurship, both social and commercial. The term ‘development’ is itself
contenBous for some, for example, related to only certain forms of ‘modernisaBon’ (see Heﬀeran, 2013).
However its broad use here concerns the expansion of youth capabiliBes, enlarging their choices and
enabling fulﬁlment of their potenBal.
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Part 2 Research Design and Methods: Choices and implementations

Our research approach is exploratory and illustraBve. OperaBng at a small scale, in terms of foundaBon
numbers studied and the extent of the invesBgaBon undertaken, the research oﬀers a preliminary study ,
describing knowledge sharing and learning acBviBes, challenges, and adributes demonstrated among
selected foundaBons working in demanding socio-economic and poliBcal contexts. The design followed a
case study method and its development and implementaBon, to address our research quesBons (Table 2.1),
follows in this secBon. Braun and Clarke (2014) emphasise qualitaBve research quesBons’ ﬂuidity and
ﬂexibility , capability of evoluBon, expansion and contracBon, and we aimed to be aware of this as our
research design was implemented and interview structures devised.
Table 2.1 The Alignment of Research ObjecBves and Research QuesBons
Research ObjecBves

Research QuesBons

1. To provide opportuniBes for the voices, experiences
and pracBces of foundaBons, operaBng in Jordan and
PalesBne to be represented in the global debates on
foundaBons’ knowledge sharing and learning acBviBes
and opportuniBes

1. How do (selected) foundaBons gather, use and value
knowledge of their youth development programmes, to
support their organisaBons’ internal learning?
2. What are the direcBons of the knowledge, knowledge
exchanges and learning ﬂows taking place in the work
of these foundaBons?
3. To what extent, why and with whom do foundaBons
share their knowledge and learning from their youth
development programmes externally with other
foundaBons and insBtuBons; and learn from external
knowledge sources?

2. To deepen understanding of and facilitate these
foundaBons’ approaches to knowledge sharing and
learning among relevant stakeholders, including peer
foundaBons and externally based (‘internaBonal’)
foundaBons, NGOs, users and beneﬁciaries.

4. What are the consequences of the state of knowledge
sharing and learning ﬂows found in foundaBons in
Jordan and PalesBne, for these foundaBons’ conBnuing
philanthropy development?

Resources and Bme constraints precluded an extensive review of the development and civil society
literatures relaBng to Jordan and PalesBne and incorporaBng donor interests. However, these literatures
were considered brieﬂy from the perspecBve of their research focus and research methods choices, to
guide our work. We found that this literature, whilst not extensive, concentrated on two aspects. Firstly, its
focus was either on organisaBonal aid from donors outside these countries, located both internaBonally
( see for example, Ibrahim and Beaudet, 2012; Wildeman and TarBr 2014, NaBl 2016, Wildeman, 2018),
and regionally, in the Middle East ( see for example, Zureik, 2018) or on NGOs, both internaBonal and local,
that were recipients of donors’ support (for example, Parigi, 2016, and 2018, ABa and Herrold, 2018). We
found minimal literature on foundaBons based within these countries with one paper ciBng a single
PalesBnian example in comparison with Northern Ireland (Kilmurray 2015), and one examining aspects of
civil society in Jordan (Jung and Juul Petersen, 2014) concentraBng on charitable (rather than philanthropic )
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development, with its emphasis on adracBng and building up rather than disbursing funds. Secondly, the
research methods employed were predominantly qualitaBve, with parBcular use of purposeful, case study
research (for example, ABa and Herrold, ibid; also Akela and Eid, 2018, studying social enterprises in
PalesBne.) With these in mind, together with our research quesBons, we chose a purposive case approach
among selected foundaBons in Jordan and PalesBne, West Bank, for which descripBve, qualitaBve data
would be gathered. We would use personal one-to-one and face-to-face semi-structured interviews where
feasible ,by the Director of WCMP’s Academy of Philanthropy, with foundaBons’ senior managers; and
supplemented, also where feasible by organisaBons’ documentaBon. These foundaBons would parBcularly
exemplify the ‘philanthropy of place’, local foundaBons that were internally rather than externally based,
“embedded by long term engagement” (with communiBes) and “place targeBng(with comprehensive
community iniBaBves)” (Pill, 2019, 185.) Finely, this literature was balanced between those research reports
where the organisaBons studied were idenBﬁed; and those where they were not.
We planned and implemented purposeful sampling , beginning from the WCMP and the AoP Director’s
networks, using a collaboraBve invitaBon to parBcipate in the research; oﬀering non-idenBﬁcaBon of the
interviewees and non-idenBﬁcaBon of the foundaBon, (See Appendices 1-3). We undertook to share the
case accounts from the interviews with interviewees , for validaBon purposes ; and help secure foundaBons’
conﬁdence in the research process and ﬁndings. (See Appendix 6, for discussion on foundaBons’ responses
to the content of our case narraBves.) The introducBon of the research from a known and respected source
in the region source (WCMP and its Academy ), the formal nature of the invitaBon , seeking a formal reply
and consent to the interviews, the opportunity to withdraw from or disconBnue from the research process
and the subsequent submission to interviewees of the interview-based case accounts, were designed to
meet our own insBtuBons’ required ﬁeld research standards of pracBce.
We were hopeful that it would be possible to idenBfy the foundaBons, to contextualise their pracBces and
experiences and support knowledge sharing connecBons, following the research. We were also very aware
of the challenges that this might pose. King et al (2014, 47) examine the instances where the use of
pseudonyms in research reporBng “will not suﬃce” because the story being told, “its structure and fabric”
remains transparent, and knowable to others. They note that a decision to remove names may have
“profound relevance for the research aims” (ibid.). In our case, given the emphasis on learning and
knowledge sharing, this would be likely to limit subsequent connecBons and networking among
organisaBons, which could be established, aher our research reporBng; while omipng other idenBﬁers,
such as locaBon, would remove the opportunity for contextual understanding, and part of the research
raBonale.
Moreover, Mohmand et al( 2017) emphasise that contexts of insecurity can restrict the ﬂow of informaBon
in research, and if informaBon can be found, vital pieces of the picture may be missing. In addiBon to the
principles of privacy and informed consent and of ‘doing no harm’, Mohmand et al (ibid) also stress a
further area of research principles, that of cultural sensiBvity and empathy. We sought to provide this, in
part through our prior insBtuBonal collaboraBve research experience and partly through the AoP and
WCMP’s own standing. A sense of shared language and understanding of youth development trends and
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diﬃculBes we hoped would also be provided through the experBse of our ﬁeld interviewer (AoP Director),
most recently in youth entrepreneurship programmes, working internaBonally2 . As interviews may be seen
as an extracBve acBvity, potenBally problemaBc for many hard pressed organisaBons, with our main case
invitaBons, we also oﬀered the exchange of the AoP Director‘s own experiences of, and leadership in, youth
development programmes, as an opportunity for knowledge exchange, within the interview framework.

2.1 The Pilot Study
Criteria for a pilot case study to test interview preparaBon and delivery, and our approach to analysis of
ﬁndings required a foundaBon with extensive experience in youth development philanthropy, with work
that included grantmaking or programme operaBons in Jordan and/or PalesBne. With our prior knowledge
of the relaBvely small pool of foundaBons in our two country sites, we sought a European (but not UK)
foundaBon; and accessed a major Italian foundaBon, in October 2018, where experBse included working
with UN partners on youth social entrepreneurship in Euro-Med countries, including Jordan and PalesBne. A
two stage approach was taken, pre-interview preparaBon using published annual reports and web
presence; and then a face to face interview with the InternaBonal Projects Coordinator, Local Projects
Coordinator and the InternaBonal AcBvity Specialist. A ﬁrst drah interview schedule was devised, and
revised, before implementaBon, to avoid appearing judgmental (the “knowledge sharing deﬁcits “ issue). A
subsequent interview schedule was drawn up and used, commencing with broad quesBons concerning the
growing expectaBons facing all foundaBons, working globally and locally and the youth development work
challenges and culminaBng in quesBons concerning learning’s meaning for the foundaBon, the extent of its
learning development and knowledge exchange (See Appendix 4). A case account was subsequently
wriden up, in two drahs and its content analysed, using themaBc analysis and shared with the
respondents.
2.2 Revisions from the Pilot
From the pilot’s implementaBon we idenBﬁed ﬁrstly the need to further amend and re-direct the content
and running order of the interview framework and quesBons. Speciﬁcally, these were required to sharpen
the quesBons, avoid the interviewee being trapped in detail, to heighten the importance of the knowledge/
learning discussion, (which appeared as less of a priority in its place at the end of the interview) but also to
ensure that knowledge /learning examples (in this case engagement with youth alumni networks) were
suﬃciently highlighted. The result of “being trapped in detail” produced a lengthy transcript, interesBng in
its own right, but also diverBng from our ‘knowledge sharing focus’ , given wider consideraBons of the
expectaBons facing foundaBons. Although this level of detail enabled themaBc analysis to be pracBced, it
was also problemaBc for our Bmescale.
Secondly, we needed to ﬁnd a way of developing succinct , summary accounts of the foundaBons we hoped
to study , to give clarity of understanding of the core aspects of the research, including the key direcBons, if
any, of knowledge sharing and their nature. At the same Bme, the pilot case study content showed the

2

Dr Yunus Sola
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extent to which knowledge sharing – or its lack -were understood within and were aﬀected by the
conBnuing processes of the foundaBon’s acBviBes. We considered whether this could be captured
diagrammaBcally, and returned to the knowledge sharing literature review, taking inspiraBon from the
diagrammaBc analysis of informaBon sharing mechanisms among Canadian foundaBons. developed by
Brouard and Glass (op. cit). This indicated ﬂow–lines between mulBple stakeholders; and possible
adaptaBon. We iniBally considered a new opening approach/’warm up’ for the interview, in which
interviewees “look at and then ‘locate’ their foundaBon, within the given pictorial framework which we
would provide. Looking at possible stakeholders and informaBon ﬂows, respondents might ‘agree’ or not,
redraw , remove some parBes to a greater distance and so on. Two proposed visualisaBons, drawing on
Brouard and Glass, were devised., ﬁrst to idenBfy stakeholders without knowledge ﬂows and secondly to
suggest direcBons of those ﬂows between stakeholders (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1 IdenBfying Stakeholders and PotenBal DirecBons of InformaBon Sharing and Knowledge Flows in
Philanthropic FoundaBons

This approach was then rejected as likely to imply a model of good pracBce, and then revised again for a
third Bme, given the risk of informants aiming to ﬁt themselves in to a given, possibly idealised, scenario.
Its ﬁnal iteraBon was instead devised as a means of recording and summarising the interviews, aher the
event (i.e. not shown as a ‘template’ to the interviewees). Thus, visual ‘portraits’ of each of the cases could
be drawn up, in addiBon to the detailed interview transcripts, as sources of themaBc analysis. This usage is
demonstrated in the case summaries, in Part 3, where the core diagram is drawn afresh for each case,
giving a graphic presentaBon of the knowledge sharing and learning trends in each foundaBon, and helping
to convey our sense of the overall processual nature of knowledge sharing and learning in each case.
From a process theory perspecBve, this approach accords with Berens and Deken’s (2019,2) understanding
that “process data concerns evolving phenomena and are temporally structured, being Bed to speciﬁc
moments in an unfolding process”. In their discussion on composing qualitaBve research, they include
examinaBon of “model –led composiBon”, whereby a model provided upfront “provides the reader with a
scaﬀold” that can be used to understand the empirical dynamics that follow. PresenBng an abstracted visual
process model, they emphasise,“helps readers to understand the backbone structure of the whole- which
they then support using parts of the narraBve”; as well as being space-eﬃcient (ibid.)
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2.3 IdenBfying the FoundaBons in the Field
The logic for purposive selecBon of foundaBons rests on the in-depth study of informaBon-rich cases,
(Emmel, 2013) , where pragmaBc judgments are brought to bear for case selecBon, to ﬁt the study
purposes and in line with the resources available and constraints of the research . (Padon, 2002). Using
prior knowledge of organisaBons and networks from the Academy of Philanthropy, and WCMP’s Global
Donors Forum, supplemented by advice from our pilot case organisaBon from its youth development work
in Jordan and PalesBne, 21 potenBal foundaBons were idenBﬁed:
2 inter-governmental; 1 European, based elsewhere in the Middle East, 1 locally based, funded by a US
foundaBon; 3 based elsewhere in the Middle East, 2 local corporate foundaBons; 2 government –directed ;
10 locally based.
However, given the gap in research interest in locally-based and rooted foundaBons, noted above, we
decided to concentrate wholly on this grouping, as placed-based philanthropy examples, before seeking
research access. We also conﬁrmed the standing of each proposed case, (e.g. family foundaBon, CSR arm of
a corporaBon) through their forms of registraBon. (These forms and our ﬁnal case invitaBons are idenBﬁed
further in secBon 3.)
Table 2.2 InvitaBons to ParBcipate in Field Research; Numbers, LocaBon and FoundaBon Type
Country

Founded by
individuals and/or
family members

Founded by
members of
(Jordanian)
Royal Family

Founded as
CSD arm of a
business
corporaBon

Jordan

2

2

2

Based in Jordan
and operaBng
exclusively in
PalesBne

1

PalesBne

3 founded by
individuals and /or
family members

Community
FoundaBon

Founded as
an arm of a
bank
FoundaBon

Total of case
invitaBons

6 foundaBons
1 foundaBon

1 founded by
business
corporaBon

1
community
foundaBon

5 foundaBons

Total OrganisaBons 12

Following exchanges of explanatory and invitaBon leders and wriden consent, and invitaBons to meet, ten
case interviews were conducted in Jordan and PalesBne/West Bank, stretching across a two month period.
Of the twelve case studies, one foundaBon is based in Jordan and manages all its’ programmes in PalesBne
and therefore the foundaBon’s direct learning networks are both in Jordan and PalesBne. Formal
correspondence comprised a personally-directed leder from Dr Sola to the CEOs of all organisaBons,
accompanied by a general summary of the main features of the proposed research proposed, and a formal
invitaBon to parBcipate in the research (Appendices 1-3).
Ten interviews were face to face, and two conducted via Skype. Of these, seven were conducted with the
CEOs, 3 with CEOs and senior management team members ; and one with the CEO and management
team, where two beneﬁciaries had also been invited to adend, and one with the founder. Since our formal
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consent protocol related only to foundaBon representaBves, oral consent for the beneﬁciaries’ parBcipaBon
was obtained and anonymity guaranteed, both personally and organisaBonally. In the light of discussion
above on the full anonymity of or use of pseudonyms, every organisaBon agreed to be idenBﬁed by name
and by brief organisaBonal characterisBcs, together with the organisaBonal status of the interviewee
(though not their name); while some felt that it was essenBal for this research that organisaBons should be
named.
Interviews were organised broadly, as a mix of conversaBonal and structured exchanges, which were not
shared beforehand; with notes taken by hand. Recordings were made if permission was asked and granted
at the beginning of the interview, with clear conﬁrmaBon that when permission was granted, the recordings
were for the researcher’s sole use, and solely for the purpose of revisit the interview if and when needed
during note taking. This required deleBon of the recordings immediately following the interviews in every
case. In contrast to the pilot, the availability of published materials, such as annual reports, varied
considerably, so review of the content of these was not included in the notes for each case. Notes were
transcribed for analysis by the interviewer , with all materials kept on a secure laptop. The availability of
published materials, such as annual reports, varied considerably, so review of the content of these was not
included in that analysis.

2.4 Approach to Analysis
We undertook themaBc analysis of the case transcripts, as a “method for systemaBcally idenBfying,
organising and oﬀering insights into paderns of meaning (themes) across a date set….idenBfying what is
common to way a topic is talked about and wriden about and of making sense of those
commonaliBes” (Braun and Clarke, 2012, 57.) While the interviews were conducted and transcribed by one
individual, the analysis was undertaken by two of us collecBvely, ﬁrst working independently from
transcripts and then sharing and agreeing collecBvely. We followed Braun and Clarke’s phases of analysis
(ibid, 60-68 ) , beginning with data familiarisaBon, reading and re-reading transcripts; developing iniBal
codes (idenBfying interesBng features of the data and bringing together data relevant to each code),
searching for themes (collaBng the codes into possible themes, and bringing together all the data relevant
to each theme proposed), reviewing the themes (whether these themes told something useful about the
data set and the research quesBons, and were coherent ); and naming the themes, as the basis for
reporBng research ﬁndings. Following Braun and Clarke, ibid, 64, Table 2.3 illustrates examples of codes,
with illustraBve data extracts from the cases, excluding the pilot case.
Table 2.3 Examples of Six Codes with IllustraBve Data Extracts from Jordan and PalesBne Interviews
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Long term
commitment to
communi>es

“We do not have our own KPIs, we engage the community to gather and iden3fy their own
KPIs”.
“nothing is short term so we stay with the community beneﬁciaries.”
We need to think about the future. How do we create a space where the community
becomes independent and is managing their own waqf, endowment?”
“Our ﬁrst approach was to have had 1 million USD to award for grants through open
applica3ons. It was a simple process.The trigger for change was going into the ﬁeld and
ﬁnding nothing that was leR behind. This happened again and again. No las3ng impact.
ARer 1million was given year aRer year, we had to change. We had fallen into the same
trap as the foreign NGOs. So we shiRed to three strategies - Microﬁnance, long term and
macro projects, nothing for the short 3me. “

Closeness to
beneﬁciaries

“The ‘Beneﬁciaries’ are all stakeholders. We have board representa3on for all our
stakeholder”
“our beneﬁciaries are from challenged neighbourhoods - they are in3midated by Amman,
by us, We tell them we want to develop the social entrepreneurship thinking in our youth but they ask - what we want? They do not understand that we ask for nothing.”
“The name also means that we take the steps together. We want to say ‘if you do not come
with me, we cannot do it alone.”

Dependence on
internal
knowledge and
learning processes

“We have gathered and inherited a lot of wisdom and with it, an internal knowledge
learning process.”
“Our ability to retain the volunteers is a system of our knowledge reten3on. Our volunteers
engage with their communi3es and local volunteers also operate as a team, which is a
knowledge base in itself.”
“We have a knowledge management department (it used to be called The Research
Department.)”
“Because we are responding to need, the learning burden is high. The youth use social
media to talk to us, . As the youth grow, we want to grow the founda3on with them.”
“Within programmes we talk, between programmes we do not.”

Limits of/barriers
to formal/
external
knowledge
acquisi3on and
sharing

“We do share our learning with new team members, partners. But we do not share our
learning in a formal way, because no one asks. “
Locally, we do not have networks through which we can share our method and learning.
Instead, we are members of global networks and some are very ac3ve and suppor3ve. I
need larger networks to share ideas and to learn from. But many are expensive to join.
“We can learn only so much through Skype. “
“There is something stagnant in the culture of philanthropy. None of the NGOs share our
knowledge - we might facilitate, networks and conferences happen, we do not share. I am
not blaming anyone. We are not working together as we should.”
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Roles and
meanings of
dialogue

“The a^tude was “what? Dialogue”? They challenged. Dialogue means we respect one
another, we listen to one another, we replied. Many did not want to meet us. “We know
what we want to do, why do we need to talk about it?” An a^tude leRover aRer years of
foreign aid giving and foreign NGOs.”
“Many of the community that approach us are aid dependent and when they realise we are
not just going to give them money, they are deﬂated. But then, aRer a dialogue, aRer our
sharing, the community realise that the community should be doing things their own way,
and they admit the aid funding did not make much change.”
“We have the highest unemployment, up to 40% in youth. We need to reinvigorate
acen3on, bring youth into dialogue and give them a public voice. “

Challenges of hope “External issues also impact on us, such as when people outside lose hope in the region. As
and trust
a consequence they lose trust in the other, we lose trust in the other”
“There are so many beau3ful people here in this community - with hope - we need to
con3nue.”

We found the shih from codes to themes complex and Bme-consuming, not least because of the amount of
data on key aspects of knowledge sharing that the interviews had generated, and our own deep interest in
what we saw as the revealing nature of the minuBae of the data and its potenBal capacity to generate
research surprises. Given our research objecBve to report our respondents’ “voices”, as previously
unresearched insBtuBons in understanding foundaBons’ knowledge sharing development, the reducBon
from codes to themes found us iniBally trying to incorporate ‘everything’. This was notwithstanding Braun
and Clarke’s emphasis that at the deﬁning stage a good themaBc analysis is demonstrated by themes which
“do not try to do too much” and “should ideally have a singular focus”(ibid, 66). We then developed a series
of ﬁnal themes, each with sub themes to avoid the further overload of ‘too many themes’.
The stage of reviewing themes should also produce a “themaBc map or table, outlining your candidate
themes” (ibid, 65). These were developed, ﬁrstly in relaBon to the individual cases , as a means of quickly
summarising and bringing together the key features in our case data, ( see secBon on case ﬁndings); and
secondly as ﬁnal themaBc mapping in our analysis of our main ﬁndings ( see secBon on case analysis). We
sought to deﬁne themes that emerged “from the informants' stories (which )are pieced together to form a
comprehensive picture of their collecBve experience “ (Aronson, 1995,3) .In deﬁning our ﬁnal themes
however we did not follow the example of an approach suggested by Aronson, of asking informants to
provide feedback that is then incorporated in the theme analysis. (ibid.) Examples of our deﬁniBons of
selected themes, modelled from Braun and Clarke (2012, 66) , are shown in table 2.4 below;
Table 2.4 Examples of Selected Themes with DeﬁniBons
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Strong sense
of idenBty
and purpose

Emphasises the extent to which foundaBons saw themselves as embedded in local (naBonal)
communiBes, regardless of each organisaBons’ age; and through, their work record and level of
commitment, had a ﬁrm, if not unique, legiBmacy. It reﬂects their conﬁdence to change
strategic direcBon(whether over decades or over a year or less) ; engage internaBonally (if they
so chose).
It also underpinned an awareness of their ability in learning from their own internal
organisaBon processes, and the value they placed on that internal learning, to ‘get it right’, that
is, not reliant on the models and pracBces of others. Limited examples of seeking out
internaBonal pracBce and knowhow were likely to be undertaken on their own terms.
Philanthropic leadership among individual foundaBons was largely implicit; with their best work
as demonstraBon projects.

Dialogue
criBcal by and
for youth

The widespread focus on the centrality of dialogue to their work was a constant feature of
respondents’ accounts; both on behalf of and with youth themselves achieving suﬃcient status
to be acBve dialogue parBcipants in their socieBes, with governments, ministries, other
agencies, donors, and their own communiBes.
Leh undeﬁned in any close detail, this theme reﬂected recogniBon of the cultural realiBes of
their operaBng contexts, exisBng gender and age issues; and the poliBcal contexts, where
‘dialogue’s’ unapologeBc link to ‘reform’ was regarded warily by others in powerful posiBons.
A further underlying feature was these organisaBons’ roles as ‘guiders’ of dialogue – style
conversaBons; and extensive experience of dialogue mechanics – fora, surveys, beneﬁciary-led
projects, stakeholder representaBon on boards etc.

Intricate
relaBons with
donors

This theme acknowledges the mosaic of donor relaBons and roles within and across
foundaBons; with prominence given to founder/donor insights, and the wisdom they brought
and sBll bring, combined with stress on their ability to be responsive to communiBes’ needs ;
and the sustaining generosity of a small number. ohen with hands-on relaBons with the
foundaBons. A conBnuing feature of the ‘insider’ donor experience was seen as their
willingness to commit over the long term, to be paBent with the results of programme and
projects, (‘impact measurement’ typically aher ﬁve years), and recognise the extent of the
community challenges being faced.
It follows from this ‘donor commitment’ view, that external donors (whether or not contribuBng
to these organisaBons), and notably foreign donors, both naBonal and internaBonal, were
widely described with a mixture of scepBcism, disappointment, even anger: misunderstanding
or not recognising communiBes ‘ and organisaBons’ expressed needs, while pracBsing short
termism with ohen lidle if anything enduring to show for it.
In contrast, the willingness of young people in communiBes to volunteer and sustain
volunteering was an essenBal , alternaBve donor role.

Exclusion of
overt religious
and poliBcal
support and/
or
idenBﬁcaBon

FD270919

This theme focuses on the over-riding view that the foundaBons were and conBnue to be
enBrely separate from any overt poliBcal and/or religious aﬃliaBon. It was asserted in diﬀerent
ways; whether in terms of serving every sector of the community; by regarding all religions as
part of the naBonal and cultural heritage of the country; or in taking care not to favour one city
or community as against another.
Expressions of this theme were emphaBc , thorough in their illustraBon of how to respond to
problems that arose, while varying slightly in relaBon to donors’ views: from declining donors’
support where they ‘stepped over certain red lines’, to the blunt statement that poliBcal and
religious money was unacceptable.
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Part Three reports the ﬁnal themes idenBﬁed from the case transcripts and our case ﬁndings.
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Part 3 The Case Study Research Findings: Foundations and Philanthropic Organisations in
Jordan and Palestine

3.1 Philanthropic OrganisaBon Overview
Our cases varied in their precise model and scope, despite being broadly known as, and mostly named as
‘foundaBons’; and acBng philanthropically; also their years of operaBon, although the majority were wellestablished, at least over a decade. VariaBons were also idenBﬁed in each of the two countries. Table 3.1 is
the full list of case studies and Tables 3.2 and 3.3 shows the variaBons in the two countries.
Table 3.1 List of Philanthropic OrganisaBon Case Studies
Ref

Philanthropic Organisa>on

Country

Comments

Italy

Beneﬁciaries in Jordan and PalesBne

Pilot

Fondazione ABC

J1

Abdul Hameed Shoman FoundaBon
(AHSF)

Jordan

J2

GeneraBons For Peace

Jordan

J3

Ruwwad, Jordan

Jordan

Jordan
(PalesBne)

J4/P6

Khutwa HQSF

J5

Zain Telecom (CSR/CER)

Jordan

J6

Crown Prince FoundaBon

Jordan

J7

Elia Nuqul FoundaBon (ENF)

Jordan

P1

Dalia AssociaBon

PalesBne

P2

A.M. Qadan FoundaBon (AMQF)

P3

Taawon

PalesBne

P4

PalesBne for Development FoundaBon
(PsDF)

PalesBne

P5

Ruwwad, PalesBne

PalesBne

FD270919

Parent foundaBon registered in Jordan since
2000 and operates in PalesBne from Jordan.
Khutwa HQSF is a new branch of the family
foundaBon operaBng since 2018.

UK (PalesBne)

Parent organisaBon registered in UK, with a
registered branch in PalesBne as a non-proﬁt
organisaBon operaBng independently of the
UK registraBon

Interview with Founder Philanthropist
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Table 3.2 Philanthropic OrganisaBon Case Study Proﬁles - Jordan

Ref

Founda>on/
Philanthropic
Organisa>on

J1

Abdul
Hameed
Shoman
FoundaBon
(AHSF)

J2

GeneraBons
For Peace

J3

Ruwwad,
Jordan

Organisa>on
model

Structure:
Implemen>ng/
Fundraising/
Grantmaking
Organisa>on

Founded By

Funded
by

Focus Areas

Years of
opera>on

Bank CSR

ImplemenBng/
Grantmaking
OrganisaBon

Arab Bank

Arab
Bank

General

41

NGO

Fundraising/
ImplemenBng
OrganisaBon

HRH Prince
Feisal Al
Hussein of
Jordan

Partners/
Donors/
Grants

Youth

12

NGO

ImplemenBng/
Community
AssociaBon

Fadi
Ghandour

Fadi
Ghandou
r/
Partners

Community

14

ImplemenBng/
Advocacy
OrganisaBon

Hani
Qaddumi
Family
FoundaBon

Qaddumi
Family

EducaBon

19

ImplemenBng
OrganisaBon

Zain Telecom

Zain
Telecom

General

15

Partners/
Donors

Youth

1

Elia
Nuqul
Family

Youth

11

J4/
P6

Khutwa HQSF

FoundaBon
OperaBng in
PalesBne

J5

Zain Telecom
(CSR/CER)

Telecom CSR

J6

Crown Prince
FoundaBon

FoundaBon

ImplemenBng
OrganisaBon

His Royal
Highness
Crown Prince
Al Hussein bin
Abdullah II

J7

Elia Nuqul
FoundaBon
(ENF)

FoundaBon

ImplemenBng
OrganisaBon

Elia Nuqul
Family

Among these cases, two are formally registered as NGO. Whilst one seeks funding from donors,
(GeneraBons for Peace), the other, (Ruwwad), has an annual ﬁxed endowment from their funding partners.
All the remaining organisaBons have a stable or ﬁxed annual income. Three organisaBons focused
exclusively on youth development (GeneraBons for Peace, Nuqul and Crown Prince FoundaBon ), while
three had signiﬁcant youth development acBviBes among other purposes. None of the organisaBons were
regranBng organisaBons. Table 3.3 shows the equivalent extent of diﬀerenBaBon in PalesBne.
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Table 3.3 Philanthropic OrganisaBon Case Study Proﬁles - PalesBne

Organisa>on
model

Structure
-Implemen>ng/
Fundraising/
Grantmaking
Organisa>on

Founded By

Funded by

Focus Areas

Years of
opera>o
n

Dalia
AssociaBon

Community
FoundaBon

Grantmaking/Advocacy

Local
Community

Donors/
Grants

Community

12

A.M. Qadan
FoundaBon
(AMQF)

Local
foundaBon,
separate from
‘parent
foundaBon’,
registered in UK

Grantmaking/
Sponsorships/
ImplemenBng
OrganisaBon

Qadan
Family

Qadan
Family

General
(Arts and
Culture)

26

NGO

Grantmaking/
Fundraising/
RegranBng/
ImplemenBng

PalesBnian
Diaspora

Donors

General

36

Not for proﬁt
OrganisaBon
CSR (company)

Grantmaking

PalesBne
Investment
Fund (as a
subsidiary)

PalesBne
Investment
Fund CSR

Community

5

NGO

ImplemenBng/
Community AssociaBon

Community

Fadi
Ghandour
(founder)

Community

8

FoundaBon
registered in
Jordan

ImplemenBng/Advocacy
OrganisaBon

Hani
Qaddumi
Family
FoundaBon

Qaddumi
Family

EducaBon

19

Founda>on/
Philanthropic
Organisa>on

P1

P2

P3

Taawon

P4

PalesBne for
Development
FoundaBon
(PsDF)

P5

Ruwwad,
PalesBne

J4/
P6

Khutwa HQSF

The models of PalesBnian philanthropic organisaBons included in the research varied more widely;
including one community foundaBon, one Jordanian and one UK registered enBty (both family
foundaBons), one welfare associaBon (Taawon) with a (founding) donor base, one non-proﬁt operaBng as a
CSR of an Investment Fund and one community organisaBon founded by one donor.
Although all the organisaBons had a signiﬁcant youth element, none had an exclusive youth focus. Whilst
Dalia and Taawon acBvely fundraise for projects, Taawon is a mix of implemenBng and grantmaking in its
strategy. It also a regranBng plauorm for, for example, other CSRs who do not want to manage a poruolio.
While Khutwa and Qadan are two family foundaBons and PsDF is a CSR, the three are independent and do
not engage in fundraising. PsDF, however, has a policy of also leveraging their funding with donor partners.
PSDF do not implement their own projects, only through implemenBng partners. Their focus is macro
projects for naBonal change although they do various entrepreneur development projects, again through
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local partners. All the foundaBons/philanthropic organisaBons are locally led, serving the PalesBnian
Territories.

Our ﬁndings are presented by means of visualisaBons of each foundaBon’s knowledge and learning ﬂows,
drawn from our interview transcripts. As discussed in Part 2, we developed this approach from our pilot
experience, as a way of developing succinct, summary accounts of the foundaBon cases, to give clarity of
understanding of the core aspects of the research, notably the key direcBons, if any, of learning pathways,
knowledge sharing and its nature in each case. We disBnguish between one-way and two-way learning and
idenBfy three areas of acBvity, learning with stakeholders, insBtuBonal learning and learning with external
organisaBons. Each is preceded by a data summary of the case organisaBon.
The ﬁndings are presented in increased detail in narraBve case accounts, drawn from the interview
transcripts, set out in Appendix 6.
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3.2 Philanthropic Organisation Profiles
3.2.1 Pilot Study, FoundaBon ABC
Table 3.4 FoundaBon ABC Data Summary
Name

FoundaBon ABC

OrganisaBon Model

FoundaBon of Banking origins

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng/ Grantmaking OrganisaBon

Founded By

PrivaBzaBon of banking sector

Funded by

Endowment

Focus Areas

Art and Culture, Science, EducaBon and Research, and Welfare and Territory.

Years of operaBon

Since ﬁrst half of 1800s. Reframed in the 1990s by Italian Law.

Country

Italy

Comments (if any)

Beneﬁciaries in Jordan and PalesBne

Website

ConﬁdenBal*

Annual Report:

ConﬁdenBal*

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

(2018) Approximately 40 million Euros

Research Interview :

InternaBonal and Local Project Management Team(s)

Permissions:

*The name of the organisaBon is conﬁdenBal. As a consequence, the annual report
and website data is not available.

Figure 3.1 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - FoundaBon ABC
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3.2.2 Abdul Hameed Shoman FoundaBon (AHSF)
Table 3.5 Abdul Hameed Shoman FoundaBon (AHSF) Data Summary
Name

Abdul Hameed Shoman FoundaBon (AHSF)

OrganisaBon Model

Bank CSR

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng/ Grantmaking OrganisaBon

Founded By

Arab Bank

Funded by

Arab Bank

Focus Areas

Culture, ScienBﬁc research, InnovaBon

Years of operaBon

41

Country

Jordan

Comments (if any)

None

Website

www.shoman.org

Annual Report:

2017 (Arab Bank)
hdps://www.arabbank.com/docs/default-source/annual-reports/arab-bank-annualreport-2017 (accessed 19 June 2019)

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

(2017) 7.5 million euros (esBmate based on 2019 exchange rate)

Research Interview :

CEO and Senior Management Team

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.2 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - Abdul Hameed Shoman FoundaBon (AHSF)
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3.2.3 GeneraBons for Peace
Table 3.6 GeneraBons for Peace Data Summary
Name

GeneraBons for Peace

OrganisaBon Model

NGO

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

Fundraising/ImplemenBng OrganisaBon

Founded By

HRH Prince Feisal Al Hussein of Jordan

Funded by

Partners/Donors/Grants

Focus Areas

Youth

Years of operaBon

12

Country

Jordan

Comments (if any)

None

Website

www.generaBonsforpeace.org

Annual Report:

2018 hdps://www.generaBonsforpeace.org/en/who-we-are/ﬁnancials-and-reports/
(accessed 19 June 2019)

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

(2018) 4.03 million JOD (5.06 million euros, esBmate based on June 2019 exchange
rate)

Funding Sources:

Donor governments, UN agencies, Olympic Movement stakeholders, NGO
foundaBons and grantmaking organisaBons

Research Interview :

CEO and Management Team

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.3 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - GeneraBons for Peace
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3.2.4 Ruwwad, Jordan
Table 3.7 Ruwwad, Jordan Data Summary
Name

Ruwwad, Jordan

OrganisaBon Model

NGO

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng/ Community AssociaBon

Founded By

Fadi Ghandour

Funded by

Fadi Ghandour/Arab Entrepreneurs & Aramex Partners

Focus Areas

Community

Years of operaBon

14

Country

Jordan

Comments (if any)

None

Website

ruwwad.ngo

Annual Report:

2016 hdps://ruwwad.ngo/annual-reports (accessed 19 June 2019)

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

(2016) JOD737,757 (928 000 Euros, esBmate based on June 2019 exchange rate)

Research Interview :

CEO

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.4 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - Ruwwad, Jordan
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3.2.5 Khutwa HQSF
Table 3.8 Khutwa HQSF Data Summary
Name

Khutwa HQSF

OrganisaBon Model

FoundaBon OperaBng in PalesBne

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng/Advocacy OrganisaBon

Founded By

Hani Qaddumi Family FoundaBon

Funded by

Qaddumi Family

Focus Areas

EducaBon

Years of operaBon

19

Country

Jordan (PalesBne)

Comments (if any)

The foundaBon is registered in Jordan (since 2000) and operates in PalesBne from
Jordan. Khutwa has now incorporated HQSF as the family foundaBon since 2018.

Website

khutwa-hqsf.org

Annual Report:

Not Available

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

Not Available

Research Interview :

CEO

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.5 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - Khutwa HQSF
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3.2.6 Zain Telecom (CSR/CER)
Table 3.9 Zain Telecom (CSR/CER) Data Summary
Name

Zain Telecom (CSR/CER)

OrganisaBon Model

Telecom CSR

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng OrganisaBon

Founded By

Zain Telecom

Funded by

Zain Telecom

Focus Areas

General

Years of operaBon

15

Country

Jordan

Comments (if any)

None

Website

www.jo.zain.com

Annual Report:

2018 hdps://www.zain.com/en/investor-relaBons/ﬁnancial-reports/

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

Not Available

Research Interview :

CSR/CER Team Leader

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.6 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - J5 Zain Telecom (CSR/CER)
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3.2.7 Crown Prince FoundaBon
Table 3.10 Crown Prince FoundaBon Data Summary
Name

Crown Prince FoundaBon

OrganisaBon Model

FoundaBon

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng OrganisaBon

Founded By

His Royal Highness Crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II

Funded by

Partners/Donors

Focus Areas

Youth

Years of operaBon

Less than one year

Country

Jordan

Comments (if any)

None

Website

www.cpf.jo

Annual Report:

Not Available

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

Not Available

Research Interview :

CEO

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.7 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - Crown Prince FoundaBon
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3.2.8 Elia Nuqul FoundaBon (ENF)
Table 3.11 Elia Nuqul FoundaBon (ENF) Data Summary
Name

Elia Nuqul FoundaBon (ENF)

OrganisaBon Model

FoundaBon

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng OrganisaBon

Founded By

Elia Nuqul Family

Funded by

Elia Nuqul Family

Focus Areas

Youth

Years of operaBon

11

Country

Jordan

Comments (if any)

None

Website

Enf.org.jo

Annual Report:

Not Available

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

Not Available

Research Interview :

CEO (Skype)

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research. The Annual
and ﬁnancial reports are not available.

Figure 3.8 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - J7 Elia Nuqul FoundaBon (ENF)
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3.2.9 Dalia AssociaBon
Table 3.12 Dalia AssociaBon Data Summary
Name

Dalia AssociaBon

OrganisaBon Model

Community FoundaBon

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

Grantmaking/Advocacy

Founded By

Grantmaking/Advocacy

Funded by

Donors/Grants

Focus Areas

Community

Years of operaBon

12

Country

PalesBne

Comments (if any)

None

Website

www.dalia.ps

Annual Report:

2018 hdp://dalia.ps/sites/default/ﬁles/reports/dalia_annual_reportenglish2018.pdf

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

2017 USD200000 (Approximate)

Research Interview :

ExecuBve Director

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.9 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - P1 Dalia AssociaBon
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3.2.10 A.M. Qadan FoundaBon (AMQF)
Table 3.13 A.M. Qadan FoundaBon (AMQF) Data Summary
Name

A.M. Qadan FoundaBon (AMQF)

OrganisaBon Model

Local foundaBon, separate from ‘parent foundaBon’, registered in UK

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

Grantmaking/Sponsorships/
ImplemenBng OrganisaBon

Founded By

Qadan Family

Funded by

Qadan Family

Focus Areas

General (Arts and Culture)

Years of operaBon

26

Country

UK (PalesBne)

Comments (if any)

Parent organisaBon registered in UK, with a registered branch in PalesBne as a nonproﬁt organisaBon operaBng independently of the UK registraBon

Website

qadanfoundaBon.org

Annual Report:

hdp://qadanfoundaBon.org/en/qadan/resources/annual-reports

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

2016-2017 GBP 9 Million (approximate)

Research Interview :

DG

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.10 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - P2 A.M. Qadan FoundaBon (AMQF)
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3.2.11 Taawon
Table 3.14 Taawon Data Summary
Name

Taawon

OrganisaBon Model

NGO

Structure: ImplemenBng/
Fundraising/ Grantmaking
OrganisaBon

Grantmaking/Fundraising/ RegranBng/ImplemenBng

Founded By

PalesBnian Diaspora

Funded by

Donors, professionals and intellectuals

Focus Areas

EducaBon, Community Development, Orphan Care, Old CiBes
RehabilitaBon, Culture, Youth and Women Empowerment, and the
PalesBnian Museum.

Years of operaBon

36

Country

PalesBne and PalesBnian Refugee camps in Lebanon

Comments (if any)

None

Website

www.taawon.org

Annual Report:

hdps://www.taawon.org/en/publicaBons/en-annual-reports

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

2018 USD53 Million

Research Interview :

CEO, Management Team, Two Beneﬁciaries

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.11 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - P3 Taawon
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3.2.12 PalesBne for Development FoundaBon (PsDF)
Table 3.15 PalesBne for Development FoundaBon (PsDF) Data Summary
Name

PalesBne for Development FoundaBon (PsDF)

OrganisaBon Model

Not for proﬁt OrganisaBon CSR (company)

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

Grantmaking/Financing

Founded By

PalesBne Investment Fund (as a subsidiary)

Funded by

PalesBne Investment Fund CSR and other donors

Focus Areas

Community

Years of operaBon

9

Country

PalesBne

Comments (if any)

None

Website

www.psdf.ps

Annual Report:

hdp://www.pif.ps/en/category/40/2/publicaBons

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

Variable each year depending on projects (USD 1-3 Million)

Research Interview :

CEO, Management Team

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.12 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - PalesBne for Development FoundaBon (PsDF)
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3.2.13 Ruwwad, PalesBne
Table 3.16 Ruwwad, PalesBne Data Summary
Name

Ruwwad, PalesBne

OrganisaBon Model

NGO

Structure: ImplemenBng/Fundraising/
Grantmaking OrganisaBon

ImplemenBng/ Community AssociaBon

Founded By

Fadi Ghandour

Funded by

Fadi Ghandour/Partners

Focus Areas

Community

Years of operaBon

14

Country

PalesBne

Comments (if any)

None

Website

ruwwad.ngo

Annual Report:

No Annual Reports Available

Most recent annual operaBonal
funding:

No Data Available

Research Interview :

Fadi Ghandour (founder)

Permissions:

The organisaBon’s name may be used for the purpose of this research.

Figure 3.13 Knowledge Sharing and Learning Flows - P5 Ruwwad, PalesBne
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3.3 Emerging Themes: Drawing Together The Case Findings
This secBon presents our ﬁndings. The review and analysis of our case transcripts, illustrated by the visual
knowledge and learning ﬂows, (shown in ﬁgures 3.2.1- 3.2.13) and presented descripBvely in Appendix 6,
idenBﬁed nine emerging themes. In reaching this number, reﬁning down from twelve, and subsequently
collapsing some themes, we were aware of King’s (2004) emphasis that one of the most diﬃcult decisions
to make in to make is where to stop the process of development. We also reﬂected on the emphasis in
Novell et al (2017), a study’s credibility addresses the “ﬁt” between respondents’ views and the
researcher’s representaBon of them, and we hoped that these themes would provide that ﬁt. Time and
resources pressures meant that we were unable to invite a peer expert to review our themaBc assessments
independently.
The following table 3.17 presents these themes, and the sub-themes which support them.
Table 3.17 Major Themes IdenBﬁed Through ThemaBc Analysis
THEME

Sub themes

Sub themes

Sub themes

Sub themes

Sub themes

Sub themes

1 - Strong
sense of
iden>ty and
purpose

NaBonal/
internaBonal
legiBmacy

Conﬁdence to
change
(programmes,
focus)

DemonstraBng
philanthropy
leadership

Formal
knowledge
management
processes

Responding to
needs provides
a learning
burden

CollaboraBon
equated with
leadership

2 - Intricate
rela>ons with
donors

Donor
responsiveness
to complex
needs and roles
in review and
evaluaBon

LimitaBons in
donor
understanding
of naBonal &
communiBes’
needs;

CriBcal
percepBons of
‘foreign aid’
and external
funding models
and
expectaBons

Donors there
for the ‘long
term’

Donors do not
talk to one
another

Refusing donors
stepping over
religious/
poliBcal red
lines

3Selec>vity/
care in
partnerships

Leverage of
resources
through
partnership

CreaBng allies
and partners is
very important

Exclusion of
overt religious
and poliBcal
support/
idenBﬁcaBon

PoliBcal and
religious money
is not
acceptable

We must
support every
sector of the
community - All
religions are
our heritage

Network
welcome

WanBng to
report to
everyone

External
foundaBon
partnership
(UK) to
demonstrate
new forms of
scruBny

Due diligence a
new discussion

Addressing the
gender
challenge
within a
conservaBve
culture

Gathering and
inheriBng
accumulated
wisdom

Knowledge
retenBon and
volunteer
retenBon
equated

Responding to
needs provides
a learning
burden

Pro-acBve
knowledge
seeking from
selected
countries
(Finland,
Norway)

4Governance
challenges

5Prominence
of selfdirected and
informal
learning
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We guide
others when
asked

Internal
learning
culturally
ingrained
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6 - Beyond
grantmaking

Direct
operaBons and
provision

7 - Tenacity in
community
CommuniBes’
engagement
self organising
and learning
and
par>cipa>on

Giving through
Microﬁnance or
through an
implemenBng
partner, not
grants

Shihing from
grantmaking
because
nothing leh
behind

Beneﬁciaries
coming from
perceived
challenged
backgrounds;
need to learn
more about
their
experiences

Listening
without
judgment.
InsBtuBonalisin
g listening and
dialogue

Finding /
empowering
(young)
community
leadership
-Dialogue
criBcal by as
well as with
youth

programme
designs guided
by
beneﬁciaries,
and the
learning on that
level is very
strong.

8Importance
of the long
term

No hit and run
programmes/
projects

EvaluaBon aher
ﬁve years

Community, not
the
PaBence with
organisaBon,
social
idenBﬁes and
investments
assesses KPIs

9 - Absence of
external
knowledge
sharing

Not invited to
share
knowledge
externally

Do and want to
share
(externally) but
do not do so
formally

StagnaBon in
culture of
philanthropy,
despite
conference
facilitaBon etc

Lack of local
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through which
to share
methods and
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Awareness of
limitaBons.
Trying and
failing at many
things.

Future
challenge of
exit strategy

Community
exhausBon losing young
people abroad

Staying with
community
beneﬁciaries –
nothing is short
term

Trust issues
(with NGos,
partners,
foreign NGOs
and donors….

3.4 PosiBoning the Themes
In further reviewing these themes, we grouped them into three overarching categories, as shown in table
3.18 below
Table 3.18 PosiBoning the Themes within Overarching ThemaBc Categories
Overarching themaBc categories

The nine themes

InsBtuBonal IdenBty and internal knowledge and
learning ﬂows

1 - Strong sense of idenBty and purpose
2 - Intricate relaBons with donors
3 - SelecBvity/care in partnerships
4 - Governance challenges
5 - Prominence of self-directed and informal learning

6 - Beyond grantmaking
InsBtuBonal - Stakeholder knowledge and learning ﬂows 7 - Tenacity in community engagement and parBcipaBon
8 - importance of the long term
InsBtuBonal - External knowledge and learning ﬂows

9 - Absence of external knowledge sharing

Part Four contains our analysis and discussion of these nine themes, with their overarching and
categorisaBons .
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Part 4 Analysis and Discussion

Using the themaBc approach to analysing our ﬁndings across the twelve organisaBons studied, we
idenBﬁed nine broad themes (see table 3.17 in Part 3), relaBng to our research objecBves and research
quesBons. (See table 2.1 in Part 2). We then posiBoned these nine themes into three overarching
categories, ‘InsBtuBonal IdenBty and Internal Learning’, ‘InsBtuBon - Stakeholder Learning’ and ‘InsBtuBon External Learning’ (See table 3.18 in Part 3). Figure 4.1., below, visualises the themes within these
categories, for the foundaBon cases in Jordan and PalesBne.
Figure 4.1 PosiBoning the Themes

A visual representaBon of the themes, grouped within the overarching categories and the addiBon of the

sub themes is depicted below in ﬁgure 4.2
Our analysis and discussion which follows concentrates on the three categorisaBons, rather than all nine
themes.

Figure 4.2 Visualising the Themes with Sub Themes
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4.1 InsBtuBonal IdenBty and Internal Learning, Themes 1-5
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Taken together, the foundaBons’ strong sense of idenBty proclaimed signiﬁcant adachment to locale, to
country and to the communiBes which comprise it, in ways that may be interpreted as naBon-sustaining, if
not naBon-building. This provided a sense of propelling the foundaBons forward (with steady expansion
across strategic agendas, and none curtailing or ceasing parBcular programmes) . This occurred to the point
where the programmes became the idenBty of the organisaBons; and naBonal legiBmacy was widely
understood and asserted, not needing to be claimed or worked for. Their ‘youth development’ roles,
broadly deﬁned, ohen hinging on educaBon that included civic educaBon, provided the foundaBons with
acBvist personas; but with a variety of means of expressing that acBvism (from ‘gap ﬁlling’, e.g. health
provision and ‘landmark’ projects, e.g. major library complexes to conBnuous and embedded programmes,
e.g. higher educaBon scholarships, linked to community –based volunteering).
Advocacy, ohen an emblemaBc feature of foundaBons as acBvists, was throughout implicit rather than
explicit; in the sense that all twelve foundaBons’ work could be seen as demonstraBon projects, that ‘spoke
for themselves’: “We do not create press releases”. Geography as a focusing feature in the philanthropic
choices being made applied therefore to all the foundaBons studied, and not only to the corporate
foundaBons and community foundaBons, where idenBﬁcaBon with the locality or region would be
expected. More speciﬁcally, the foundaBon idenBBes in both Jordan and PalesBne were those of na3onal
idenBBes; making them not only mission-led, as philanthropic foundaBons are convenBonally understood,
but na3onal –mission led. In one foundaBon, this aspect was highly speciﬁed – “we set our success
indicators to align with na3onal indicator”, whilst recognising that “ this does not always work.”
From this strong sense of individual foundaBon idenBty, the case narraBves documented foundaBons’
overall conﬁdence in the purposes and progress of their work .This derived from their own, ohen nonpublicising approach to viewing and re-viewing their own work; that conﬁdence including a willingness to
re-direct work or to start over again, with the same goals but with a diﬀerent approach to the presenBng
social problem. Across the range of foundaBons, insBlling conﬁdence was a key focus in turn of their
programmes: for example, ““last week,(in its youth assembly events) our guest speaker talked about masks.
Our youth wore masks and asked each other what were they hiding. We teach conﬁdence. Youth tell us
stories that because they are young, they do not have a voice when next to an elder”.
That conﬁdence too was drawn from donors’ (notably founder-donors’) willingness to be there for the long
term, with the possible excepBon of the community foundaBon (where its structure operated through the
gihs of mulBple funders) and the foundaBon only recently established. Implicitly, it reﬂected a sense of
demonstraBng philanthropy leadership (within the relevant country) through “crea3ng allies” long term.
One parBcular case equated collaboraBve work with other funders as itself a sign of that leadership: “We
want to be a leader in founda3on prac3ce so collabora3ng is not a problem as long as we are leading the
way.”

Yet donor relaBons were understood as intricate, in the sense of being densely woven, and not always easy
to describe. Where individual founder-philanthropists remained central to the foundaBons’ work. their
strategic, at Bmes intervenBonist, inﬂuence was evident and widely appreciated as an ongoing statement of
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naBonal capability: “[The donor] turns up unannounced and does exit interviews (with youth) . No prep“.
Through donors’ eyes, where their philanthropy was summarised as a form of social relaBons, relaBons with
beneﬁciaries had been ohen hard won , with communiBes uncertain as to donor intenBons - “At the
beginning, the main ques3ons from the youth and community was ‘who on earth are you?” Everyone was
asking”. This was especially for those communiBes where “their only assets are pain.” In contrast to
external donors’ working models of philanthropic mapping, and especially “wan3ng intermediaries” to
ensure on -the -ground contact , donors in these foundaBons were more likely to enter and meet with
communiBes themselves. However, in a minority of cases where a number of internaBonal donors joined a
parBcular project, it was noted that those donors tended not to interact with each other, but made their
contribuBons independently. Community-based and community-led decision-making proved a challenge,
but a valuable one for these foundaBon’s donors ; while serving to highlight the disappointments and
frustraBons of foreign donors’ and foreign NGOs’ work in educaBon: “parachu3ng in with quick ﬁxes is not
our skill. Not what we need.”

This percepBon especially meant a degree of selecBvity and care in choosing partners ; including those able
to recognise the governance challenges produced by the community-led posiBons in which “only the
community can choose how to spend money, what to develop, and decide where to make grants.” Such
degrees of openness with and opening –up to communiBes nevertheless placed pressures on resources,
and not just in those contexts where parBcular communiBes remained, as one CEO expressed it, willing to
be donor-led, and “stuck in a donor box”. For one foundaBon, the working reality of having “young people
come to us and say we have problems with 1-2-3” was that “we cannot say no to youth”. Nevertheless,
foundaBons stressed the extent of their due diligence among potenBal donors; with uniform and emphaBc
stress on refusing donors who “cross red lines on religion or poli3cs”, on the excepBonal importance of
equitable treatment of and sensiBvity towards all faiths,( as part of both countries’ naBonal heritage) and in
declining too to “fund anything to do with religion or poli3cs or any organisa3on where we perceive a bias,
a prejudice. “ Alongside the issue of societal bias against young people was that of gender bias, with a
widespread acknowledgement of women’s roles in entrepreneurship and the diﬃculBes this poses, where
men in some communiBes are unsupporBve. Alongside the male prominence in foundaBons’ donor bases,
the majority of CEOs interviewed were women; with one reporBng that in seeking to expand perspecBves
away from what was seen as a “ male, closed conservaBve culture”, “I use my dance career to shock the
conservaBve mindset.” (delete in green?)

The prominence of internal and ohen informal organisaBonal learning and knowledge sharing found within
each of the foundaBons , a strong feature of the case research in its own right, linked to foundaBons’
idenBty through the extent and conBnuaBon of self-directed internal learning being reported. As pioneers
of philanthropic acBon from within their own countries, foundaBons had found that “at the end of the day
we have (had) to create our own method”; , had self-started their own programme reviews by “watching
the dynamics (of educa3on reform in other countries), began to iden3fy the gaps, realised that our mission
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needed an overhaul” and were keen to scale up their most successful learning, with programme designs
guided by beneﬁciary responses, where “the learning on that level is very strong”.
With volunteers, and successive ‘alumni’ groups from volunteer and scholarship programmes seen as
“knowledge bases in their own right”, a conBnual quesBoning approach was one approach being taken, for
example, where senior staﬀ or CEOs were relaBvely new (“We need to check/review our overhead costs.
What should my salary be? Should we move to the coopera3ves model? Should we be crea3ng a community
fund?”), In newer organisaBons, without the accumulated knowledge model of long-Bme working, open
source knowledge is important, drawn in several instances from internaBonal network links, where “we
acend their conferences” as a means of drawing in new learning . Among those longer - established,
reliance on internal learning factors is once again a mader of organisaBonal conﬁdence (for example, “We
have been around 35 years. We start any project by looking at ourselves”), which in turn has enabled
examples of pro-acBve knowledge seeking from other countries (notably Scandinavian).

At the same Bme the growth and volume of the communicaBons opportuniBes between foundaBons,
young people and young entrepreneurs was also creaBng a “learning burden”, to which this group of
strong-idenBty foundaBons reported a willingness to respond strongly, albeit within their own
organisaBon’s learning parameters. The sense of learning independence , or learning on their own behalf ,
or alone, over long periods, was summarised on the basis that internal learning was “culturally ingrained”,
to be taken up when opportuniBes arose , that is, “learning where we can”.

4.2 InsBtuBon - Stakeholder Learning, Themes 6, 7 and 8
The case interviews reported the major extent to which beneﬁciaries were fully stakeholders in the
foundaBons’ work, so bringing learning into those as well as learning from them. This was especially so
around programme design and programme re-design. As depicBons of the individual knowledge and
learning ﬂow cases demonstrate (ﬁgures 3.2.-3.13), it is the learning with stakeholders that dominates in
every single case visualisaBon; and predominantly as two-way occurrences; moving clearly into very largely
internal insBtuBonal learning arenas. The foundaBons’ collecBve aspiraBons for ensuring youth
empowerment, (“we are going to create a disrup3ve group of learners in Pales3ne, learners who challenge
and ques3on”) makes this approach an integral and perhaps inevitable (or unavoidable) element in each
foundaBon’s work. It was made this demanding for beneﬁciaries, whether individual or group, as well as
Bme-consuming. One foundaBon’s assessment of its entrepreneurship programmes highlights the
complexity of the contexts in which insBtuBon-stakeholder learning can develop, and implicitly, the kinds of
Bmescales required for this mutual learning to take root : “We have more than 100 startups in Jordan. More
than 90% of our startups have become successful - now they have their own businesses, their own income; It
is not about the cash, we focus on capacity building, partnerships, mentors, stakeholders. We have learned
how to support our entrepreneurs. We learned from them and they learned from us.”
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Limited contribuBons from entrepreneur –beneﬁciaries ( see secBon 2, methods) conﬁrmed such colearning experiences and opportuniBes, in which foundaBons were throughout “respecmul” of their
beneﬁciaries’ inputs and could point to the quality and depth of their work, acBng as catalysts rather than
as complete pioneers: ““If X had not supported us, we would s3ll be doing what we are doing but maybe
not as well or maybe not as fast.” Beneﬁciaries had also reported clear personal preferences for working
within the framework of home-based organisaBons, rather than those which were foreign-based, with
some implicit understanding that it was in part this sense of localness that ensured the respect to which
they referred. Nevertheless, beneﬁciaries’ disadvantaged backgrounds were recognised , including its
eﬀects on the listening and developmental aspects of beneﬁciary relaBons . One foundaBon characterised
these aspects , using the direct project perspecBve: “Imagine learning to work with boys from a segregated
society. How do boys learn to work with girls with and without hijab? How do boys develop an
understanding that girls have a personal choice and not be judging?”
The growing movement away from and ‘beyond’ grantmaking, to direct programme operaBons and
provision – itself based on internal learning where grantmaking-only approaches had leh evidence of
minimal noBceable change – was creaBng increased opportuniBes for beneﬁciary inputs, for example as
programme collaborators rather than one-way recipients. Also as programme ‘alumni’, with long term
contacts welcomed by the foundaBons. Nevertheless, such beneﬁciary-stakeholders also reported wishing
that parBcular project had been able to go further. In the case of an entrepreneurship-focused project for
example, for one beneﬁciary “this gives us a real partnership. But also, I wish this had gone all the way - and
not just an accelerator.” Where grantmaking was retained its purpose was as a means to an end: “ our
work is not about money…. the grant making comes as part of the community empowerment process.”
The importance of foundaBons’ long term commitments to their ﬁelds was expressed in terms of engaging
and then not dis-engaging from communiBes and already-disadvantaged groups; where swih incoming and
departure by foundaBons (the ‘hit and run’ philanthropy pracBce) could be doubly damaging. This in turn
raised further quesBons of the stakeholder learning forms that arise from programmes and projects that
could be seen as almost perpetual, with very few foundaBons raising the learning implicaBons around exit
strategies. Indirectly, it raised the complexiBes of these foundaBons’ roles in adaining their youth
empowerment goals in estranged or declining communiBes , when iniBal top-down intervenBons would be
required. As one foundaBon described it: “The indigenous communi3es of Pales3ne and the Jordan Valley
are being lost. Having been born in occupa3on, the youth do know a Pales3ne without occupa3on. Many
have given up. In some communi3es youth are not too ac3ve. So we ﬁnd leaders to mobilise the women and
youth.”
For other foundaBons however, their best possible role was “not be the mobilisers, (nor) the implemen3ng
group, but we will be the champions”; an approach itself Bme-consuming and requiring the kinds of
organisaBonal paBence with social investments to which a number of foundaBons subscribed. Whether
there is cross-over or disBncBveness between acBng as ‘mobilisers’ or ‘champions’ for youth and youth in
communiBes development, the long –term commitments of these foundaBons are both expressed by and
fed by their overall tenacity in community engagement, and their sense of realism and ‘staying on’, as some
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communiBes are exhausted rather than energised, and are losing young people abroad. For one foundaBon
this was part of the inevitable price to be paid for working in youth development.

4.3 InsBtuBon - External Learning , Theme 9
Given the rich contextual pictures gained of these foundaBons’ own development, goals and strategic
choices, as well as of the complex informaBon and knowledge ﬂows occurring internally, the categorisaBon
of ‘insBtuBonal-external learning’, comprising a single theme, The absence of external knowledge sharing’,
is especially striking. In the visualisaBons of individual case knowledge and learning ﬂows , this is the very
largely ‘empty box’.
Even where such ﬂows were occurring (for example relaBng to external experts or consultants, or to
government ministries) they were in the main one-way. Yet the extensive, strongly self-directed and selfimposed internal learning and knowledge ﬂows which the studied foundaBons reported was producing
cumulaBve and someBmes tough learning (e.g. needing to ‘start again’); with conﬁdence as an integral part
of (or byproduct of) that learning. While some foundaBons were willing to give guidance from that learning
to others, this was only “when asked”; and included requests from within other countries. FoundaBon
respondents were uniformly blunt and to the point, variously describing their posiBons as derived from a
complex of potenBal factors. These included the nonproﬁt or philanthropy climate, the demanding nature
of each foundaBons’ programmes and eﬀorts that absorbed Bme and energy for their own programmes’
improvement, their ‘absorpBon’ approach to knowledge known to be held elsewhere, and the lack of
sharing or disseminaBon routes, locally or regionally. Such potenBal factors however pale into
insigniﬁcance behind the most commonly reported accounts for this absence of external knowledge
sharing, whether in foundaBons that were family or individual, corporate or mulBple donor-rooted: that is,
that they simply had had no invitaBons to share their knowledge. One foundaBon respondent made this
very plain: “Why I do not share my learning. Nobody asks me. People look at us as part of the problem.They
are implemen3ng in South America and then try and implement here.”
Here the lack of invitaBon (to a group of organisaBons already presenBng as conﬁdent, strategic minded
operators) is compounded by an implicit concern that some would-be learners (i.e. incoming , foreign aidfunded foundaBons and similar insBtuBons) were either unwilling to value the likely learning and
knowledge held by the in-country foundaBons, dismissive of them, or , worse, lacked knowledge of their
existence. A sense of disappointment accompanied these percepBons, not least since so much internal
knowledge was accumulaBng and aﬀecBng their pracBce- “Next year, we will learn new things and we will
have new informa3on to work on the following year- ”. Moreover, ideas for external sharing had appeared,
such as a learning circle for funders, but had not (or not yet) been acted upon. A less strongly- arBculated
concern was a percepBon that external knowledge sharing and learning tended to be too- organisaBon or
foundaBon-driven rather than beneﬁciary or community driven, yet “human lives are complex,
organisa3ons cannot implement themselves in the community. It is the other way round.”
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Other foundaBons acknowledged and regreded barriers to their external knowledge sharing. For one CEO,
even though “we might facilitate, (and) networks and conferences happen, we do not share.” She went on
to say that “I am not blaming anyone. We are not working together as we should. We have a conspiracy
theory mentality which makes it harder to share knowledge”, without expanding on ‘what and why’ of such
theory. Alongside degrees of frustraBon was the view that this absence was risking ossiﬁcaBon or
“stagna3on” of foundaBon pracBce, (whether naBonally based or ‘incomers’); or less dramaBcally, meaning
that philanthropy “was not mature”. Others emphasised the lack of local networks through which to share
methods and learning, and those for whom such networks (local or regional) would be welcome, but that
signiﬁcant trust issues (among foundaBons, NGOs and foreign donors, amongst others) existed.
At the same Bme, the majority of foundaBons declared their general openness to sharing , and to do so in
ways more pro-acBve than just “acending other people’s conferences”, recognizing that the ‘long term’
nature of their commitments will be challenges that others are grappling with (“We need to think about the
future. How do we create a space where the community becomes independent and is managing their own
waqf (endowment)?”) Some individual foundaBons indicated their willingness to take up what they saw as
the knowledge sharing challenge which the research itself had posed – “If this research can be a catalyst for
a gathering around the region, let’s do it. Leave the follow up to us - we will do what’s needed to remain
connected”. As important however was the acknowledged need for visibility: “There is a need to stand up
and listen to one another.”

4.4 Discussion
ReﬂecBng back on our research quesBons, we discovered that the internal knowledge sharing and learning
reported by the parBcipaBng foundaBons, extensive and embedded as much as it was, was bound up
intrinsically with senses of naBonal and naBonal-level idenBty to such a high degree that naBonal standing ,
if not survival , was itself at stake. Our assessment that this made these organisaBons ‘naBon –mission led’,
whether long-established or very new, has implicaBons for cross-foundaBon learning . This posiBon may be
wholly a product of current naBonal contexts (notably where youth demographic issues combine with
poliBcal ﬂux) and so reﬂecBve of socio-poliBcal normality for these two countries or for the region.
AlternaBvely, it may be an unusual development, that contrasts strongly with, for example, European
foundaBons, where alignment with naBonal idenBty is ohen absent. This linkage was by no means easy for
these foundaBons – struggling to align their social indicators with those of the state, stepping in with
provision when government-led services were insuﬃcient or absent, relaBng to their respecBve
government ministries with their own tradiBons and ways of working – and may provide a further insight
into the ‘learning burden’ that was acknowledged.

The depth of unfavourable contrasts between ‘home based/long term’ commided foundaBons’
achievements and understanding of their working environments and those of foreign –based and
internaBonal foundaBons and NGOs in youth development was a further ﬁt for this naBonal idenBty focus.
Of itself, it is important to recognise that these percepBons are not new. Especially for PalesBne, they are
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found widely in other contemporary civil society research and development literature. Nevertheless in
these cases, the prospect of opening dialogue with (or confronBng) these philanthropic insBtuBons did not
arise in our interviews; with the criBques serving rather to assert the damage that short term involvement
can do. (That this is not a foregone conclusion in every case and itself worth exploring would seem to be a
very relevant area for cross- foundaBon knowledge sharing).
We would also recognise that by not including foreign based foundaBons from our case list, we have only
one side of the short versus long–term philanthropy narraBve, compelling though that was. Paradoxically ,
too, beneﬁciaries’ senses of security, saBsfacBon and preference for working with naBonally and
community-based organisaBons rather than with foreign donors, may itself, however limited in eﬀect, feed
In to the lader organisaBons’ (presumed) diﬃculBes in understanding their ﬁeld. Even where, in the limited
cases, such as the community foundaBons, foreign donors did make contribuBons into these foundaBons, it
was the local foundaBon’s standing and pracBce that was criBcal; not acBng just an intermediary for foreign
funds, but mediaBng pro-acBvely the community decision-led use of those funds.

Accompanying the strong sense of idenBty and purpose, we found very extensive (and in some cases also
intensive) paderns and ﬂows of internal knowledge sharing and learning in each of our cases. A profound
sense of accumulaBng and making good use of that learning, supported by the mulBple knowledge ﬂows
charted in our case visualisaBons , was expressed across the foundaBons regardless of age. Some older
foundaBons were able to claim such experiences were ‘in their DNA’, but there was a similar sense of
awareness of the value of internally circulaBng knowledge among newer foundaBons, gathering in
knowledge from elsewhere with perspecBves of urgency and of expectaBon that it would enhance their
work and performance. (The drive for conBnual improvement may also be seen as an element the drive to
do one’s best for one’s country. )
Whilst this depth and breadth of the drive to self-learning, and self -improvement was in itself impressive, it
was diﬃcult to avoid enBrely the sense of doing so because of isolaBon in the ﬁeld, even for some of the
older foundaBons ,of loneliness, as community-oriented pioneers, making strong the link between selflearning and self-worth. Only one of all the foundaBons studied reported systemaBsaBon of the learning
and knowledge acquisiBon (through a knowledge management department) , important for the extent of
self-reﬂecBon it imposed on the foundaBon’s processes as well as its strategies. The majority of cases were
reliant on informal sharing (some of which might be intermident, related to parBcular projects’
development milestones). Given that our interviews were almost enBrely with CEOs and Directors, and not
Board members or chairs, it was perhaps not surprising that a fusion of percepBons on internal learning’s
value between boards and staﬀ was reported, rather than any notable variance. Those instances where it
was recognised that internal learning might be lost on the departure of key or long standing employees did
highlight the risks of informal and person-to-person learning. However these seemed relaBvely low ; and
more than balanced by the inputs from youth beneﬁciaries, alumni and pracBBoners, not least in their
marked (if not almost overwhelming ) closeness to their funders through social media as well as formal
meeBngs, events and forums.
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This concentraBon of eﬀort to exchange knowledge within the individual parameters of each of the
foundaBons’ work appeared a key element in the conﬁdence that these foundaBons expressed. It enabled
recogniBon of failures as well as successes, for example by re-organising projects, accompanied by halBng
project work for reﬂecBon and re-grouping. For the longer- standing foundaBons this conﬁdence indicated
high degrees of resilience, necessary given the pressures posed and imposed by their strong communityproblem led working models, but arguably again also borne of degrees of isolaBon from the arguably more
prominent and more visible foreign agencies in the ﬁeld.
CriBques of foundaBons’ conﬁdence turning to arrogance are also to be found in the philanthropy and civil
society literatures. Our case study research did not support such interpretaBon of events, but rather (from
the interviewer’s personal notes) recorded a clear sense of personalised philanthropy, virtually tailor -made
for or self-design by the communiBes , which was rooted in humility as well as some degrees of anger about
top-down styles of donorship, and its inappropriateness especially for youth development.
The content of our ﬁnal themaBc categorisaBon around ‘insBtuBonal–external learning’, and ‘the absence
of external knowledge sharing’, as theme 9, came as a considerable surprise. We had found within and
across the case foundaBons an array of acBviBes, operaBng models and knowledge sharing experiences that
were contribuBng to internal organisaBonal learning and change in important ways. This absence of
external knowledge sharing would have been more understandable if internal knowledge and learning ﬂows
had been slight, less in evidence as underpinning internal change or of the largely one-way variety, Whereas
the tracking of programme change to the value of listening to and acBng on beneﬁciaries’ accounts and
perspecBves were all credible instances of internal learning that could usefully be shared .
As it was, the lack of external knowledge because of the lack of invitaBons so to do, was almost shocking in
its straighuorwardness. ‘WaiBng to be asked’ and self-eﬀacement do not appear on the face of things to be
noted traits of philanthropic foundaBons; but is this a funcBon of philanthropic isolaBon that has propelled
self-learning to parBcular depths? Uncertainty about or absence of knowledge sharing networks locally or
regionally, as well as broad comments concerning the need for trust were cited in our cases , but the
quesBon remains as to why incoming foreign donors and or foreign NGOs , as well as donor governments
working or seeking or working in Jordan and /or PalesBne do not make those invitaBons.
One also paradoxical possibility is that these case foundaBons’ very tenacity in sustaining deep contact with
their beneﬁciary communiBes is either seen as too daunBng to external donors; or an inappropriate model
for their own plans, so that associated knowledge sharing and learning is not sought or not valued. Another
may be their pragmaBc awareness that this close-up -to -communiBes model is all too likely to reveal yet
more urgent community needs, which could be leh unadended only with diﬃculty. Indeed, it is also
possible that this aspect of the community-close working pracBces in our cases was doing exactly that
among some foundaBons, which found themselves also providing more tradiBonal forms of support, such
as clinics or school equipment and supplies alongside their ambiBous youth empowerment work, possibly
to their own surprise. As already noted, we have not gathered the perspecBves of the foreign (change ??)
philanthropic insBtuBons, so that the quesBon of relaBve respect among the two groups remains a mader
for further inquiry.
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In studying philanthropic foundaBons in two Muslim-majority countries, both in the global public policy
spotlight, we had expected though not formally hypothesised that at least a number of our case examples
would reﬂect and acknowledge, informally if not formally, a Muslim faith underpinning. That none did so
directly, and that all were at pains to emphasise their all-faiths openness, and their governance posiBons
that scruBnised and rejected overt religious or poliBcal overtones relaBng to gihs, was also striking and is
worthy of discussion, beyond this report. This is not to ignore the Muslim faith inspiraBon or basis of the
individual and family foundaBons’ founders, especially, nor individual interviewees’ personal perspecBves ,
which were not explored. Nor did this response, we consider, speak to a parBcular secular or secularising
agenda. Nor also was there any overt discussion to Be this aspect in especially with the experiences in other
Moslem majority countries, cited in Part 1, where faith based terminology may be problemaBc, because of
extremist associaBons. Broadly this theme, within the categorisaBon of insBtuBonal-stakeholder learning,
appears to reﬂect El Taraboulsi’s work, discussed in Part 1.2 in which the noBon of space, in which to discuss
Muslim philanthropy in its encounter with other philanthropic cultures, is central. In this study, it appears
likely that again, this is a mader of naBonal idenBty as part of the foundaBons’ idenBBes, not over-riding
but endorsing all the faiths and beliefs held by the ciBzens of Jordan and PalesBne.

4.5 LimitaBons of the Research and SuggesBons for Further Development of the Research
There are important limitaBons in our research. These revolve in the main around our research design and
methods choices, from our case study approach to our implementaBon of themaBc analysis; but are linked
also around our own posiBons as engaged researchers in our respecBve spheres. Also , although one of us
came with parBcular experBse in foundaBons and youth development, and in this region, and both with
WCMP or WCMP-linked credenBals, as researchers we were outsiders, not insiders, though very far from
being detached from the research .
Because our research presents case proﬁles at a single point in Bme and place, Spring 2019, the resulBng
‘snapshots’ raise issues about past, ongoing and future developments in each organisaBon studied that are
salient. Also the relaBve impact of parBcular factors in each case that may have aﬀected their perspecBves
at that single point. (For example, in one foundaBon, the organisaBon was only launched a few months
before the interview; in another the Director-General was new in post.) The ﬁeldwork Bmetable also
coincided in part with a short period of parBcular poliBcal tension in PalesBne. This may have aﬀected our
ﬁndings (for example those concerning senses of naBonal idenBty) but may also have been viewed as
‘situaBon normal’ by our respondents.
The purposive sampling approach introduces the possibility of selecBon bias, although this was miBgated to
an extent by the diﬀerent types of philanthropic organisaBons studied , including convenBonal, endowed
foundaBons, CSR ‘arms’ of business enterprises , and operaBng foundaBons choosing NGO status. Our
invitaBons were moreover, limited to the network contacts of the Global Donors Forum (the membership
meeBng arm of the World Congress of Muslim Philanthropy), the WCMP’s Academy of Philanthropy, and of
the Italian foundaBon working in youth development philanthropy in Jordan and PalesBne, on co-operaBon
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with the UN, providing our pilot case study. These networks and contacts are themselves limited or
specialised in scope, aﬀecBng the types of organisaBons who would be likely to engage or make contact.
We are aware for example that in Jordan there are approximately 400 charitable organisaBons including
local associaBons and socieBes acBng philanthropically, as being in receipt of philanthropy, and that our
organisaBonal selecBon could thus be understood as the ‘cherries’ on top of a far larger philanthropic ‘cake’,
even allowing for our special focus on youth development. However this 400 grouping did not itself
represent a complete sampling frame, and its interrogaBon was beyond our project Bme frame and
resources. Further, in studying foundaBons in the PalesBne, issues of access conﬁned our work to the
PalesBnian West Bank. Again, Part 2 notes our use of English in our interviews: UniversiBes in Jordan and
PalesBne mainly teach and publish in Arabic, and there may have been Arabic sources of studies on local
foundaBons that, because of our language limitaBons, we were not able to access.
Turning to the detail of the case research, we are very aware that we did not enhance our data by further
case techniques, such as observaBon over Bme or in the ﬁeld on parBcular projects, or by revisiBng for
interviews on further occasions. There were a series of examples that idenBﬁed parBcular unique features
that would have especially beneﬁted from further research contact ( for example, the foundaBon with its
own knowledge management department , or the foundaBon about to partner with a UK foundaBon, and
expecBng to gain new learning as a result), had resources permided.
The issue of choosing respondents to speak for our cases also arises. Because our iniBal contacts were
made largely with senior managers, rather than board members, the lader group has a very minimal voice
in our study; notwithstanding the themaBc importance of governance issues. Similarly, we discussed our
cauBon concerning and deciding against the direct involvement of beneﬁciaries in the project in Part 2.
However, this decision precluded direct data triangulaBon from the beneﬁciaries’ perspecBve, with the
result that our ﬁndings place the foundaBons (and foundaBons’ senior staﬀ) in the foreground. The
beneﬁciaries, if not in the background, remain sBll to the side of our study; although represenBng a major
theme in their own right.
Our (arguably European -based) expectaBon that we would supplement our case-interviews by access to
individual organisaBons’ reports, websites and other documentaBon could not be fulﬁlled in all cases, as
our case by case ﬁndings in Part 3 show. While some annual reports and websites were available, others
were not or were for limited circulaBon only. This means that data transparency is not consistent regarding
annual reports and ﬁnancial statements across the cases. These data absences may however also reﬂect
local cultures of philanthropy, which does not seek to proclaim itself as parBcularly a mader for public
adenBon, and if not fully anonymous, then parBally so.
All parBcipants in research processes are likely to have their own agendas or develop them as the result of
that research parBcipaBon. The very welcome which we received from our iniBal invitaBons, a number of
invitees telling us that we were the ﬁrst researchers seeking to explore their knowledge sharing and
learning experiences, boosted our access opportuniBes, enlarged our ﬁeld of study, and conﬁrmed the
salience of our research puzzle and challenge. However, as ﬁrst arrivals on this research scene, it is also
possible that the organisaBons studied were, understandably, giving us the best possible (perhaps selfFD270919
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jusBfying) accounts of their organisaBons’ pracBce, in the demanding contexts they faced. Although we felt
this was not occurring, recognising the extent to which their own failures, project re-starts, and selfquesBoning featured throughout the interview transcripts, this issue could have been examined more
thoroughly in an expanded study which triangulated the data sources.
This in turn raises the issue of how well we handled the themaBc analysis; including our awareness of the
warnings in the literature that it is possible to go on modifying and reﬁning deﬁniBons of themes forever,
with one of the most diﬃcult decisions to make is where to stop the process of development. Part of the
credibility of this research analysis approach is a mader of the extent of ﬁt occurring between respondents’
views and the researcher’s representaBon of them. Our undertaking to share our case study accounts with
each case organisaBons meant that we were subject to respondents’ amendments to our case
interpretaBons, as a broad assessment of that ﬁt. Although these occurred to a small extent, none of these
were suﬃcient to require changes in our theme choices and theme-led ﬁndings (See Appendix 6).
Finally, our decision not to incorporate any foreign foundaBons (both regionally located and beyond) nor
internaBonal and other governmental insBtuBons as cases produced disadvantages as well as advantages.
Our narrowing of the case ﬁeld produced insights into knowledge sharing in a hitherto neglected and
unique dataset of ’home country’ foundaBons It also made best use of our limited resources by its
parBcular concentraBon. However, this also meant that other knowledge sharing disposiBons in
philanthropy (and not only the criBques of such insBtuBons which were reported) were leh unexamined
with these major players. (For example, challenges arise around knowledge sharing and learning
implicaBons where projects are short term; as well as around the processual challenges of apparent
minimal interacBons across the whole philanthropy landscape. ) Moreover, our iniBal informal networking
approach to highlight our proposed research and seek parBcipants led to invitaBons to contact at least one
major longstanding and highly signiﬁcant internaBonal organisaBon during the research visits. This
invitaBon was not taken up; and, along with not appearing to be discourteous, underlines the importance of
broadening out this research, if the potenBal gains for Jordan and PalesBne are to be maximised.

An improved or 360 degree triangulaBon is suggested in ﬁgure 4.3
Figure 4.3 One Possible Improved TriangulaBon of Data with the Inclusion of all Stakeholders
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Taken together, these limitaBons underline the opportuniBes for subsequent research, to test and scruBnise
ﬁndings, to begin to widen the study the knowledge sharing and learning across the complete spectrum of
insBtuBonal philanthropic strategy and pracBce in Jordan and PalesBne and in the Middle East region.
Alongside revisiBng research invitaBons and ensuring triangulaBon of data, and parBcipaBon of all
stakeholders, as shown in ﬁg 4.3 above further research direcBons could
• incorporate a wholly beneﬁciary-led perspecBve,
• track our original cases over Bme, to begin the basis of longitudinal work,
• undertake a parallel study of foreign foundaBons’ knowledge sharing and learning experiences,
relaBng these, or otherwise to those in the ‘home’ foundaBon sector
• move away from CEO ‘voices’ towards those of less senior staﬀ and/or volunteers and their
perspecBves on knowledge sharing and learning
• examine the governance challenges of foundaBons’ knowledge sharing in this by sole concentraBon on
the board members’ (including donors’) perspecBves
• focus on mapping and analysing the extent of foundaBon reporBng data that does exist in the
Jordanian and PalesBnian public domains, to respond the ‘wider state of data’ quesBon from another
direcBon
• incorporate this study’s ﬁndings into a comprehensive review of the literature on knowledge sharing in
philanthropy, its global, regional and naBonal feasibiliBes and realiBes, with a view to sector-speciﬁc
theory development
• concentrate on key aspects of this study’s ﬁndings (e.g. community-set and measured KPIs, or
operaBng ‘in the long term’) to generate new knowledge on their implementaBon, working-out over
Bme and results;
• enable and facilitate ongoing research to be undertaken within the foundaBons and/or by Jordanian
and PalesBnian naBonals, so that this becomes “insider” rather than “outsider” research
• undertake acBon research, including intervenBons and intervenBon assessment , as a collaboraBve
project with selected foundaBons, to further develop and enhance their internal and knowledge
sharing
• take the youth development sector/ﬁeld of philanthropy as the starBng point, assessing its capacity
for and development of knowledge sharing between pracBBoners , using this study as the iniBal
anchor for widening out the research search and research concern, into an area where youth
empowerment and knowledge sharing may have a parBcular theoreBcal and pracBce crossover.

AlternaBve discussion of university roles and of post research acBviBes, that lend themselves to a research
presence, such as supporBng local learning network(s) in Jordan and/or PalesBne are discussed in our
conclusions.
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Part 5 Conclusions

This research set out to discover and deepen understanding of the approaches to knowledge sharing and
learning of country-based philanthropic foundaBons in Jordan and PalesBne, and to bring their experiences
and voices into the growing global emphasis on foundaBons as knowledge –sharers and learners. These are
voices which, in their naBonal and Middle Eastern sepngs, have hitherto gone un-researched. This study
sheds new light on these organisaBons’ knowledge sharing and learning perspecBves. They raise a number
of criBcal quesBons regarding the inter-organisaBonal learning contexts in which these foundaBons operate,
where the philanthropic landscape is, in contrast to Europe and North America, dominated by foreign
foundaBons and internaBonal organisaBons’ acBviBes.
In these conclusions, we consider our leading evidence threads from our ﬁndings and their relaBonship to
our research quesBons; some consequences arising from our research, for respondents, their naBonal and
regional contexts; possible prioriBes for further research development ; and the potenBal for development
of more immediate next steps from this research, to further knowledge sharing within and between these
and other foundaBons in Jordan and PalesBne, and beyond.
Our research quesBons concerning Jordanian and PalesBnian foundaBons gathering, using and valuing
knowledge of their youth development work, to support their organisaBons’ internal learning, discovered a
wealth of acBviBes and learning growth. These appeared to have been previously and largely hidden from
view; conﬁrmed by the welcome which our inquiries received, where we were the ﬁrst researchers to ask us
these quesBons.
These country-based organisaBons reported signiﬁcant commitment to and depth of internal knowledge
sharing and learning, which was variously transforming and sustaining their own work, both informally and
formally. As primarily self-directed knowledge seekers, they had devised “their own method” of work,
characterised by long–term, tenacious (ohen challenging) community engagement and moves beyond
grantmaking, to direct programme operaBons and provision.
Three research evidence-threads command parBcular adenBon:
•

the lack of external knowledge sharing of foundaBons’ own knowledge;

•

the development of these foundaBons’ internal reﬂecBon and improvement;

•

the philanthropy being undertaken in these Muslim majority countries.

The ﬁrst and second threads run together and create a further challenge of their own. The lack of external
sharing of these foundaBons’ own knowledge permeated every part of the study and was one of the
unexpected ﬁndings of the research. Cycles of lack of trust appeared to have occurred, again and again,
reinforced by lack of recogniBon by external bodies of local foundaBon knowledge gathering and learning ,
a parallel or consequenBal lack of trust in foreign foundaBons and NGOs, and a lack also of prior academic
study, not even from local academic insBtuBons. In these contexts, it is understandable that Jordanian and
PalesBnian FoundaBons would choose to create what they variously saw as their “own method”.
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Yet, this lack of external sharing has also put a premium on willingness to undertake internal reﬂecBon,
leading to learning and change and demonstraBons of internal leadership. While appearing isolated from
externally-based foundaBons, they have not been solitary, but developmental and pioneering, in their
depth of community-based youth empowerment work. Such pioneering leadership for the foundaBons in
Jordan and PalesBne, if it was unexpected, was even more commendable given the large numbers of
learning barriers idenBﬁed in this this study, compared to the learning drivers.
This is important since it provides an alternaBve view to that those arguments in the literature which
advocate external knowledge-sharing, as the route which compels subsequent internal reﬂecBon and
learning, Thus, engagement in external networks for knowledge sharing and learning creates a good guide
for foundaBons’ own internal reﬂecBon. Among our studied cases, the contrary picture has emerged, where
that reﬂecBon and internal change have stemmed largely from the experiences of their relaBve isolaBon, as
well as from (one-way) external source; driving internal learning in new and conﬁdent direcBons. (Again,
this suggests an alternaBve direcBon to those arguments that learning necessarily takes place through
knowledge sharing partnerships with other organisaBons. ) While this learning may also have been
supported by degrees of certainty in longer term funding, those foundaBons more dependent on less
certain resource ﬂows also demonstrated this appeBte for reﬂecBon with their community and youth
stakeholders as co-learners. Thus, the combinaBon of beneﬁciary interacBon and internal foundaBon
leadership are producing internal knowledge sharing and learning. It follows that both leadership models in
internal learning–directed foundaBons, and the primacy of external learning drivers to ensure internal
organisaBon reﬂecBon, as set out in the literature, deserve further adenBon, empirically and theoreBcally.
One observaBon from the personal ﬁeld notes recorded alongside the transcripts was that ‘regardless what
was going in in the country in terms of poliBcs and regional events, these foundaBons were going to wake
up every day and conBnue. Stopping, lepng the project go, leaving the country, was not an opBon for these
local foundaBons’ , working within the shihing poliBcal and social variables of their countries and
communiBes. The detail of such local customised philanthropy is striking, if not unique, and in a number of
foundaBons we studied has been in place for decades. When the external networks are ready, those details
could provide a new resource for internaBonal foundaBon learning, not least for those working in the
Middle East.
With this study only including local foundaBons, the views of foreign foundaBons in response to our
ﬁndings are therefore very much needed. For now, it appears that trust is lacking. This appears especially
so, given that some of the more established foundaBons among our cases have never been approached by
external foundaBons for shared learning, even though these foundaBons have been operaBng on the
ground for over thirty years. Against a background of due diligence and transparency dialogues and the
imperaBves of cross border giving legislaBon, external foundaBons have appeared to keep their distance
from local foundaBons. However, there may also be a resulBng ‘fear of the unknown’ on the part of foreign
foundaBons, especially in relaBon to the very clear demands of the nature of the youth development work
being undertaken, in which ‘learning burdens’ were also arBculated. Hence, again, the response of foreign
foundaBons and internaBonal organisaBons working in Jordan and PalesBne to our ﬁndings, is sought.
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The third thread of evidence which emerged concerns the perspecBves of this group of foundaBons,
operaBng in the context of Muslim majority countries, and their emphasis on philanthropy being oﬀered for
the improvement of the enBre community, to all religions and to the heritage of all. Philanthropy in the
foundaBons we studied was not therefore accompanied by ascribing the faith idenBty or faith heritage to
the donor or to donor raBonales.; rather the reverse. This suggests parBcular perspecBves on the landscape
of philanthropy in the two Muslim majority countries where we studied. Our provisional conclusions from
these case reports are that the philanthropy studied represents a form or measure of one type of Muslim
philanthropy, that is, one where the speciﬁcs of a ‘lead’ faith idenBty are not stated; but cannot at the same
Bme be said to be wholly absent.Thus the care taken in emphasising inclusiveness of support for all
communiBes and heritage backgrounds, and examples of declining donorship with overt religious
associaBons appeared as a means of asserBng the importance of the naBonal community or naBonhood
rather than standing back from religious inﬂuences on philanthropy per se.
It appears however that these foundaBons reﬂect a type of Muslim philanthropy (a type appearing
previously unrecognised and un-researched ), that idenBﬁes a new form of anonymity in Muslim
Philanthropy, as a key characterisBc. It does not oﬀer anonymity in the sense of being deliberately
concealed, nor detached from giving’s results. It occurs where and when the religious idenBBes and
raBonales among donors, communiBes and beneﬁciaries are recognised for their value in contribuBng to
the ‘wider or macro’ goals of philanthropy through youth empowerment, of naBon and community
building, but are not a required or deﬁning characterisBc of that work. From this perspecBve, we are drawn
to revisit and adempt to re-engineer El Taraboulsi’s deﬁniBon of Muslim philanthropy (op. cit.), which she
sees as occurring in the space provided by the intersecBon of Islam, philanthropy and the surrounding
environment. Instead, we suggest tentaBvely that a form of Muslim philanthropy may occur through three
intersecBng inﬂuence sources: faith, heritage and anonymity; and that this holisBc approach may be
applied to the Muslim-majority countries in this study, where naBon-building and community change are
all-important. Further consideraBons of this aspect of our study however are beyond the scope of this
report.
Returning to the three threads that overarched the ﬁndings, the dynamic interplay between them (both
the consequenBal aﬀect on each other and the deeper internal reﬂecBon and improvement that feeds a
new landscape of learning and knowledge sharing ) may suggest a new or renewed examinaBon of
parBcipaBng foundaBons’ own internal knowledge sharing and learning processes. Also , more
formalisaBon of those processes in some cases and some consideraBons of the implicaBons of the
visualisaBons of the direcBons of their learning which have developed.
Individually or as a group they should consider developing new roles as knowledge intermediaries or
sources of knowledge for other local foundaBons and/or for foreign foundaBons working in youth
development.
Being, already, the keepers of a vast array of experience and knowledge of locally led philanthropy, they
may also consider the need and value of a local learning alliance with specialisaBons in idenBﬁed priority
areas, such as community-created and measured KPIs. These suggesBons, however, have their resources
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implicaBons as well as requiring to take place in collaboraBve climates where we have suggested interorganisaBonal trust is highly circumscribed.
With knowledge sharing within these foundaBons relaBonal rather than linear, challenges remain, however,
for knowledge-led interacBons around programmes and projects that are long-term and where impact is
measured aher ﬁve years; when knowledge and data sharing over short or shorter periods, may be
unhelpful. There are, this study suggests, consequences for philanthropy which has a pronounced acBvist
direcBon, where internal learning is substanBal but may be in less tangible forms either not easy to share or
highly demanding (for example, beneﬁciaries as co-learners); two aspects which our research did not probe
in any detail; and yet the acBvist credenBals of the foundaBons were studied, from their naBonal-building
perspecBves are clear.
That very emphasis on philanthropy as naBon-building does however raise the quesBons as to whether
foundaBons’ knowledge should be public knowledge, and whether the relaBve responsibiliBes of other
actors, public and non-governmental require that knowledge sources in their own localiBes should be
valued, shared and not neglected. In moving further towards the creaBon of public knowledge, there may
be consequences too for the role of academic study and especially for engaged scholarship approaches in
Jordan and PalesBne. We were not able to discover academic study on philanthropy and on the insBtuBons
which deliver and represent it taking place locally in either country’s universiBes and research insBtutes.
Although it is beyond our immediate research remit, given philanthropy’s importance in Jordan and
PalesBne, it would be very helpful if a naBonally-located academic research group in this ﬁeld could be
established, with dedicated local pracBce engagement, for study in partnership with both local and
internaBonal insBtuBons.

5.1 PrioriBes for Further Research Development
This brings us to the prioriBes for further research development. We set out a comprehensive set of
possible research direcBons in Part Four. In the spirit of valuing and responding to knowledge sharing
however, the most appropriate source of ideas for progressing this research should come from the case
study foundaBons which engaged with us, including our European pilot case – what direcBons should
further research, if any, now take, and to whom should it be addressed?

From our own perspecBve, and meanwhile, we idenBfy the following, to maximise the gains from this
research:
• To undertake a parallel, or equivalent, follow-up study of foreign foundaBons working in Jordan and
PalesBne, to discover their own knowledge sharing and learning experiences, and their responses to
the ﬁndings from this ‘home’ foundaBon sector study.
• To survey and idenBfy, in increased depth, the key aspects of the exisBng internal and knowledge
sharing mechanisms that have developed in Jordanian and PalesBnian foundaBons, to beder
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understand the local prioriBes for learning and locally appropriate ﬂows for delivery, and to extend
and consolidate the knowledge derived from this iniBal study
• To focus on mapping and analysing the extent of foundaBon reporBng data that does exist in the
Jordanian and PalesBnian public domains, to respond the ‘wider state of data’ quesBon from
another direcBon.

5.2 The Next Steps?
What, if any, should be the more immediate next steps? Our ﬁndings reveal a strong appeBte for knowledge
sharing and learning within a group of foundaBons that are conBnually challenged by the environments in
which they operate; and suggest strongly the value in opening up their own knowledge development and
learning to wider audiences and to each other.
Our own learning on this research project makes clear that any such next steps are be best developed by
and facilitated from within the acBve foundaBon landscape that we have found. They would also be
sustainable only if the organisaBons and actors in that landscape become acBve parBcipants and lead an
agenda that creates value through knowledge sharing, contribuBng to knowledge building and acBng, ohen
to do things diﬀerently, on that knowledge
With this in mind, next steps, to incorporate direct knowledge exchanges from our research could include
• a Round Table meeBng or meeBngs with the parBcipaBng foundaBons to consider what these
foundaBons need as a next steps from this research and what they would require those steps to achieve
• and /or a joint research and pracBce led conference on knowledge sharing and learning with an open
invitaBon to civil society members in Jordan and PalesBne
• an event or series of events which explore parBcular aspect(s) of the report, for example beneﬁciaries
as co-learners with foundaBons, (given the demands for local-level pracBBoners and acBvists to reﬂect
on and share their learning among their peers), with individual foundaBons acBng as knowledge
intermediaries
Subsequent possibiliBes might also include
• the establishment of a learning alliance (an informal grouping) among the parBcipaBng
foundaBons;
• and/or beginning a more formal foundaBon learning and research network in Jordan and PalesBne,
whether broadly, or speciﬁcally related to youth engagement and empowerment.
Since this research is one of two linked strands, there are two ‘next steps’ possibiliBes for ourselves.The ﬁrst
stems from the complementary research report to this study, by Professor Cathy Pharoah , “Muslim
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philanthropy in the UK foundaBon context – the wider state of data”3 . This has explored whether exisBng
data plauorms on foundaBons’ working can contribute to a knowledge base and foster knowledge sharing.
Professor Pharoah emphasises the considerable global knowledge held within these foundaBons,
knowledge and experience, and asks:”could it be shared more widely, for the beneﬁt of other foundaBons
who would like to do more to address the issues of global inequity and conﬂict; ….. help foundaBons with
issues such as risk and legiBmacy, …encourage further innovaBon(and) facilitate more cost-eﬀecBve
approaches to ﬁnding and developing partnerships, or working through distant partners?”
A further possibility is therefore
• the potenBal for possible interacBons between interested Muslim foundaBons in the UK and our
Jordanian and PalesBnian foundaBon respondents, to consider the ‘how’, and ‘how far’ knowledge
is shared in their own sepngs, with a possible view to shared working.
The second stems from the funding of these reports (by the UK government’s Global Challenges Research
Fund). This raises the quesBon of the interests of governments, and especially of aid-direcBng and enabling
governments internaBonally in ensuring and enhancing philanthropic knowledge sharing across all types of
insBtuBon; but especially, from locally focused and locally driven philanthropy, whose untapped or unused
knowledge and experience may otherwise be going to waste.
A ﬁnal next step possibility is therefore
• exploring governmental-level perspecBves on the implicaBons of the research ﬁndings, and where
feasible seeking appropriate governmental representaBves at or contribuBons towards the pracBceled next steps that are discussed above.

Researchers’ Personal ReﬂecBons
Our research has uncovered impressive amounts of ‘good news’, as case foundaBons demonstrated the
extent of their capacity and capability for internal knowledge sharing and learning. However, it is criBcal to
recognise the likely consequences if the external knowledge sharing gap is not addressed. If the internallydirected reﬂecBons and development of the foundaBons conBnue as before, external philanthropic
organisaBons currently operaBng in the region, or who are planning to do so in the future, are likely to
remain wholly unaware about the wealth of local knowledge and experience these foundaBons hold. This
may then reinforce the issues of lack of trust and lack of impact so feeding cycles that, ﬁnally, will not
support the beneﬁciaries that all foundaBons operaBng in these countries wish to serve.
During our research, respondents have already oﬀered to take our ﬁndings forward, for example – “If this
research can be a catalyst for a gathering around the region, let’s do it. Leave the follow up to us… we will
do what’s needed to remain connected.” We would be pleased and privileged to able to play an acBve part
in these conBnuing developments.
Pharoah, C., (2019) “Muslim philanthropy in the UK foundaBon context – the wider state of data”, CGAP , Cass
Business School, PublicaBon pending.
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Appendix 2 Formal InvitaBon to ParBcipate in the Research
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Appendix 3 Example of Personalised Correspondence to CEOs/Directors of FoundaBons

“Dear…(Chief ExecuBve/ExecuBve Director) ,
My name is Dr Yunus Sola, Director of the Academy of Philanthropy. Our organisaBons have crossed paths through my
roles in the Global Donors Forum and the World Congress of Muslim Philanthropists.
I will be in Jordan and PalesBne to conduct research on local foundaBons in the region and I wonder if you would
consider being one of our case studies?The wider research team includes Professor Jenny Harrow and Professor Cathy
Pharaoh of Cass Business School, City University, London although I am the only one travelling at this Bme. The aim of
the research is to understand how foundaBons learn, what they learn and how they share this learning and knowledge
within their foundaBon and with other foundaBons in their network. It has ohen been said that there is very lidle
research on philanthropy in the region and we
are trying to bridge that gap.
We anBcipate meeBng 3-5 foundaBons in both Jordan and PalesBne. We consider the …….(FoundaBon name) as an
important case study as a …..(foundaBon type). Aher the research we will be preparing a research paper and
presenBng our ﬁndings at both the next Global Donors Forum (2020), at Cass Business School, London and
internaBonal workshops. We also hope to arrange a regional presentaBon for interested parBes in Jordan and
PalesBne.
I adach a formal leder of invitaBon to share with your team. I am also free to phone you later this week, dates
for…..next week to answer any quesBons. Let me know if there is a preferred Bme to call. I can connect by Skype/
WhatsApp or ring you directly.
On a personal note, I would also be interested in learning more about your work with the intenBon of supporBng your
work within my capacity as Director of the Academy of Philanthropy and also as a Coordinator and Trainer of a United
NaBons Social Entrepreneurship programme. I would be delighted to share my work with you and see if I can involve
your community in some of our acBviBes.
If I can help you in any other way while I am in PalesBne and Jordan, do let me know.
Looking forward to speaking with you soon,
Dr. Yunus E. Sola | Director
Academy of Philanthropy
2 documents adached.”
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Appendix 4 Drah Pilot Interview Schedule
1.Introductory Ques>ons: The role of the founda>on in the context of the wider role of philanthropic giving.
a) How do you perceive your role as a foundaBon in the context of the wider role of philanthropy in society?
b) What is your interpretaBon if the increasingly higher (local and internaBonal) expectaBons of philanthropic
foundaBons?
c) How are you responding to these rising expectaBons? What are your main challenges to responding to these
expectaBons?
d) Are these expectaBons jusBﬁed?
2. Research Ques>ons (From Aim 1): How do founda>ons express their purposes, and create, implement and
sustain or develop their grant making policy and strategy, within their resources, including, their rela>onships
with grantees and/or beneﬁciaries.
a) How does the foundaBon currently express its purposes in the ﬁeld of Youth Investment?
b) How does this link with the foundaBon’s overall strategy?
c) What are the (diﬀerent) frames through which the foundaBon contextualises its investment in youth in Muslim
Majority Countries?
d) What levels of resources are allocated to youth investment; and how does this compare with the foundaBon’s
overall resource spend?
e) What is the grant making strategy of the foundaBon in this sphere (Youth investment)? Can you share or illustrate
one example we can use as a case study?
f) What is, if any, the beneﬁciaries’ role in implemenBng foundaBon’s aims/goals?
g) Do you have one ﬂagship model of youth investment in entrepreneurship that you would like to illustrate?
h) How are “applicant” relaBons with the foundaBon organised? E,g. how to potenBal beneﬁciaries ﬁnd you?
i) To what extent, and how, are beneﬁciary relaBons sustained over Bme?
j) What are the risks and rewards of the ways your foundaBon currently ‘does business’?
3. Research Ques>ons (From Aim 2): How do Founda>ons iden>fy their role, capacity and knowledge gathering and
knowledge development through their projects?
a) How might the foundaBon’s capacity (resources, locaBon, people, knowledge, knowhow) to carry out its
programmes/policies be characterised, and why?
b) What are the sources of the foundaBon’s learning (core knowledge) in the creaBon and sustaining of this
demanding programme area?
c) What kinds of knowledge is needed, acquired and sustained to support these programmes?
d) How does learning development and knowledge exchange for this ﬁeld take place within the foundaBon; and
among whom? How do you ensure that the knowledge accumulated in the foundaBon is not lost?
e) What opportuniBes exist for knowledge sharing across youth development programmes among foundaBons
generally and in the foundaBons parBcular context?
f) How do beneﬁciaries learn about the foundaBon and its roles and purposes and through what sorts of
relaBonships?
4. Which networks do founda>ons use for their knowledge sharing and knowledge building?
a) Which learning/sharing network is the foundaBon involved with? What is shared? How eﬀecBve is it?
b) If foundaBons learn that other foundaBons have invested in the same beneﬁciary, is there a dialogue? Any
examples?
c) Does the foundaBon have an example where they have implemented previous learning to invest in a more
informed way?
5. Documenta>on Request
a) Annual report and accounts.
b) DocumentaBon for Youth Programmes (ﬂyers, brochures, etc) we may use for the ‘case study’ report.
c) Would the foundaBon be happy to have ﬁnancial informaBon made public in the research reports? (If not, which
parts are for researcher informaBon only and which parts are the “public” data we can reproduce in the report?
d) Who is the contact in the FoundaBon we can refer to, to check that the data we use in the research report meets
the FoundaBon Guidelines?
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Appendix 5 Revised Interview Schedule for the Case Study Research
ISSUE 1 How your/the founda>on expresses and carries out its purposes with regard to youth
development, your grantmaking strategy and its development , the resources allocated to this work; and
your rela>ons with relevant funding partners and beneﬁciaries.
1. How and in what forms (public documents, mission statements, annual reports, media releases etc?) does your
foundaBon express its purposes and aims, with regard to your youth development work?
2. How would you describe your grantmaking strategy and its implementaBon?
3. What levels of resources are allocated directly to youth development programmes/iniBaBves
Can we compare this to your overall overall resource spend? (Possibly a supplementary here on whether this aspect
and other data on the foundaBon is made public?)
4. To what extent if at all do you operate in collaboraBon with other grantmakers or other organisaBons
(intermediaries to help ﬁnd grantees?); which types of organisaBons , how are they selected or idenBﬁed ? If
appropriate, why do you feel that collaboraBon is a feature of your work?
5. How would you describe the role of your beneﬁciaries in implemenBng your foundaBon’s aims and purposes?
(this begs quesBon as to who they see as beneﬁciaries, whether NGOs down the line or direct recipients; have
omided the ‘how do beneﬁciaries ﬁnd you quesBon’ – as this may come up – but perhaps should precede this
quesBon 5?)

ISSUE 2 Your founda>on’s approach to knowledge and informa>on gathering; the ways in which and the
direc>ons to and from which your founda>on learns, to enhance your youth programmes ;the extent of
opportuni>es for and barriers to knowledge sharing with other organisa>ons to support that learning ;
and the role of learning in assessing your founda>on’s impact.
1. How well informed do you feel about your grantmaking and its progress?
2. What do you consider to be/have been your ‘best work’ ? (how do you assess how successful if has been?
3. What are your most useful informaBon sources (hints – ﬁnal grant reports, meeBngs with grantees, grantee surveys,
evaluaBon of programmes, direct and indirect; collaborators and intermediaries, government, networks of other
foundaBons, informal sources, direct observaBon)
4. In what ways and to what extent does your foundaBon share knowledge and informaBon internally , i.e. developing
learning; and externally, if at all?
5. (Assuming some kind of KS) – who shares the knowledge and with whom? where does this sharing occur; what
knowledge is being shared and why?
6. What kinds of knowledge do you welcome receiving from other organisaBons?
7. (What extent , if at all, are your beneﬁciaries able to/invited to become among your knowledge sharers?)
8. What do you consider to be the advantages to knowledge sharing within and across foundaBons? What are the
barriers. (Prompts? too busy, lack of capacity; insuﬃcient staﬀ, too expensive, things change too quickly and
knowledge not always useful or Bmely, just adding to the informaBon already out there , might pose risks for us.
grantees. collaborators, levels of trust ; working out what may be useful and relevant?
9. Would you agree that sharing knowledge about failures is helpful?
10. What would you say are your foundaBon’s two leading challenges in informaBon and knowledge sharing about
your youth development work?
if all are sBll standing, the ﬁnal wrap up quesBons - How do you perceive the increasingly higher expectaBons of
philanthropic foundaBons? How are you responding to these rising expectaBons? Are these expectaBons jusBﬁed?
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Appendix 6 NarraBve case accounts of individual parBcipaBng foundaBons

Ref

Philanthropic Organisa>on

Country

Pilot

Fondazione ABC

J1

Abdul Hameed Shoman FoundaBon (AHSF)

Jordan

J2

GeneraBons For Peace

Jordan

J3

Ruwwad, Jordan

Jordan

J4/P6

Khutwa HQSF

J5

Zain Telecom (CSR/CER)

Jordan

J6

Crown Prince FoundaBon

Jordan

J7

Elia Nuqul FoundaBon (ENF)

Jordan

P1

Dalia AssociaBon

P2

A.M. Qadan FoundaBon (AMQF)

P3

Taawon

PalesBne

P4

PalesBne for Development FoundaBon (PsDF)

PalesBne

P5

Ruwwad, PalesBne

PalesBne

Italy

Jordan (PalesBne)

PalesBne
UK (PalesBne)

Commen>ng on our undertaking to share our case study accounts with each case organisa>on
The percentage change made to the original narraBve script aher sharing and collaBng the returns from the
foundaBons/organisaBons varied from 63% change in one case to 1%. Three foundaBons/organisaBons did
not submit any edits or comments to their narraBves even aher a reminder was sent. The average change
to each returned narraBve was an average of 22%.
The majority of the edits/changes were minor, in the case of the 63% change the edits were primarily a
rearrangement to the sentences. A few edits were clariﬁcaBons or correcBons to a statement and/or data in
the table. While the majority of the edits were accepted and the new narraBves replaced the original drahs,
in a few cases, the updated narraBves were longer than the original and adempts were made to remove the
extra detail without aﬀecBng the story.
Where a statement was deleted or a meaning reversed (this occurred in two cases) this was not followed up
but accepted and understood as an internal organisaBonal challenge. Given that both organisaBons gave
full permission for their names to be included in the research, a vivid statement from the point of the
researcher may have been deemed too sensiBve for the organisaBon’s stakeholders.
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Appendix 6.1 Pilot Case Study - Fondezione ABC, Italy
Founda>on ‘ABC’ , originated in the early 1990s following the privaBsaBon of the Italian banking sector, has
a disBnguished earlier history, daBng back to the ﬁrst half of the 1800s. It has seized opportuniBes to
engage with a range of social investments, and has independently created a “daughter” foundaBon to
undertake new ways of working, such as venture philanthropy, and to be pioneering in the Italian
foundaBon context. Working to its own ﬂexible methods, FoundaBon ABC discusses the implicaBons of
changes in its working environment, both internally, and externally, through the European foundaBon
network to which it belongs. These have included the Europe-wide pressures among some governments to
access foundaBons’ resources and for increased scruBny of nonproﬁts (including foundaBons), together
with transparency in social acBon.
FoundaBon ABC works across a spectrum of responsiveness, from awarding small grants (e.g around 5000
Euros) for very parBcular or local concerns to major programme contribuBons. It is able to diversify its
giving (“a church roof, a museum building, a conference”), and operates under a freedom to give grants
widely, notably “whenever we see that no-one else is stepping in”. Its now strongly-established role in youth
development began as a means of revitalising the nature of its giving, at a Bme when it also had the internal
capacity to expand its acBviBes. From a board brief to “do something with youth”, and staﬀ exploraBon of
Erasmus and other EU youth projects, from 2000, the FoundaBon created its own local youth projects ,
spending 20 million EU over ﬁve years, and developing projects to the point where other organisaBons were
replicaBng and then ‘taking over’ some areas of work.
FoundaBon ABC could then have chosen to ‘remain local ‘ but became increasingly aware of the global
context of its work, such as the youth ‘brain drain’ and with many young people whom they were
supporBng heading overseas. Reviewing and ‘starBng again’ in this area, it began focusing on vocaBonal
aspects of youth development, invesBng in youth projects especially around entrepreneurship, becoming
managers and raising resources. While a number of these projects nurturing youth entrepreneurial talent
have remained within the FoundaBon, this growth in turn led it in 2012 to partner with the UN in a
Mediterranean-wide iniBaBve to foster social entrepreneurship among across the whole region: “ we could
not ignore the conversa3on about migra3on, refugees, conﬂict and regional wars. “
As part of this iniBaBve, young entrepreneurs from Jordan and PalesBne became eligible to apply for the
project. While usually one parBcipant is selected from each eligible naBon, the selecBon criteria is not Bed
to a country but to the quality of the entrepreneur. This may lead to more than one applicant being selected
from one country. From this perspecBve, the inclusion of Jordanian and PalesBnian youth in the programme
is not a deliberate focus on those countries but rather as a result of their eligibility and quality of
applicaBon. FoundaBon ABC sees the programme as a “conBnuum” of youth entrepreneurship
internaBonally, rather than as country-by-country focused; and does not approach any individual eligible
country where youth have not applied. Thus the inclusion of Jordan and PalesBne is fortuitous, rather than
especially selected.
At its beginning, this iniBaBve was of immense value in its own right, as a means of engaging the board and
foundaBon staﬀ in internaBonal dialogue at the highest levels, its UN partnership bringing adenBon and
presBge. By “widening the Founda3on’s footprint round the world”, its insBtuBonal goals are being met as it
represents a ﬂagship’ project. Nevertheless, the collaboraBon is itself sBll a developing process and
presents its own challenges, learning how to work with a partner, and to collaborate is seen as a skill in its
own right, alongside recognizing and valuing the skills of each. ABC’s experience suggests that while
implemenBng the project, the foundaBon’s own projects can transform and inﬂuence the project.
Internally, the foundaBon’s learning stems from its mulBple project experience, with senior staﬀ meeBng
and exchanging with project co-ordinators weekly; and area heads meeBng weekly to share and update
what each other is doing. Team building acBviBes are built into local projects, a pracBce transferred to the
Mediterranean-wide programme; and learning from the alumni of projects on local youth enterprise have
enabled these projects’ redesign as they grew, enhancing the value of the FoundaBon’s local alumni
network. Here the raBonale is clear: “Why implement a project through partners if you have the capacity?”
Its assessment of its learning derives also from adopBon of an impact invesBng approach, incorporaBng
social impact assessments. This is subject to conBnual review and renewal, since the board is renewed
every ﬁve years and “the board interprets outcomes in diﬀerent ways, especially when new board members
come on board”; Learning across networks and externally is growing but variable. Regular meeBngs with
other banking foundaBons in the region are helpful in gepng to known one another’s work. While a “great
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network” however, “it does not appear to maximise the potenBal of learning across the network and across
the beneﬁciaries.” At the European foundaBon network level, where FoundaBon ABC is fully engaged,
parBcipaBon is orientated towards knowledge sharing dialogues; though this network the FoundaBon
acquires a vast amount of knowledge and resources for learning that can be applied at the local and
internaBonal level. As for its internaBonal partnership in youth development, the foundaBon’s perspecBve
is that “learning comes from being in a real partnership/collabora3on with the partner”, for example, in
partners’ development of more sophisBcated impact evaluaBon measures for joint work; “We have learnt
that just to handover money does not work.” The main learning opportunity in partnerships is to really
understand the expectaBons, needs and skills of the partner. As a prominent FoundaBon in youth
development internaBonally, FoundaBon ABC does not network with other foundaBons or foundaBon
groups internaBonally, for example in North Africa or PalesBnian Territories on this topic. It is aware,
nevertheless, that if it conBnues this internaBonal partnership with the UN on young social entrepreneurs
and should the program expand outside the Euro-Med area then “we should reach out to the Middle
Eastern and North African (founda3on) networks”.
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Appendix 6.2 Case Study J1 - Abdul Hameed Shoman FoundaBon (AHSF)
The FoundaBon is 41 years old, unique in this region, set up by the Arab Bank and named aher the original
founder of the Arab Bank; having an annual income from the Arab Bank, (3% of their annual proﬁts, plus
its own endowment. A non-proﬁt FoundaBon that has “no external inﬂuence. We do not need fundraising.”
AHSF emphasises its considerable internal learning experience, given that 41 years ago “everything was selflearned”; and having now “gathered and inherited a lot of wisdom and with it, an internal knowledge
learning process.” Assessing that “internal learning is ingrained in our culture”, the FoundaBon sees its
innovaBons as having never been reliant on “the west and western research” which it does not consider
relevant or applicable to Jordan. But, for example, (AHSF) will look at internaBonal models and then “create
our own model to suit our own country”. The FoundaBon emphasises its care or “strictness” in adhering to
and implemenBng its overall mission, found on its website, while reﬂecBng “our own culture and context”;
and concludes that “at the end of the day, we have to create our own method”. That method takes account
of the country’s conBnuing change, creaBng awareness of “always improving” in the FoundaBon, since “we
cannot aﬀord to be stagnant, holding on to our older ways”. Accompanying that internal sense of change,
the FoundaBon does nevertheless “someBmes, pause and take reﬂecBon Bme “for a project or
programme”. It was not unusual for the FoundaBon to pause for a year and then return to a project, with an
example of a project paused for one year, during which Bme staﬀ training was undertaken.
The board’s sense of care extends to its approach to due diligence in its grant making –“our diligence is very
strict. We have our network and ask about organisaBons and individuals through our network”. It is also
aware that its own behaviour and pracBce is always in “the spotlight”. The FoundaBon is emphaBc that “We
do not fund anything to do with religion or poliBcs or any organisaBon where we perceive a bias, a
prejudice.”
The Shoman Library is seen as one of its most successful and powerful long-term projects, together with its
young innovaBon lab for young social entrepreneurs. The former, a now well-established “beauBful library
in one of the most underprivileged areas of Amman “is open to everyone, organises workshops on creaBve
topics (“Today we have creaBve wriBng workshop”); and links in to other related acBviBes, such as ﬁlm
screenings, weekly discussion forums, winter and summer youth camps, and youth entrepreneurial
training.
The open access from the Library provides, along with other projects, a strong capacity for interacBon with
the FoundaBon’s beneﬁciaries; for example, gauging their and notably youth saBsfacBon through the
weekly forums and yearly surveys (from the lader, for example, extended the library opening hours, opened
a coﬀee shop inside the library, purchased more books that addresses current knowledge needs including
eBooks and audio books) while creaBng the Library as a community and family cultural and knowledge hub.
In recognizing that the beneﬁciaries are “all stakeholders”, the FoundaBon goes beyond largely informal
recogniBon by beneﬁciary inclusion in its stakeholder-focused board. Again, the learning achieved with and
from beneﬁciaries – “learning is essenBal for us! This is how we operate” – is for internal purposes, to
propel the FoundaBon as “always improving”. Similarly, the board, split into commidees that include
stakeholders, report to a main board, shows “engagement in learning” and “want to be informed”.
The FoundaBon disBnguishes between contact and collaboraBon with governments and other foundaBons,
for example in workshops or conferences; and sharing their knowledge externally, albeit with some regional
involvement. Nevertheless, their responsiveness to requests for advice and support – “a few FoundaBons
(from Sudan, UAE and PalesBne) have approached us and asked that we guide them on how to run the
FoundaBon. We trained them for free”- indicated their important, reacBve role in external learning and
knowledge exchange.
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Appendix 6.3 Case Study J2 - GeneraBons for Peace (GfP), Jordan
Founded in 2007, Genera>ons For Peace (GFP) began as a peace-through-sport organisaBon, tesBng grass root
programmes in local communiBes in Jordan and 50 countries across the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Europe. It
has evolved now to use addiBonal tools – Arts, Advocacy, Dialogue, and economic Empowerment For Peace – in
addiBon to its Sport For Peace approach, but retains its original mission focus on addressing local issues of
conﬂict and violence relevant to the community, entering the system “at any level we can or is appropriate. It
might be children, youth, parents, community leaders.” With its concentraBon on posiBve youth development
and leadership in the local communiBes where young people live—for example, through exisBng structures such
as youth centres, sports clubs, other NGOs—GFP and their youth volunteers place deep emphasis on the
parBcipatory programme methodology and their intenBon to undertake “long term programming, nothing is
short term, so we stay with the community beneﬁciaries.” GFP is emphaBc that “We do not fund religion or
poli3cs, but support communi3es to engage across iden3ty divides to break stereotypes, fostering greater
understanding and trust, and embracing diversity as a strength.”
GFP is underpinned by and reﬂects UN Security Council ResoluBon 2250 *on youth, peace and security, the ﬁrst
such resoluBon to focus on young people’s roles in peacebuilding and countering violent extremism, itself the
iniBaBve of Jordan. Working to prevent rather than counter violent extremism, it operates a parBcipatory
approach, which itself responds to what the Global Progress Study on UNSCR 2250 recognised as “the violence of
exclusion”. For example, its programmes “do not have pre-determined KPIs; we engage the community to gather
and iden3fy their own KPIs, to ar3culate them in their own vocabulary so they are relevant and meaningful,
priori3sing the community’s own decision-making and sense-making”; with programme designs guided by
beneﬁciaries. To that end, the organisaBon has recently published a compendium of 114 unique peace
indicators collected and analysed across 27 countries from 2014 to 2017, in order to capture local
understandings of peace in a systemic way, share best pracBces in parBcipatory, community-led monitoring
processes, and spark measurement ideas for other community members engaged in designing and evaluaBng
their own processes of social change.
Internal learning, through qualitaBve or quanBtaBve programme evaluaBons driven by beneﬁciary parBcipaBon
in data collecBon, group discussion, and sense-making, is recognised as ensuring knowledge transfer. With
beneﬁciary-guided programme designs, “the learning on that level is very strong”, gained through investment in
local youth volunteers who are trained and mentored to lead local programmes, and provided with conBnuing
support. Local volunteers thus “engage with their communi3es and local volunteers also operate as a team,
anchored to a strong exis3ng local community structure, which is a knowledge base in itself “; while GFP’s ability
to retain its volunteers provides a system for “our knowledge reten3on”.
A cascade system operates as “we, GFP, train and mentor the ﬁrst genera3on volunteers [original, founding
volunteers] and they in turn, train and mentor their peers”; and it is the ongoing mentoring support rather than
training alone that furthers knowledge transfer – “We have learned that training alone has a minimal impact and
our structure is designed to ensure we can sustain ongoing support and mentoring to volunteers through an
en3re programme cycle, and from one cycle into the next.” Programme evaluaBons combine quanBtaBve and
qualitaBve data collecBon, with baseline and endline surveys at the start and end of every project, and
parBcipatory evaluaBon focus group discussions with the volunteers, parBcipants, non-parBcipant peers, parents
and community stakeholders. Knowledge generaBon and transfer therefore occurs in all direcBons – verBcally
and horizontally through this approach to engagement and mentoring. This demonstrates GFP’s commitment
“working with youth as partners: working ‘with’ youth rather than doing things ‘to’ youth or ‘for’ youth: it’s a
very diﬀerent rela3onship”.
The ‘cascade’ approach is also working operaBonally and naBonally, for example, in Jordan, the model has
scaled-up through partnerships with Ministry of EducaBon and Ministry of Youth, to naBonwide programming in
almost 700 locaBons, with further growth expected in September 2019. And in other countries, such as Nigeria,
“our adap3ve programming strategy has led us to evolve our programmes and seize emergent opportuni3es to
engage diﬀerent segments of the community; we began with Sport and Arts approaches with children and youth,
and later added Advocacy For Peace and economic Empowerment For Peace programmes with older youth and
adults, then deployed our Dialogue For Peace tool when we had earned the access to leaders in the community”.
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As a mission-led organisaBon, GFP seeks donors to match that issue and acts as an implemenBng base for those
donors. While lacking an endowment, it has internal and external donor sources, including from the Olympic
Movement, and donors through UN auspices. As an implemenBng organisaBon dependent on donor funding, a
key challenge is that most donor grants are restricted funds (accountable to speciﬁc acBons and budget lines)
and also demand a “cost share” contribuBon, typically of 20%. In recent years, GFP is showing success in securing
large donor grants of “restricted funding”, but the growth in “unrestricted funding” support is not keeping pace.
Currently more than 7) of GFP’s annual funding is “restricted funding” and its cost-share requirements are using
up more and more of the relaBvely precious unrestricted funds. This means growth will plateau soon unless GFP
can secure signiﬁcant growth in unrestricted funds.
Some donors were seen as very engaged; whilst others receive reports but give “very lidle feedback”, in
response. Some donors approach NGO’s just as contractors to implement a programme the donor has predesigned; whilst others engage NGOs much more as partners to co-create a programme with the community. A
number of projects were funded by several donors, and in some the organisaBon’s experience was that “the
donors do not talk to each other”; ciBng the example of a project with governmental funding together with two
UN agencies, where “each came on board independently”.
In its work focus and ways of working, GFP’s core challenge conBnues to be gaining resources from donors
convinced by the argument that “a large youth popula3on presents a unique demographic dividend that can
contribute to las3ng peace and economic prosperity if inclusive policies are in place.”
While much of the learning is insBtuBonalised, the length of stay of the CEO, currently 8.5 years, and GFP InsBtute
Director, currently 11 years, has played a signiﬁcant role in the learning journey of GFP.
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Appendix 6.4 Case Study J3 - Ruwwad, Jordan
Ruwwad, Jordan’s work began through the community-led acBvism of one signiﬁcant donor, originally
mapping the needs of a marginal Jordanian community without any intermediaries, who conBnues, a
decade later to play a central role in funding and energising its complex layers of work. Ruwwad is youthcentric. Providing university scholarships for young people , its core message for its scholars concerns the
interlinked relaBonship between higher educaBon funding and community service and engagement: “we
will give you a scholarship to study. You give us community hours. Let’s engage everyone in the
community”; in turn demanding from its staﬀ that they “weave the hours and make the hours
transformaBve and meaningful for (the scholars) and for the community.” In turn, too, its small team are
themselves have strong presence in those communiBes where Ruwwad works: “Our team go to weddings,
funerals, they are always present. They are part of the community.” This is a major contrast from Ruwwad’s
original community intervenBon, when local people demanded to know who and what they were.
Its programme has three layers: “services at the bodom…innovaBon, risk taking, sharing is in the middle. …
above are the iniBaBves and campaigns”, working currently with 210 Youth scholars who volunteer in
Ruwwad community centres across three key programmaBc areas (Child Development, Youth Organising
and Community Support ) with a focus on entrepreneurship. Volunteers provide a minimum of 2 year
service-commitment if they beneﬁt from a vocaBonal scholarship and 4-5 year commitment if they are
university students , aher which they either join gainful employment or they set up their own enterprise
The nature of community provision and support being enabled shows a responsive history of community
acBon, from sepng up post oﬃces where there were none, staﬀed health clinics, youth libraries,
community help desks; with increasing awareness that community engagement in marginal communiBes is
challenging in its own, and especially for youth, experiencing family and community scarcity. Changing
communiBes’ needs also produces tailored and swih responses, for example the creaBon of a disaster
management fund, providing funding for emergencies such as a house burning down.
Ruwwad recognises its high expectaBons of its youth-alumni , but also their own challenges as well as those
faced generally by youth in hard-pressed communiBes. “We expect the youth to take their journey and
share their journey. But we are ﬁnding the alumni are having diﬃculty because they are from (this)
background“. Youth-directed programmes therefore incorporate opportuniBes for youth listening and
learning, “helping each other progress, not through money but also with our presence” and encouraging
personal and community respect( for example in a current volunteering focus on gender-based violence,
working in schools.) Internal learning circles, originally a by-product of a community acBvity (a community
series on child development and ‘parents hipng children’) are now found throughout its work, from youth
parBcipants to the admin team. These support learning and also knowing , as a basis for tolerance, which
“comes from knowing each other. Learning circles help us to know each other.”
While Ruwwad’s work produces many criBcal narraBves of successful change among individual youth
alumni (“The ﬁrst female lawyer in in this area came from our community”), its formal evaluaBons
demonstrate strong outcomes. Following youth between 2009-2014, showed 80% accessing employment;
among the remainder, 15% were women in marriage, having chosen not to work; but could conBnue in
employment.
Its annual donated budget of 650K is divided equally between scholarships and community projects, with
further project funding coming from addiBonal independent donors (not included in the 650K). The role of
its founding donor is one of conBnuing catalyst, mentor and certainly key learner to support its further
progress (for example, turning up, unannounced to do youth exit interviews and feed back, or idenBfying
the most valued programmes – to the point where such learning “is now in our DNA”.
Extending its programme reach from urban to rural Jordan, Ruwwad’s working model and operaBons are
now found in Lebanon and in Egypt. The lead donor and the team are talking about succession and exit
strategy issues, the lader central to communiBes’ and ciBzen-led programmes for change. Resources
quesBons – overhead costs, salaries, other delivery models,– vie with those concerning Ruwwad’s
sustainability and their scholars’ roles. Yet alumni themselves are ohen in need of further support , which
Ruwwad is seeking to do by “creaBng a professional body. “ The conBnuing message from Ruwwad is the
vital importance of conBnuing and deep investment in youth, “whose capacity to overcome a diﬃcult
complex and challenging reality [to survive] is miraculous”.
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Appendix 6.5 Case Study J4/P6 - Khutwa HQSF, Jordan
Preparing genera3ons of youth equipped with the agile skillsets needed to thrive in the future,
and “fostering an ecosystem that is suppor3ve of these youth and their lifelong learning journey” is the crux
of the direc3on and ambi3on of Khutwa, whose name means “’step’, evoking the many steps we’re taking
on our journey towards a rich, collabora3ve learning ecosystem in Pales3ne.” Opera3ng since 2018, Khutwa
is the evolu3on of the long standing family founda3on, HQSF, an organisa3on gran3ng scholarships to
Pales3nian university students since 2000. Registered in Jordan and opera3ng solely in Pales3ne, Khutwa is
empha3c about its long-term commitment that, in Pales3ne “We have a new genera3on star3ng school. We
are here for as long as we are needed and will follow the genera3ons as they grow.”
Khutwa’s crea3on and opera3ng logic stems primarily from the experience of its scholarship arm, HQSF, in
funding of university scholarships in engineering and IT. Ini3ally seeking an internal ’revision’ of its role in
light of global shiRs in the labor market and skills required thereby, supported by extensive stakeholder
consulta3on, this ini3a3ve led to a wholesale shiR in the founda3on’s thinking; and a strong
awareness that “we needed to rethink and formulate a new strategy to maximise impact”. Iden3fying
learning as a macro-level issue of concern, especially around the quality of learning available, the
founda3on chose to go to Finland, to observe and learn from its experience, taking “25 people to Finland for
a week. Teachers, principals, and other educators”, where “everyone commented on how the level of trust is
so high in Finland. People trust each other and that is reﬂected in the strong educa3onal model and topranking learning outcomes.” The idea behind the Finland trip was not to acempt to replicate the country’s
educa3onal model in Pales3ne, but rather to spark a dialogue among educa3on stakeholders about the type
of educa3on that is best suited to the unique context in Pales3ne. The founda3on facilitated this dialogue
running sessions over ﬁve months with its group on core issues to educa3on namely teachers, the learning
environment, leadership, and ul3mately reform.
Retaining its original scholarship program, Khutwa’s future work will support the prepara3on of new
genera3ons of lifelong learners. Achieving this requires a high degree of partnership and collabora3on.
Hence the organisa3on sees driving exchange and breaking down silos between learning ecosystem
stakeholders as central to its role and mission. The aim is “to create partnerships with organisa3ons who
share the same aspira3on.”
In its early, ‘liR oﬀ’ stage, Khutwa recognises the ambi3ous nature of its work in advoca3ng for a
nurturing learning culture in Pales3ne, While Khutwa’s plans involve the support and facilita3on of new and
innova3ve learning programs on a na3onal scale, it will not act solely as the implemen3ng or opera3ng
organisa3on, rather “we will be enablers for an en3re community of change agents”.
Con3nuing on their own self-set learning trajectory, Khutwa aims to be “evidence-based in every
programme we support”; and are currently in the ﬁrst stage of their (3 year) strategy, pilo3ng, mapping and
engaging players from the learning ecosystem, to be followed by a second phase of scaling up that work.
“Ul3mately, we are invi3ng Pales3nians to reimagine the way we think about learning”. In summary,
Khutwa’s evolu3on represents the core of many philanthropic founda3ons’ inten3ons. It brings a willingness
to innovate on a large scale, a blend of modesty in learning and ambi3on in ac3ons: “We do not know the
solu3ons. But let us put learning at the centre of our concerns.”
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Appendix 6.6 Case Study J5 - Zain Telecom CSR/CER, Jordan
Zain Telecom Corporate Social Responsibility and Corporate Entrepreneurship Responsibility (‘Zain CSR’
and ‘Zain CER’ in this case) operates broadly as the major CSR ‘wing’ of a leading Jordanian Telecom (itself a
branch of Zain Group, Kuwait.) It has extensive experience of operaBng and grantmaking philanthropy in
CSR for well over a decade, and in corporate entrepreneurship support for more than six years. It has
budgetary independence within its allocated funds, abled by its CEO approvals and the decisions of its local
teams in local communiBes. It has a mulBple focus for its philanthropy – health, educaBon, environment,
youth and social innovaBon; the last two especially blending into innovaBve work in entrepreneurship.
Zain CSR is pro-acBve in making connecBons with communiBes to support, using the range of media,
including the press and social media, and undertaking sponsorships in local events. Also, annually creaBng a
‘panorama’ of its work done during the year, which further adracts communiBes’ adenBon, and the less
privileged areas which are its philanthropic targets ; together with evident ‘gaps’ in public provision.
Programmes range from young people’s talents’ celebraBons (the SHINE programme , in schools and
universiBes) to examples of direct health provision, including mobile doctors and denBsts visiBng regularly
in targeted rural communiBes, and partnering with cancer clinics. The long term commitment and nature of
the healthcare also means that individual cases are monitored and followed for as long as necessary.
Providing extensive, pracBcal support in entrepreneurship is a Zain CER hallmark and priority, Its vocaBonal
employment centres partnership for example, trained unemployed youth to repair mobile handsets and
awarded qualiﬁed status cerBﬁcates , to support trainees’ employment prospects or set up their own
enterprise. Here it was criBcal to then go back to the training centres and ask the central quesBon - “are
the trainees ge^ng into jobs?” OrganisaBonal learning from such projects is undertaken by measuring both
qualitaBve and quanBtaBve impact, since Zain CER wants “to measure the social value for our budgets”.
Aher its 2015 study showing 20% unemployment, Zain pioneered its Zain InnovaBon Campus (ZINC). This is
an accelerator, hosBng start ups and entrepreneurs, giving space for free, training and links with experts;
also partnering with UNDP, UNRWA, UNICEF, and MIT. Now with more than 100 startups in Jordan, over
90% of these startups have become successful - their own businesses, their own income. Zain CER is is clear
that while they have now learned the ways to support entrepreneurs – capacity building, mentoring,
idenBfying stakeholders , “We learned from them and they learned from us.”
Against this innovaBon and pro-employment background however, there remain highly immediate needs in
communiBes for which support is also sought. Here Zain CSR aims to minimise but not exclude its
humanitarian response, being willing but wary: for example, “we believe that giving food parcels is not the
best philanthropy. We do give, but we also do not feel it is right.”
Unsurprisingly for philanthropy based in the corporate sector, business-led methods feature in Zain CSR’s
organisaBon processes. These range from delegaBon to local teams on project decisions and ﬂexibility in
the balance of spending on parBcular spheres, to broader team management aspects, for example, “Every
three months we have a dashboard of projects, and we make sure that our teams are empowered, that they
have capacity or build capacity, our teams are experienced and building experience”. “Always being invited
into new communi3es” provides its own challenges, alongside the mulBple projects in hand at any one Bme,
so that partnerships are sought, upon which “we always do our homework”. Partnerships are undertaken
with other foundaBons, NGOs and the public sector; though not with other Telecom CSRs.
Zain CSR’s overall learning approach focuses on its interacBons with beneﬁciaries (for example, in the ZINC
programme, both on those who advance and leave the programme; and those who subsequently return
and are further supported; and on ‘asking quesBons’, especially regarding partners, and their own
sustainability. While sharing learning internally and with partners, they do not share externally, noBng the
paradox that “Zain is doing so much and learning so much, and yet no one is asking Zain.”

Appendix 6.7 Case Study J6 - Crown Prince FoundaBon (CPF), Jordan
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“In Jordan the average age is 22.5 in Europe it is about 40. We have the highest unemployment amongst
youth at just under 40%. We need to reinvigorate adenBon, bring youth into dialogue and give them a
public voice.” This is the core purpose of the Crown Prince Founda>on, established through a Private Law at
the end of 2015, beginning its operaBons fully a year later, aiming too, to become “a leader in foundaBon
pracBce”. With three ‘pillars’ to its work – innovaBon and skills, leadership and youth excellence,
volunteerism and philanthropy- the foundaBon is very clear that it does not want to re-create what is
already there or copy exisBng insBtuBons already there, on its own. Rather, in scanning to see who and
what is already in the ﬁeld, the FoundaBon is idenBfying partnerships, to meet its mission.
Key iniBaBves are already in place, for example, in order to connect CPF with technical educaBon, and in the
context of the sBgma adached to vocaBonal training in Jordan, with a vocaBonal training (technical)
university. Having seen those worldwide developments using workshops with 3-D printers, to create
innovaBve tools, CPF has brought the idea successfully to Jordan, with its ‘FabLab’. TesBng its focus on
developing young people’s creaBve and problem-solving skills, workshop members have included audiences
of young people across the governorates to older women from the refugee camps dealing with waste
management.
Partnership with Jordan’s Ministry of EducaBon and Ministry of Youth has been developed through an outof-school enrichment programme (Haqiq), providing access to leadership skills: with requests as well as
support aimed at young people. At the last stage of this program, the young people interested can stand for
elecBons for a place in a “Haqiq Majlis” at their governorate level and create a series of local impact
projects; one such elected young person created a special job fair for their community. From this
experience, young people have come back to CPF and asked for ﬁnancial and business planning skills, and
English language skills, with CPF starBng with language training, idenBfying their own skills gaps. More
unusual or unique programmes and projects are also a hallmark of the CPF, which oﬀers a diplomaBc
training programme for young people; and set up an internship scheme with NASA and other centres of
excellence, in which their ‘NASA youth’ built their own micro-satellite, launched last year, Jordan’s ﬁrst
launched micro satellite “built by our youth”.
The very newness of the FoundaBon creates its own pressures; on its own learning capacity and on the
limits of its responsiveness as more need is uncovered and as further layers of needed intervenBons are
idenBﬁed. (For example, in seeking to formalise and embed the Jordanian Youth Dialogues, with major
events, including youth panels responding to ministerial policy makers, giving young people a plauorm for
expressing their ideas.) With “young people always bringing us opportuniBes”, especially using social
media, the diﬃculBes of refusal are evident, not least since “Young people know what they want, and what
they ask is ohen do-able. “As the CPF supports startups, and as their ﬁrst supported students are beginning
to graduate from university, “they need jobs” and the ambiBon is “to grow the FoundaBon with
them”. Exploring the direcBons taken in other countries is seen as central; “We are going to Norway and
other countries to ﬁnd out what they have been doing in this regard. We are bringing in knowledge
partners.”
Sharing the FoundaBon’s own learning, externally with others, through formal channels is not, however, –
or not yet – taking place. For the present, bringing partners to the FoundaBon is bringing in learning into
CPF – most recently, exploring a partnership with the Prince’s trust in the UK.
With each of the FoundaBon’s programmes being diﬀerent, some implemented themselves, as well as with
partners, the country’s infrastructure also provides challenges. For example, the case of a women in a part
of the country who cannot get public transport to get to work or university: “This says less about the
woman and more about what one of our prioriBes must be for development.” Here the FoundaBon is
again looking to other countries and learning how they are solving this type of problem. “Can we create a
shared community bus programme like in Egypt?”
CPF’s board, appointed by Royal Decree, operates to internaBonal governance requirements. CPF reports to
the Audit Bureau in addiBon to being audited by a big four ﬁrm, and seeks external monitoring and
evaluaBon input. Aher idenBfying issues of lack of transparency and trust in Jordanian philanthropy “what
do they do? Does the NGO actually exist?” and of volunteerism “are the volunteers really doing the hours?
Are they making a diﬀerence?” CPF brought on board Naua, “the region’s ﬁrst social impact, audiBng and
veriﬁcaBon plauorm” hdps://www.cpf.jo/en/our-iniBaBves/naua (accessed 17 June 2019). The intenBon of
Naua is to independently promote and audit Jordan’s philanthropy and volunteerism by measuring impact
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and reporBng with transparency as feedback to both donors and beneﬁciaries. Regarding
volunteerism, “We are trying to put a value to our youth volunteerism. Naua allows us to legiBmise it.”
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Appendix 6.8 Case Study J7 - Elia Nuqul FoundaBon (ENF), Jordan
The roots of the Elia Nuqul FoundaBon began when Elia Nuqul was a PalesBnian refugee in Jordan and had
to work to support his family rather than do a university degree. Now conBnuing as a family foundaBon,
with funding from the family, and from 2014, accepBng support from other donors, the FoundaBon’s – and
family – vision is that of youth development: “to beneﬁt all young people in Jordan by providing educaBonal
opportuniBes”.
Working mainly through scholarship programmes and transportaBon sBpends, with a part of the budget
allocated for capacity building training programmes,71% of funded scholars ﬁnd jobs immediately upon
graduaBon. The FoundaBon becomes known through its links and partnership with educaBon organisaBons,
by networking with NGOs and with all the universiBes in Jordan, use social media to make contact with
potenBal scholars, “and of course, by word of mouth”. A commidee of 7 ‘ambassadors’ from the
FoundaBon’s alumni promote its work, and through its alumni fellowship network, graduates in turn
support and coach younger students.
Developing and maintaining close links with the scholars is central to the FoundaBon’s work, beginning with
the applicaBon process and the opportunity to get to know the applicants and their families through home
visits. SelecBon occurs on the basis of the FoundaBon’s own criteria, ranging from their family economic
situaBon to their roles in community service. However, the approach is designed overall to be very much
about relaBonships, since applicants are already from challenged neighbourhoods, and to be one in which
the FoundaBon seeks especially to develop social entrepreneurship thinking. The personal characterisBcs of
applicants are not relevant: “we do select based on merit”.
In funding scholarships to enhance the prospects and the voices of youth, the FoundaBon looks to its
scholars as partners, and not only formally, through alumni and ambassadorial roles. As partners, rather
than ‘beneﬁciaries’, the FoundaBon invests throughout the scholar’s experience, assisBng in developing
their growth and maintaining contact during their studies. They also resource at key Bmes, for example, to
fund speciﬁc training from strategic partners; where students may also intern, to maximise their job
opBons (an aspect of the programme appealing to corporate partners.)
There are three in the FoundaBon’s team, having responsibiliBes across its ﬁeld of acBon, from due
diligence to sustaining relaBons with students, including going to their homes. They describe their mindset
as one of “empowering and expanding perspecBves”. Core challenges include scaling up their eﬀorts and
sponsoring more students. Those challenges stem in part from their understanding that in their region,
“philanthropy is not a well developed concept, while ‘charity’ is more popular”. Sharing knowledge amongst
foundaBons in the ﬁeld is developing informally, yet formal plauorms need to be further developed.
The opportunity to engage in more networks, hear and learn from what other foundaBons have done, and
“share what we are doing right” would be welcome, not least as “we do not want to start from square zero
every Bme.” At the same Bme, the FoundaBon is aware that successful networks are those which
demonstrate evident beneﬁts, and add value.”
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Appendix 6.9 Case Study P1 Dalia AssociaBon, PalesBne
The complexiBes , opportuniBes and disappointments which characterise civil society experiences in
PalesBne are evident in the pressures and progress presented by Dalia Associa>on. Beginning operaBons in
2007, on the community foundaBon model of mulBple donors funding mulBple projects that reﬂect
community needs but are arBculated and idenBﬁed by those communiBes, Dalia has weathered criBcal
periods. With the Oslo Accords, and fundings’ arrival, for example, with “each wan3ng the other to sort
things out”, external donors’ agendas dominated, and “donors told us what to do, what our needs were
and how we were to do it.” In criBcal contrast, Dalia , while itself a grant-maker, is a community mobiliser,
where its grantmaking is embedded in and arises from community empowerment processes.
From its iniBal use of communicaBons experts to ‘spread the word’, Dalia is fully engaged in community
outreach, and dialogue. That dialogue is not easy. CommuniBes approaching Dalia that are ‘aid-dependent’
approach, are iniBally deﬂated when “they realise that we are not just going to give them money” but
recognise aher dialogue that “the community should be doing things their own way”. Moreover, they admit
the (top down) aid (model of) funding “did not make much change.” Dalia’s method is to enable
communiBes to work and learn themselves, starBng with one acBvity and going on to build others with the
community. CommunicaBons remains key, using PalesBne’s well-supported internet, holding events, and
convening meeBngs, to ensure that “Only the community can choose how to spend money, what to develop,
and decide where to make grants.”
That level and extent of outreach however makes heavy demands, needing to be long term and over Bme,
as well as openness on Dalia’s part. “We see what emerges…. we have no idea what they will come up
with” (for example, drug problems, waste management or not being able to manage their live animals.)
Staﬀ, too, need community visibility, not least to ensure that community leaders are not in fact taking
advantage of their communiBes. For people who have seen a problem and mobilised a group, Dalia will
“work with them, invest in them, support them. “One example has been a grant for a woman, who had
already set up a women’s group, found an abandoned mobile home “leR behind by an NGO who came and
went”, and proposed to create a mobile kitchen..
While PalesBne has “so many donor avenues”, Dalia “does not accept poli3cal or religious money”, and is
conBnually seeking sustainable income sources for its mission covering the whole of PalesBne. Its Board,
which decides where funds are to be distributed and approve policies, are advisory only and not formally
involved in funding or fundraising. With many of its outreach and acBviBes run with volunteers therefore,
Dalia faces that familiar feature in civil society organisaBons, “always worrying about overheads”. Part of
that diversiﬁcaBon is to bring in income from less wealthy donors, needing to show that “regular people can
make a diﬀerence.“ Despite wanBng “big money”, local people’s involvement and mobilisaBon “makes for
becer communi3es” This is a perspecBve that younger people rather than older people “get”, although
“they do not have the money to give us”, but rather to volunteer.
Dalia thus values donors from abroad and there is much external donor adracBon to their closeness and
understanding of communiBes, as there is globally for the community foundaBon operaBng model.
embedded in communiBes . It is paradoxical though that a number of such donors’ percepBons and
enthusiasms are not matched by an equivalent understanding of the implicaBons of that method and set of
values. Dalia ﬁnds that such donors want ‘a community project ﬁrst’ and then to decide whether or not to
fund; neither wishing to fund the processes by which it was arrived at ; nor seeing strong communiBes in
civil society as itself a need. At best such donors “ﬁnd it hard to delegate funding to the community”; with
its parallel where some communiBes also are focussed on ‘what donors want ‘rather than on what
communiBes need. Nevertheless, Dalia now has its ﬁrst long term partner-donors, from Switzerland. While
they need more, this mulB-year support will enable the essenBal focus on project work.
As part of the global foundaBon movement, Dalia are members of global networks, where some are acBve
and supporBve. However, locally there are no networks through which Dalia’s learning and methods can be
shared; a situaBon compounded by diﬃculBes accessing young people’s ideas and feedback throughout
PalesBne, with travel restricBons between the West Bank and Gaza.Larger networks, in which to share and
learn from foundaBons would be welcome, but regionally these are also as costly and with an uncertain
value. Dalia’s own thoughts are themselves to set up a learning circle for foundaBons.
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Appendix 6.10 Case Study P2 A.M. Qadan FoundaBon (AMQF), PalesBne

The A.M. Qajan Founda>on, Pales>ne, with its deep focus on culture and educaBon, is fully independent
in operaBons and decision making from its ‘parent foundaBon’, the UK-registered family foundaBon, the
Qadan FoundaBon. Beginning its operaBons in 1997, and originally aiming to invest in “young people,
young arBsts, young entrepreneurs, young teachers”, it now has a range of faciliBes as well as projects, from
a new building in Ramallah, a child-centre in Gaza with one of the largest libraries in Gaza (containing
111,500 resources (hdp://qadanfoundaBon.org/en/qcc/library/about-library, accessed 17 June 2019).
While many of its programmes have been running for twenty years, others are new and responsive, since “
in the villages, any entrepreneur who has an idea can approach us any 3me in the year, and we can support
(it). With funding in the main from the family, co-funding has been accepted since 2004, subject to AMQF’s
policy that external funding does not exceed 40% of any project: while its annual unrestricted endowment
income enables its autonomy.
AMQF oﬀers mulBple grants , engaging in science, art, drama and research programmes, all for the long
term, and the valuable slow change that comes from long engagement. Beneﬁciaries include individuals,
groups, organisaBons “ and even fes3vals”. Grantmaking is seen as seeding, as well as fund making in its
own right. For example , one group wanted to create a local talent rock and pop music fesBval in PalesBne,
and found no-one else to support them. Aher due diligence and a ﬁrst grant three years ago, Qadan
opened the way for other donor partners. Aher three years, this successful fesBval has seventy two
partners. Other areas of support include contemporary dance theatre and intervenBons with young
teachers and trainers to widen their skills and teaching perspecBves in an otherwise limited local dance
curriculum. AcBviBes and programmes are “open to all”, without reference to religion or poliBcs.
A longstanding system of programme evaluaBons - external evaluaBons, interviews of random sample of
beneﬁciaries, surveys, and ﬁeld visits – conﬁrms beneﬁciaries ‘ reports of the FoundaBon’s good work on
the ground. It is recognised too in the FoundaBon that in some cases, where “twenty years ago we were
innova3ve”, overhaul or phasing out may be appropriate; to create condiBons for further innovaBon;
alongside ambiBons for scaling -up, and do more with the most successful programmes.
Learning within the AMQF is ongoing. This is currently being propelled by the arrival of its new DirectorGeneral, (only the second DG since its founding), who brought experience of other foundaBons in PalesBne.
She was iniBally in the Deputy role and thus ‘shadowing’ for 16 months, processing and ﬁltering a wide
range of inputs. Seeking evidence of programme growth, and evolving change, so that communiBes’ current
needs are being met, has been part of that process; criBcal issues for AMQF, whose autonomous budget is
higher than that of the Ministry of Culture. This change has also brought the wider strategic planning
dialogue onto the organisaBonal agenda.
Sharing internal learning is rooted within programme stream staﬀ and led by long standing senior staﬀ, but
is not formally structured across the FoundaBon; with such learning sharing even more challenging
between the foundaBons West Bank and Gaza programmes where face to face and onsite meeBngs are
near impossible (as a norm); the FoundaBon is entering a cycle of review and understanding its wider
learning, matching the foundaBon with the current prioriBes in the PalesBnian Territories and conBnued
programme eﬀecBveness.
External networks, for learning and for sharing supporBvely, are absent; and would be welcomed, especially
by the the new DG.
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Appendix 6.11 Case Study P3 Taawon, PalesBne
The ambiBon and reach of Taawon, now in operaBon for 36 years, is marked by a number of criBcal
features. These include its working with 800 organisaBons in PalesBne, its embracing mission – “to make a
disBnguished contribuBon toward furthering the progress of PalesBnians, preserving their heritage and
idenBty…as well as social entrepreneurship and youth”. Its budgetary spending level (currently USD 53
million from its USD 4million beginnings) and, above all, its possession of specialised departments including
a Knowledge Management department, to gather informaBon on, explore, test and challenge ideas and
proposals, share and brainstorm with the board, staﬀ, other experts, other NGOs and guide decisions and
implementaBon. In seeking to achieve change, Taawon is both internally strongly aware – “we start any
project by looking at ourselves” – and externally recognizing, if pragmaBcally, the importance of credibility:
“we set our success indicators to align with naBonal indicators and contribute to fulﬁlling the objecBves of
the naBonal strategy”.
With its underlying naBonal idenBty – Taawon gains its signiﬁcant donors from both PalesBnian Territories
and all over the world in the PalesBnian diaspora. Its Board and the wider ‘General assembly’ members
generously contribute to Taawon both ﬁnancially and intellectually as they advise on management and
programme development direcBons. These PalesBnian-based or rooted funding sources in turn encourage
and adract young entrepreneurs to engage with Taawon, whether through its own social entrepreneurship
accelerator programme, or through the implemenBng local organisaBons. For Taawon, the perspecBve on
externally- sourced driven and implemented aid is that it has created a foreign dependency which was short
term; when arriving NGOs did some capacity building that was based on ‘we know what you need’ . This is a
trend which Taawon challenges explicitly, both in terms of its PalesBnian idenBty and in conBnually
emphasising the importance of the long term, sustainable development.
Its ﬁelds of work are wide ranging, within the framework of entrepreneurship among young people, with
programmes in such contrasBng areas as the health sector with a cancer ward and a burns unit; the
agriculture sector to maximise yields; and the tourism sector. In each case, Taawon stresses the importance
of awareness of how any of the local challenges are going to aﬀect any project they decide to fund. Notably
in the tourism example, with donor funding of $1 million for a pilot, their Knowledge Management
Department ‘s feasibility study highlighted the opportuniBes and the risks (e.g. diﬃculBes in tourist access
to arts and crahs providers, whether to convert old PalesBnian heritage homes to bouBque hotels,
compeBBon from external subsidies and so on), before going ahead. In a method which scours for “the best
advice”, Taawon seeks knowledge and knowhow from academics, pracBBoner experts, its in-house
colleagues and its board – “they are very good at asking quesBons and asking more quesBons” – before
deciding on new projects. Once a programme is set, the project manager will lead all operaBons maders,
but, in recogniBon of the someBmes rapidly changing poliBcal and legal landscape in the PalesBnian
Territories, each programme has a consultaBve commidee appointed which meets quarterly to discuss and
brainstorm on all non-operaBonal emerging issues as both a support and connecBon to Taawon.
Grantmaking to young people follows; with the example quoted of one such grantee, seeking a loan or an
investment, reported as surprised at the uncondiBonal grant received, but also saBsfacBon that Taawon is a
PalesBnian enBty and not Foreign. Programme Bmescales, avoiding the short term, are also central. Its
orphan care programme in Gaza , looking aher 4000 orphans, has long term commitments from donors to
secure orphans unBl they are self-reliant.
While “expecBng every new donor to Taawon do their own due diligence on everything that we do”
Taawon also does due diligence for new donors; emphasising that “our programmes are intended to beneﬁt
all PalesBnians regardless of their age, gender, or religion“. Its board, approving the annual strategic plan
and budget , also receives programme reports, containing comprehensive informaBon on that
programme’s “mission, vision, partners, donors, implementers, KPIs, money generated per dollar, new
employees ,beneﬁciaries, experts, consultants, naBonal agenda and SDGs: The document goes up and
down the organisaBonal chain unBl we feel it is right.”
The organisaBon up and down mechanisms and sideways external contacts enable extensive sharing
internally to occur, budressed by the formal quarterly reporBng and sharing of informaBon within the
organizaBon, as well as externally through the interacBons with donors, and its transparent annual
reporBng. EvaluaBng programmes over the long term is the norm, as well as beneﬁciary surveys, with
further learning within partnerships undertaken. Self-assessing as “learning everyday and sBll
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learning”, new projects, such as digiBsing and increasing donor and beneﬁciary communicaBons also carry a
strong internal learning component; while Taawon organises and engages in philanthropy seminars
( “Speakers from Rockefeller and so on, to understand trends in future philanthropy”). Taawon uses its
conBnuously enhanced knowledge to assist in building the capacity of local PalesBnian NGOs, as well as
contribute to building internaBonal NGOs knowledge of the local context.
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Appendix 6.12 Case Study P4 PalesBne for Development FoundaBon (PsDF), PalesBne
OperaBng for over ﬁve years, the Pales>ne For Development Founda>on (PsDF) is the corporate social
responsibility arm of the PalesBne Investment Fund, a sovereign wealth fund established in 2003. Its
mission is nothing less than the economic and personal empowerment (of the people of ) PalesBne,
emphasising not only its pracBcal facilitaBon tools and intervenBons but their roles “in developing ideas,
dreams, opportuni3es”, a mission in which “we play one small part.” PsDF’s funds (currently running at
between 1- 3million USD), from its parent, PIF, are pledged on condiBon of leverage from other sources and
donors and on evidence of impact. The success of that leverage, itself drawing from PIF’s own credibility, is
demonstrated by conBnuing incoming funds from partners, both in the region (such as the Kuwait Arab
Fund) and beyond, (including the EU and Oxfam.) ‘Impact’ meanwhile is not expected to be immediate.
PsDF ‘s strategy reﬂects its percepBon that “most of the money that came to Pales3ne had very licle impact.
Otherwise Pales3ne would be very diﬀerent when you look at grassroots”; largely a result of short term
projects and programmes, which rarely link to long term change.
PsDF's own strategic development and re-direcBon came at the cost of learning the importance of the long
term, with its iniBal approach to philanthropy. This took the form of awarding grants from a 1 million USD
fund for economic and social development, through open applicaBons, “a simple process”. PsDF’s trigger
for change was “ going into the ﬁeld and ﬁnding nothing that was leR behind. This happened again and
again. (There was) no las3ng impact. ARer 1 million was given year aRer year….we had to change. We had
fallen into the same trap as the foreign NGOs.” The resulBng strategic direcBon resulted in investment
funding in areas that underpin economic and social progress: micro-ﬁnance, and longer term, macro
projects; all with ”nothing for the short term”. One such macro project involves engaging with partners who
are focused on alternaBve energy, with the aim of PalesBne becoming energy-independent, beginning with
solar power, ﬁpng solar power systems for all 500 schools, with extra generated power fed back to the
grid, and now developing “our own electric power plant in the West Bank”. A more localised PsDF project
involves creaBng women entrepreneurs in marginalised areas, funded through an implemenBng partner in
rural parts of PalesBne, that began with training and has widened to making investments in entrepreneurs’
plans.
Such an approach, too, has sustained PsDF’s leverage requirements, and enabled it to adapt or re-organise
programmes on a wider scale than before, as it proceeds. A major example has concerned the nature as
well as the extent of programme support for young entrepreneurs. Having partnered with Birzeit University,
to fund students planning to start their own business, presenBng and oﬀering this opportunity to students
showcasing their plans, no applicaBons were received. AppreciaBng the likelihood of students insecure
about business enterprise, PsDF instead, in 2017, began a college project called ‘Start - Know about
Business’, training 200 teachers to deliver the programme and reaching 5000 Technical College students. As
a programme designed to change culture, over Bme, PsDF is clear that “aRer two years, we do not have
enough data to decide if the approach is working. We will evaluate aRer 5 years.”
Working through implemenBng partners, and respecBng those NGOs already in this sector, PsDF’s approach
is to concentrate on the policy aspects and decisions of its funding and direcBons, while including ﬁeld
visits : “we are also in the business of gathering evidence of our success. We go out, see , feel and touch.”
Having already tried and failed at replicaBng their successful Lebanese micro-ﬁnance programme into the
WestBank, they will only reintroduce the programme when they have evidence that the communiBes of the
West Bank are ready. With partner implementers, where PsDF idenBﬁes problems, the two will redesign
together. At a diﬀerent level, PsDF also has access to funds within PIF itself, for example the IbBkar fund,
that invests in the IT sector; so that IT entrepreneurs may also approach this fund directly. While collecBng
data is also leh to partners, learning within PsDF is led by the GM and not insBtuBonalised creaBng possible
challenges if the GM was to leave. PsDF’s board is conBnually emphasising its mission and impact drivers
rather than donor drivers – “Will the project increase employment? will it be income genera3ng?” With its
naBonal remit, PsDF’ programmes are sensiBve to religion and poliBcs, funding across sectors while
ensuring that minority communiBes do not feel rejected. With its large scale working and business
orientaBon, PsDF also recognises the realiBes of the situaBon PalesBne faces – even if entrepreneurs are
trained and supported to set up an enterprise, they may, even then, take a high paying job for their own
security, rather than stay with the enterprise; as it notes, “Our situa3on in Pales3ne is (very) complex.”
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Appendix 6.13 Case Study P5 Ruwwad, PalesBne
This foundaBon, like Ruwwad, Jordan, was founded by Fadi Ghandour, Founder and former CEO of Aramex
and ExecuBve Chairman of the Wamda Group, who conBnues to fund its projects, programmes and its
capacity ; and to play a key hands-on role in its development and strategic direcBon. Ruwwad PalesBne and
Ruwwad Jordan thus demonstrate the same operaBng values and approaches throughout their work. In the
PalesBne context, therefore its key operaBng principle, reﬂecBng its donor moBvaBon and experience is
that “we are only interested in long term, genera3onal change” and “parachu3ng in with quick ﬁxes is not
our skill”. Its core programme is youth organising, promoBng the civic engagement of youth across
communiBes and villages. Through 80+ student educaBonal scholarships, young people commit to
community service contribuBons, gaining from enrichment programmes, including business skills
enhancement;. Partnerships with a series of organisaBons to further support the scholars include those
with the Al Qadan Center for EducaBonal Development and Birzeit University. In the context of the villages
and communiBes from which the scholars come, further iniBaBves include a Child Development
Programme, beginning with children’s library provision, and extending through summer programmes; and
community enhancement programmes, including the development of a women’s advancement
programme.
As in Jordan, Ruwwad’s conBnuing commitment to communiBes reﬂects an alternaBve approach and a new
form of radical philanthropy in contrast with the donor led approach of foreign NGOs and agencies which
“came and went , “come and go” and leh lidle tangible behind.
The descripBon of “running away” from the broad foreign aid model that indicates the sense of tension that
exists, when philanthropic working comparisons are made. In contrast, being part of as well as located in
the communiBes it serves, is the means of emphasising that Ruwwad PalesBne is “ (about) our countries,
our neighbours. ….We wake up every day in our communi3es. The issues we are going to address are for our
families, our country.”
The dominaBng concept of the ‘long term’ makes this organisaBon’s own learning understood as essenBal,
and almost inescapable, since “deep learning” occurs in communiBes. For Ruwwad’s donor, that learning in
itself takes Bme to accomplish and to be certain that change is indeed taking place. Firstly, “changing the
ability for people to feel that they are able to do things for themselves takes 3me”. Secondly,” aRer all the
years of investment in Ruwwad, only now I am seeing a diﬀerence.” However the foundaBon’s own
embeddness and closeness to local communiBes itself has also been demanding of Bme and acceptance:
“we were strangers in our community ﬁReen years ago. Now we are part of the community. We are
integrated.”
That integraBon has led logically to the co-creaBon of projects with local communiBes. Ruwwad’s founder
and funder is adamant that “We have learnt that co-crea3on is the only method. Do not come in with
solu3ons. Co-create with us, with people on the ground. These people know their problems and can create
solu3ons. Find a way of partnering with long term presence partners already on the ground. Begin with
community led thinking, local skills.” In turn, the centrality of “genuine civil society dialogue” is
emphasised; and again, perceived as absent from many externally-based philanthropic eﬀorts, choosing the
advice of their external consultants on which projects to fund. For Ruwwad, this means that “we don’t get
invited to the dialogue”.
From this standpoint , it is unsurprising that Ruwwad reports that it is not sharing its learning externally .
Their founder-funder is again emphaBc: “why do I not share..learning? Nobody asks me”. This is
notwithstanding the strong awareness in Ruwwad , via its founder-funder, of the external sources of
learning and experBse that have relevance to its work, such as the Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship,
at Oxford and the Said FoundaBon. WanBng to share their philanthropic learning more widely, both with
foundaBons and individual donors, especially for neighbouring countries, with opportuniBes to learning
others’ best pracBces, Ruwwad is clear too that the challenge here is “then to ﬁnd a way to stay connected.”
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